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To:
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III, Governor of Virginia

The HonorableJames S. Gilmore,

The Honorable Members of the General Assembly of Virginia
The Citizens of Virginia

Section 17.1-S03(10) of the Code of Virginia requires the Virginia Criminal Sentencing Commission to
report annually upon its work and recommendations. Pursuant to this statutory obligation, we respectfully

submit for your review the 2000 Annual Report of the Criminal Sentencing Commission.
This report details the work of the Commission over the pastyear and outlines the ambitious schedule of
activities that lies ahead. The report provides a comprehensive exarnination of iudicial compliance with the
felony sentencing guidelines for fiscal year 2000. This report also provides a final report on the research to
determine if a sex offender risk æsessment instrument can be developed and applied to the guidelines' The
Commission's recommendations to the 2001 session of the Virginia General Assembly are also cont¿ined

within this report,
The Commission wishes to sincerely thank those of you in the fïeld whose diligent work with the

guidelines enables us to produce this report.

Respectfu

lly submitted,

lñ//9e
Ernest P Gates, Chairman
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Introduction

Ovewiew

Commission Profile

This is the sixth annual report of the Vir-

The Virginia Criminal Sentencing Commis-

ginia Criminal Sentencing Commission'

sion is comprised of 17 members as autho-

The report is organized into swen chapters.

rized in Code of Virsinia S17.1-802. The
Chairman of the Commission is appointed

Commission and its various activities and pro-

of
Virginia, must not be an active member of

jects undertaken during 2000. Chapter Two

the judiciary and must be confirmed by the

includes the results ofa detailed analysis ofjudicial compliance with the discretionary sen-

General Assembly. The ChiefJustice also

Chapter One provides a general profile of the

tencing guidelines system

as

well

as

other re-

by the ChiefJustice of the Supreme Court

appoints six judges or justices to serve on the

Commission. Five members of the Commis-

lated sentencing trend data. Chapter Three

sion are appointed by the General Assembly:

contains a summary of the final Commission

the Speaker of the House of Delegates desig-

report on its work to develop a sex ofÊender

nates three members, and the Senate Com-

risk of recidivism assessment instrument and

mittee on Privileges and Elections selects two

to implement it within the sentencing guide-

members. The Governor appoints four mem-

lines system. Chapter Four provides a report

bers, at least one of whom must be a vicdm

on the Commission's pilot project involving an

crime or a representative

offender risk assessment instrument for use

organization. The final member

with nonviolent felons. Chapter Five presents

Attorney General, who serves by virtue of

the Commissiont findings based on a review

his offìce. In the past year, Virginia's Attor-

requested by the General Assembly of the sen-

ney General, Mark Earley, designated Dep-

tencing guidelines for drug offenders. Chapter

ury Attorney General Frank Ferguson

Six presents t}re results of the Commissiont

his representative at Commission meetings.

of
of a crime victimt
is

Virginia's

as

special study on larceny and fraud offenses.

Chapter Seven examines the impact of the

The Vrginia Criminal Sentencing Commis-

no-parole/truth-in-sentencing system that

sion is an agenc./ of the Supreme Court of

has been

in effect for any felony committed
on or afterJanuary 1, 1995. Finall¡ Chapter

Virginia. The Commission's offices and
staffare located on the Fifth Floor of the

Eight presents the Commissiont recommen-

Supreme Court Building at 100 North

dations for 2001

Ninth Street in downtown Richmond.

.
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Activities of the Commission

system involves newly designed forms and

The full membership of the Commission
met four times in 2000: April 10, June 12,
September 11 and November 6. The following discussion provides an overview
of some of the Commission actions and
initiatives during the past year that are

not discussed in detail elsewhere within
this report.

new procedural requirements, previous

Annual Reports documented

a

variety of

worksheet completion problems. These

problems included missing judicial departure explanations, confusion over the postrelease

term and supervision period, miss-

ing work sheets, and lack of judicial signa-

tures. However,

as a result

of the Commis-

siont review process and the fact that

users

and preparers of the guidelines are more accustomed to the new system, very few errors
have been detected during the past year.

Monitoring and Oversight
S19.2-298.01 of the Code ofVirginia

Once the guidelines worksheets are re-

requires that sentencing guidelines

viewed and determined to be complete,

worlsheets be completed in all felony

cases

they are automated and analyzed. The

that judges must announce during court

principal analysis performed on the
automated worksheets concerns judicial

proceedings that review of the forms has

compliance with sentencing guidelines

been completed. After sentencing, the

recommendations. This analysis is per-

guidelines worksheets must be signed by

formed and presented to the Commission

the judge and then become a part of the

on a quarterly basis. The most recent study

official record ofeach case. The clerk of

of judicial compliance with the sentencing

the circuit court is responsible for sending

guidelines is presented in Chapter Tho.

for which there are guidelines and specifies

the completed and signed worksheets to
the Commission.

The Commission staffreviews the guidelines worftsheets as they are received. The

Commission staffperforms this check to
ensure that the guidelines forms are being

completed accurately and propedy. t{/hen
problems are detected on a submitted

form, it is sent back to the sentencing
judge for corrective action. Since the conversion to the new truth-in-sentencing

2
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Training and Education

ing Academ¡ Cardinal Criminal Justice
Academ¡ City of Richmond's Police

The Commission continuously offers

Academy, Alexandria Circuit Court,

training and educational opportunities

Fairfax Government Complex, and Moun-

in an effort to promote the accurate

tain Empire Community College. By spe-

completion of sentencing guidelines.
Tiaining seminars are designed to appeal to

cial request, seminars were also held in
specific locations for probation ofÉìcers,

the needs of attorneys for the Common-

Commonwealtht Attorneys and defense

wealth and probation officers, the two

attorneys. In addition, the Commission

groups authorized by statute to complete

the ofÍìcial guidelines for the court.

to newly elected judges during the pre-

The seminars also provide defense attorneys

with

a

provided training on the guidelines system
bench training program.

knowledge base to challenge

the accuracy of guidelines submitted to

The Commission will continue to place

the court. Having all sides equally trained

in the completion of guidelines worksheets
is essential to a system ofchecks and
balances that ensures the accuracy

a

priority on providing sentencing guide-

lines training on request to any group

of criminal justice professionals. The

of

Commission regulady conducts sentencing

sentencing guidelines.

guidelines training at the Department of
Corrections' Taining Academy

as

part

In 2000, the Commission provided sentencing guidelines assistance in a variery of

of the curriculum for new probation

forms: training and education seminars,

to provide an education progrâm on guide-

assistance via the hot line phone system,

officers. The Commission is also willing
lines and the no-parole sentencing system

and publications and training materials.

to any interested group or organization.

The Commission offered 17 training seminars

in 10 different locations across the

In addition to providing training and

Commonwealth. This year the Commis-

education programs, the Commission

sion staff developed training seminars

staff maintains a "hot line" phone system

specifically for the new users ofguidelines'

(804.225.4398). The phone line

These targeted seminars provided participants ¡Mith a detailed introduction to the
guidelines system.

is

staffed fromT 45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.,

Monday through Friday, to respond
quickly to any questions or concerns
regarding the sentencing guidelines.

The Commission attempted to offer seminars in sites convenient to the majoriry

of

guideline users. The sites for these semi-

The hot line continues to be an important resource for guidelines users around
the Commonwealth.

nars included: Virginia Beach Fire Tiaining

Cente¡ Department of Corrections' Tiain-

3
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In 2000, the staff of the Commission

has

responded to thousands ofcalls through the

Community Corrections Revocation
Data System

hot line service.
Under

This year the sentencing guidelines manual
was completely redesigned to make the

manual more "user friendly." The manual
utilizes a loose-leafnotebook that can eas-

ily

be updated. Täbles were combined to

simplify the classification of prior record,
and additional tabs were added to identify

pertinent tables. Changes made this year

will enhance the Commission's ability to
issue updates to the guidelines manual

in a more efficient manner. Many other
changes incorporated into the manual
were based on user suggestions and com-

ments. As
were added
a

a

result, additional instructions

to clafify usert concerns on

variety of topics relating to completing

guideline worksheets. In addition to these,
there were several substantive changes to
guidelines factors and instructions based

on recommendations presented in the

Commis-siont previous annual report
and approved by the General Assembly.

it

S 17. t -

is the responsibility of the Commission

to monitor sentencing practices in felony
cases

throughout the Commonwealth. \Vhile

the Commission maintains

a

brochure to citizens and criminal justice
professionals explaining Virginiat truth-insentencing system. Additionally, the Com-

mission distributes ayearly progress report
that provides a briefoverview ofjudicial
compliance with the truth-in-sentencing
guidelines and average sentences served for
specific offènses.

4

a

wide anay of

sentencing information on felons at the
time they are initially sentenced in circuit
court, information on the re-imposition of
suspended prison time for felons returned

to court for violation of the conditions of

community supervision has been largely
unavailable and its impact difficult to assess.

Among other uses, information on

cases

in-

volving re-imposition of suspended prison
time is critically important to accurately
forecast future correctional bed space needs.
'SØith

the sentencing reforms that abolished

parole, circuit couft judges now handle a

wider array of supervision violation

cases.

Judges now handle violations ofpost-release

supervision terms following release from

incarceration, formerly dealt with by the
Parole Board

The Commission also distributes

803(7) of the Code of Virginia,

in the form of parole viola-

tions. Furthermore, the significant expansion ofalternative sanction options available to judges means that the judiciary are
also dealing

with offenders who violate the

conditions of these new programs.

lnlroduction

In the fall of 1996, the Commission en-

The clerk of the circuit court is responsible

dorsed the implementation of a simple

for submitting the completed and signed

one-page form to succinctþ capture a few

original form to the Commission. The

pieces of critical information on the rea-

form has been designed to take advantage

sons for and the outcome of community

of advanced scanning technology, which

supervision violation proceedings. Early

enables the Commission to quickly and

in

effìciently automate the information.

1997, the Commission teamed with the

Department of Corrections to implement
the data collection form. Procedures were

The Commission now includes training on

established for the completion and submis-

the sentencing revocation form as part

sion of the forms to the Commission. The

the standard training provided to new pro-

statet probation officers are responsible for

bation officers at the Department of Cor-

completing the top section of the form

rections' Academy for Staff Development.

of

each time they request a capias or a viola-

tion hearing with the circuit court judge

The sentencing revocation data collection

responsible for an offendert supervision.

form was instituted for all violation

The top half of the form contains the

hearings held on or after July 7, 1997.

offendert identifying information and the

The Commission believes that the re-im-

reasons the probation offìcer feels there

position of suspended time is a vital facet

ofthe conditions of

supervision. In a few jurisdictions, the

in the punishment of offènders, and that
data in this area has, in the past, been scant

Commonwealtht Attorneys ofûce has re-

at best. The community corrections

quested that prosecutors actively involved

revocation data system, developed under

in the initiation of violation hearings

the auspices of the Commission, will serve

has been a violation

also

be allowed to complete the top section

of

as an

important link in our knowledge

the form for the court. The Commission

of the sanctioning of offenders from

has approved this variation on the normal

initial sentencing through

form completion process.

community supervision.

release

from

The sentencing revocation form is then
submitted to the judge. The judge completes the lower section of the form with
his findings in the case and, if the offender
is found to be in violation, the specific

sanction imposed. The sentencing revoca-

tion form also provides

a space

for the

judge to submit any additional comments
regarding his or her decision in the case.

5
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Substance Abuse Screening and Assessment

used for the adult and juvenile populations.

for Offenders

For adult felons, screening and assessment is
conducted by the Department of Correc-

During its 1998 session, the General
Assembly passed sweeping legislation that
requires many offenders, both adult and

juvenile, to undergo screening and

assess-

ment for substance abuse problems related

to drugs or alcohol. A goal ofthis legislation is to provide judges with
information

as possible

as

much

tions'probation and parole office, while local
offices of the Virginia Alcohol Safety Action

Program and local community corrections
agencies screen and assess

adult misdemean-

ants. Juvenile offenders are screened and
assessed by the court service unit serving the
Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court.

about the sub-

stance abuse problems of offenders they

The Interagency Drug Offender Screening

sentence, so that sânctions can be tailored

and Assessment Committee was created to

to address both public safery issues and the

oversee the implementation and subsequent

üeatment needs of the offender. The legislature authorized a six-month period (July

administration of this program. The Com-

through December 1999) to pilot test the

Department of Corrections, the Department

implementation of the screening and as-

mittee is composed of representatives of the

sessment provisions. Statewide implemen-

of Criminal Justice Services, the Department of Juvenile Justice, the Virginia Alcohol

tation began January 1, 2000.

SafetyAction Program, and the Department
of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and

The new law targets all adult felons con-

Substance Abuse Services. A Sentencing

victed in circuit court and adults convicted

Commission staffmember also serves on the

in general district court of any drug crime

committee. Throughout 1999, the Commit-

classified as a Class 1 misdemeanor. Juve-

tee worked to educate judges, prosecutors,

nile offenders adjudicated for a felony or
any Class 1 or 2 misdemeanor are also
subject to the provisions. Under the new
law, these offenders must undergo a substance abuse screening.

Ifthe

screening

reveals key characteristics or behaviors

likely related to drug
a

full

use

or alcohol abuse,

assessment must be administered.

Assessment is a thorough evaluation. Re-

public defenders and defense attorneys about
the screening and assessment legislation. This
year, the Committee oversaw the expansion

ofthe

substance abuse screening and assess-

ment program from the pilot sites to localities
throughout the Commonwealth. In addition,
members of the Committee organized and
facilitated training seminars on the utilization

ofthe state-approved screening and

assess-

sults of comprehensive assessment can be

ment instruments. In 2001, the Committee

used for developing treatment plans and

will begin working with evaluators to

assessing needs

for services. Different

screening and assessment instruments are

6

gauge

the impact of this comprehensive program.

lnlroduclion

Projecting Prison Bed Space Impact of

Prison and Jail Population Forecæting

Proposed Irgislation

Since 1987, Virginia has projected the size

S30-19.1:4 of the Code ofVirginia re-

of its future prison and jail populations

quires the Commission to prepare impact

through a process known as "consensus

statements for any proposed legislation

forecasting." This approach combines

which might result in

a

net increase in

technical forecasting expertise with the

periods of imprisonment in state correc-

valuable judgment and experience of pro-

tional facilities. Such statements must

fessionals working

include details as to any increase or de-

nal justice system.

crease

in all

areas

of the crimi-

in adult offender populations and

any necessary adjustments in guideline

\)Øhile the Commission is not responsible

midpoint recommendations.

for generating the prison or jail population
forecast,

it

is included

in the

consensus

During the 2000 legislative session, the

forecasting process. During the past year,

Commission prepared I44 sepante impact

a Commission staff member served on the

bills. These proposed

technical committee that provides method-

analyses on proposed

ological and statistical review ofthe fore-

bills fell into four categories: 1) bills to
increase the felony penalry class

ofa

spe-

casting

work. Also, the Commission's

cific crime; 2) proposals to add a new man-

Executive Director served on the Policy

datory minimum penalty for a specific

Advisory Committee.

crime; 3) legislation that would create a
new criminal offènse; and 4) bills that increase

the penalty class of

from a misdemeanor to

a

specific crime

a felony.

The Commission utilized its computer
simulation-forecasting program to estimate
the projected impact of these proposals on
the prison system. In most instances, the

projected impact and accompanying analysis

of the various bills was presented to

the General Assembly within 48 hours

of

our notification of a billt introduction.
\Øhen requested, the Commission provided pertinent oral testimony to accompany the impact analysis.

7
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tem was only recently implemented and is

Juvenile Sentencing Data Bæe Study
House Joint Resolution

(HjR) 131 requests

the Commission to study sentencing of
juveniles. This study is to examine juvenile sentencing by the circuit courts when
sentencing juveniles as adults and by the

juvenile courts when sentencing serious
juvenile offenders and delinquents.

still being constructed in some cases. Automation around the Commonwealth

has

been a gradual process, with some areas sdll

not fully automated and linked with all
modules of the JTS.
Previously, a Commission Advisory Com-

mittee on this project met and discussed
the advantages and disadvantages ofdevel-

Vhile Virginia

is second to none in terms

of the ability to study the adult felon pop-

ulation, the same cannot be said for oÊ

f..rå.r,

processed through the juvenile

justice system. Given the lack of a reliable
and comprehensive data system in the
juvenile justice system,

as

well

as

very re-

cent changes to statutes governing juvenile

criminal

cases,

is to collect

oping and implementing the rype of data
system requested by the Commission. The
issues discussed

included how broad the

data collection should be (e.g., all juveniles,
all felonies andior misdemeanors, etc.), how

information will be collected, the specific
information to be collected, and how to
fund an effort of this magnitude.

the Commission's approach

qualiry reliable data by con-

structing an information system to sup-

port studies and inquiries.

In

1998, â survey instrument was designed

and distributed to juvenile and domestic
relations court judges, Commonwealtht
âttorneys, public defenders, and court serT

Presentl¡ the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) is in the process of constructing
a

parallel data collection system as is main-

tained by the Department of Corrections

(DOC) on adult felons. In this

system,

called the Juvenile Tlacking System (JTS),
several modules (individual databases) are

combined to keep various records on all
juveniles entering the system, from initial
intake to final release or termination

of

jurisdiction over the juvenile by DJJ. The
objective is to collect and store comprehensive information on all juveniles within
the justice system, according to the juvenile's
level and extent of involvement with the

juvenile justice system. However, this sys-

vice unit (CSU) regional administrators
and directors. The purpose of the survey
was to determine judicial perception of the

current sentencing system for juveniles.

The survey results showed that collectively,
respondents were most concerned with
sentencing and rehabilitative service op-

tions available under statute and through

DJJ. The results from this survey may
as a

serve

springboard for the Commission to

examine particular areas of interest in the

juvenile justice system,

as seen

ofits practitioners, once
system is in place.
eyes

through the

a database

lnTroduction

modules came on-line

Additionally, the legislature passed HJR 688

limited,

as these

that mandated DJJ, in cooperation with

starting

in 1996 and contain

the Commission and the Supreme Court,

that time period forward,

to produce

a standardized

and automated

records from

as each

CSU was

automated. However, this data would be

juvenile social history. This history would

sufficient to establish a database system

ostensibly share some similariry with the
pre-sentence investigation report as used

required by the Commission for juvenile
'\Øith
justice studies.
the anticipated auto-

for adult felons in that the structure and

mation of the uniform juvenile social his-

format of the data would be consistent,
regardless of which court service unit pro-

tory and the combined information in the

duced the document. Presently, CSUs pro-

JTS modules, it is expected that the Commission will secure the necessary data with

duce narrative social histories which vary

which to carry out future studies.

in content and quality from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. The Commission's

Over the past year, project staffworked

greaúy

form Social History workgroup, comprised

with DJJ and the CSUs to collect information about the number of juvenile felonies

of representatives from DJJ, the Supreme

for which social histories are prepared (to

Court, and juvenile probation officers to
construct a multi-user document which

estimate the availabiliry of this data com-

project has focused on assisting the Uni-

will

serve the interests of the juvenile, judges,

bined with JTS module holdings) for planning purposes. Staffalso received training

CSU staf[ DJJ and the Commission. The

in appropriate software in order to establish

objective is to parallel the adult Pre/Post-

database fields and set up an information

Sentence Investigation (PSI) system and

framework for the Commission. Staffalso

collect data in a quantitative form where

worked closely with DJJ Information Sys-

possible, while retaining descriptive and

tems personnel to develop a data collection

useful narrative segments to properly

and transmission mode.

represent the juvenilet current situation.

The Commissionì work on this project
The project has focused on the efforts to

will be fully detailed in its report to the

draw available and existing data from the

General Assembly.

three JTS modules: the intake module, the
direct care module, and the court-hearing

module. The demographic, adjudication
and disposition data contained within
these three modules is at present somewhat

I

ø

GuidelinesCompliance

than the historical time served in prison by

Introduction

On January 1, 2000, Virginiat truth-insentencing system reached its five-year

anniversary. Effective for any felony com-

mitted on or after January 1, 1995, the
practice of discretionary parole release from
prison was abolished, and the existing system of awarding inmates sentence credits

for good behavior was eliminated. Under
Virginia's truth-in-sentencing laws, convicted felons must serve at least 85% of the
pronounced sentence, and they may earn,

similar offenders. In the nearly 100,000

felony

cases

sentenced under truth-in-

sentencing laws, judges have agreed with

guidelines recommendations in three out

of every four cases. The most recent data
indicate that judges are agreeing with
guidelines recommendations to a larger
extent than ever before. Thus, the guide-

lines are continuing to be utilized by
Virginia's judges in formulating their sentencing decisions in felony

cases

around

the Commonwealth.

at most, l5o/o earned sentence credit regardless ofwhether their sentence is served

in a state facilit'¡ or a local jail. The Commission was established to develop and

administer guidelines in an effort to provide Virginia's judiciary with sentencing

recommendations in felony

cases

under the

new truth-in-sentencing laws. Under the

current no-parole system, guidelines recommendations for nonviolent offenders

with no prior record of violence

are tied to

the amount of time they served during a
period prior to the abolition of parole. In
contrast, offenders convicted of violent
crimes and those with prior convictions for

The Commission's last annual report presented an anaþis of cases sentenced during fiscal year (FY) 1999. This report will
focus on cases sentenced, or "sentencing
events," from the most recent year of available data, FY2000 (July 1, 1999 through

30,2000). Compliance is examined
in a variety of ways in this report, and

June

variations in data over the years are highIighted throughout. Because of the small
amount of data available to date, the new

guidelines elements introduced by the
Commission on July 1, 2000, are not examined in this report.

violent felonies are subject to guidelines
recommendations up to six times longer
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Cæe Characteristics

Figure I

Overall, the number of cases received by

Number ond Percentoge of Coses
Received by Circuit - FY2000

the Commission has declined from 19,658

in FYl999 to 18,449 in FY2000. Of the
18,449 sentencing guidelines worksheets

Circuit
1

Number

Percent

636

3 60/"

2

1,225

6.9

received by the Commission during the

3

767

4.3

last fiscal year, 17,719 were submitted on

4

1,445

8.2

new FY2000 guidelines forms and 730

5

379

2.1

6

3ll

1.8

7

921

5.2

I

405

2,3

9

305

1.7

l0

435

2.5

ll

409

2.3

12

413

2.3

l3

1,160

6,5

14

734

4,1

l5

659

3.7

l6

553

3.1

17

587

3.3

2000, the following compliance analysis

l8

346

2,0

focuses only on those 17,719 cases submit-

t9

r,035

5.8

ted on FY2000 guidelines forms.

20

369

2.1

21

286

1.6

were submitted on old FY1999 guidelines

forms.

Several significant changes were

made to the FY2000 guidelines worksheets

including the addition of new guidelines
offenses, adjustments to scoring on various

factors, and the inclusion of some new

factors. For the purpose ofconducting

a

clear evaluation ofsentencing guidelines in
effect betweenJuly 1, 1999 andJune 30,

568

3.2

Under the truth-in-sentencing system,

23

588

3.3

five urban circuits have contributed more

24

68.I

3.9

sentencing guidelines cases each year than

25

444

2.5

26

559

3,2

27

459

2.6

28

220

1.3

29

229

1.3

30

r 14

0.6

3l

477

2.7

22

any of the other judicial circuits in the

Commonwealth. These circuits follow
Vrginia's "Golden Crescent" of the most
populous areas of the state. Vrginia Beach

(Circuit 2), Norfolk (Circuit 4), Newport
News (Circuit 7), the Ciry of Richmond

(Circuit 13), and Fairfax (Circuit 19)

each

submitted between 900 and 1,400 sentencing guidelines

cases

during FY2000,

and collectively they accounted for nearþ

one-third of all sentencing guidelines

cases

received by the Commission during the

time period (Figure 1). Most of the cir-
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Tolol

17,719

100%
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cuits, including all five of the largest circuits, reported fewer

cases

in FY2000

Sentencing guidelines in effect during

FY2000 included worlsheets covering 13

distinct offense groups. The offense group-

than in FY1999.

ings are based on the primary or most seri-

There are three general methods by which

ous, offense at conviction. Effective July 1,

Virginiat criminal

1999, drug offenses were divided into two

cases are

adjudicated:

guilry pleas, bench trials, and jury trials.
Felony

cases

in the Commonwealth's circuit

separate guidelines worksheets, one for

Schedule

I/II

drug offenses and one for

courts overwhelmingly are resolved as tåe

offenses involving other types ofnarcotics.

result ofguilty pleas from defendants or

Consistent with previous years, the Com-

plea agreements between defendants and

mission received more cases for Schedule

the Commonwealth. During the last fiscal

I/II

ofall guidelines cases (84o/o) werc sentenced as guilty

other offènse groups. Schedule

year, well over three-quarters

pleas (Figure

2).

Adjudication by

in a bench trial accounted for

a

l4o/o

drug crimes in FY2000 than any of the

ofiFenses

I/II drug

represented, by far, the largest

in

judge

share (34o/o) of the cases sentenced

of all

Virginids circuit courts during the fiscal

3). More than half of the
I/II drug offenses were for one

felony guidelines cases sentenced, while less

year (Figure

than 2o/o of felony guidelines cases involved

Schedule

jury trials. For the past three fiscal years,

crime alone

the overall rate ofjury trials has been ap-

drug (e.g., cocaine). Overall, one out

proximately half of the jury trial rate that

every five cases received by the Commis-

existed under the last year of the parole

sion in FY2000 was a conviction for this

system.

See Juries

-

possession of a Schedule

I/II

of

ønd the Sentencing Guide'

in this chapter for more information
jury
trials.
on
lines

Figure 3

Percentoge of Coses Received by Primory Offense Group
Drug/Schedule l/ll

Figure 2

Percenioge of Coses Received by Method of
- FY2000
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offense. This pattern, however, has per-

The violent crimes of assault, robbery, ho-

sisted since the truth-in-sentencing guide-

micide, kidnapping, rape and other sex

lines were introduced

only about
fenses

4o/o

in 1995. In contrast,

of guidelines involved oÊ

listed on the Drug/Other worksheet.

crimes collectively represent a much smaller
share of the FY2000 cases

(13%). Assaults

were the most common of the person oÊ

Properry offenses also represent a signifi-

fenses (5%) followed by robbery offenses

cant share of the cases submitted to the

(3o/o). The murder and rape offènse groups

Commission in FY2000. Nearly 22o/o of

each accounted for approximately lo/o

of

were for lar-

the cases, while kidnappings made up

less

the FY2000 guidelines

cases

ceny crimes, while the fraud group ac-

than one-half of one percent of the

counted for another l3olo ofthese sentenc-

sentenced during the year. The distribution

ing events. Approximately 90ó of

of offenses among guidelines

cases

during the past fiscal year were captured in

cases

cases has

changed very little since FYl998.

the miscellaneous offense group, which is
comprised mosdy of habitual traffic of-

The sentencing guidelines cover a wide

fenders and felons convicted of illegally

range of felonies with varying penalty

possessing firearms.

ranges specified

in the Code of Virginia. A

felony may be assigned to one of the existing six classes offelony penalty ranges, or

Figure 4

Percentoge of Coses Received by Felony Closs of Primory
- FY2000

Offense

the Code may speci$' a penalty that does

not fall into one of the established penalry
classes. Class 1 felonies, the most serious,

Unclossed

45.80k

Closs 6

ered by the sentencing guidelines. Felonies

Closs 5
Closs 4
Closs 3
Closs 2
Attempts
Conspirocies

are capital murder crimes and are not cov-

s,07"
I-t5%
I r,6%
I o.9o/o
I r,6%
o.7y.
I-30,8%

with penalty structures differing from the
Class 1 through Class 6 penalry ranges are
called unclassed felonies, and their penalties

widel¡ with maximum sentences ranging from three years to life. In FY2000,

vary

nearly one-half of guidelines cases (46%o)
involved unclassed felonies, mainly due to
the overwhelming number of unclassed

4). Because possession of a Schedule I/II drug was the single
drug offenses (Figure

most frequently occurring offense, Class

14
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was the most common of the classed felo-

small portion of cases, judges felt probation

nies (31%). The Commission received

to be a more appropriate sanction than the

cases

for the more serious classed felonies

(Classes

2,3,

and 4) much less frequently.

recommended jail term, but very few
offenders recommended for short-term

Convictions for attempted and conspired

incarceration received a sentence of more

crimes were rare and together accounted

than six months. Finall¡ neaþ 83o/o of

for less than

offenders whose guidelines recommenda-

3o/o

of the

cases.

tion called for no incarceration were
Since the inception of truth-in-sentencing

given probation and no post-dispositional

in

confinement. Some offenders with a "no

1995, the correspondence between dis-

positions recommended by the guidelines

incarceration" recommendation received

and the actual dispositions imposed in

a

Virginias circuit courts has been quite

recommended for no incarceration receive

high. For instance, in FY2000, of all

jail or prison terms of more than six months.

felony offenders recommended for more

Overall, the vast majority of offenders have

than six months of incarceration, judges

received the rype of sanction recommended
by the guidelines.

sentenced 860/o to terms in excess of six

short jail term, but rarely did offenders

months (Figure 5). Some offenders recommended for incarceration of more than six

Figure 5

months received a shorter term of incar-

Recommended Dispositions ond Actuol Dispositions

-

FY2000

ceration (one day to six months), but very
few ofthese offenders received probation

with no incarceration.
Judges have also typically agreed

Disposilion

lncorcerotion > 6 Monlhs

with

86%

lncor.

>

6%

6mos

l97o

lncorcerofion < 6 Months

guidelines recommendations for shorter
terms of incarceration. In FY2000, 72o/o

Acluol Disposilion

Recommended

Probotion / All. Sonction

82o/o

of offenders received â sentence resulting in
confinement of six months or less when
such a penalry was recommended. In a

t5

Prob,/All.Soncl.
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SinceJuly 1,7997, sentences to the statet
boot camp, detention center and diversion
center programs have been defined as incarceration sanctions for the purposes

of

the sentencing guidelines. tü/hile these
programs continue to be defined as 'þro-

bation" programs in their enactment
clauses in the Code of Virginia, the Commission recognizes that the programs are
more restrictive than probation supervision

in the community. The Commission,
therefore, defines them as incarceration
terms under the sentencing guidelines.

The Boot Camp program is considered
to be four months of confinement (as of
January 1,1999), while the Detention and
Diversion Center programs are counted as
six months of confinement.

In the previ-

ous discussion of recommended and actual

dispositions, imposition of any one of
these programs is categorized as incar-

ceration of six months or less.

Compliance Defined

In the Commonwealth, judicial compliance

with the truth-in-sentencing guidelines is
voluntary. A judge may depart from the
guidelines recommendation and sentence
an offender either to a punishment more
severe

or

less

stringent than called for by

the guidelines. In cases in which the judge
has elected to sentence outside

ofthe guide-

lines recommendation, he or she must,

as

stipulated in S19.2-298.01 of the Code

of

Vireinia. submit to the Commission the
reason for departure in each case.

The Commission measures judicial
agreement with the sentencing guidelines
using two distinct classes of compliance:

strict and general. Together, they comprise
the overall compliance rate. For a case to
be

in strict compliance, the offender must

be sentenced to the same type of sanction

(probation, incarceration up to six months,
incarceration more than six months) that
the guidelines recommend and to a term

of incarceration that falls exactly within
Edmund Pendleton was the first

the sentence range recommended by the

"President" of the Virginia Supreme
Court ofAppeals, serving from

l72l

guidelines. Three types of compliance
unt:1,

his death in 1803. ThomæJefferson
wrote of Pendelton, "he wæ one of the

compliance by rounding, time served

mostvirtuous and benevolent of men, ...

compliance, and compliance by special

which ensured ¿ lavonble reception to

exception in habitual traftìc offender

whatever came from him."

l6

together make up general compliance:

cases.

Guidelines Complionce

judge who sen-

General compliance results from the

compliance. Conversel¡

Commission's aftempt to understand judi-

tences an offender to time served when the

cial thinking in the sentencing process,

guidelines call for probation is also re-

and is also meant to accommodate special

garded as being in compliance with the

sentencing circumstances.

guidelines because the offender was not

a

ordered to serve any incarceration time

Compliance by rounding provides for a

after sentencing.

modest rounding allowance in instances
when the active sentence handed down

Compliance by special exception arises

by a judge or jury is very close to the range

the result of amendments to 546.2-357(82

recommended by the guidelines. For

and 83) of the Code ofVirginia, effective

example, a judge would be considered

July 1, 1997,and the addition of SS18'2-

in compliance with the guidelines if he

36.

sentenced an offender to a two-yeâr sen-

effective July 1, 1999. These provisions
allow judges to suspend the mandatory

tence based on a guidelines recommenda-

tion that

goes up

to

1

year 11 months' In

general, the Commission allows for round-

ing of

a sentence

that is within

5o/o

of the

guidelines recommendation.

1

as

(F), t8.2-5r.4(D), and 46.2-39 | (D),

minimum l2-month incarceration term
required for certain felony traffic offenses

conditioned upon the offendert participation in a boot camp, detention center or
diversion center program. For

cases sen-

Time served compliance is intended to
accommodate judicial discretion and the

tenced since the effective date ofthe legisla-

complexity of the criminal justice system

mode of sanctioning of these offenders to

at the local level. A judge may sentence

be an indication of judicial agreement

an offender to the amount of pre-sentence

the sentencing guidelines.

tion, the Commission considers either

with

incarceration time served in a local jail
when the guidelines call for a short jail

term. Even though the judge

does not

sentence an offender to post-sentence

incarceration time, the Commission typically considers this type of case to be in

17
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Overall Compliance with the

In addition to compliance, the Commis-

Sentencing Guidelines

sion also studies departures from the guide-

lines. The rate at which judges sentence
The overall compliance rate summarizes

offenders to sânctions more severe than the

the extent to which Virginia's judges con-

guidelines recommendation, known as the

cur with recommendations provided by
the sentencing guidelines, both in rype

'ãggravation" rate, was I0o/o for FY2000.

of

The 'mitigation" rate, or the rate at which

disposition and in length of incarceration.

judges sentence offenders to sanctions con-

Between FYl995 and FYl998, the over-

sidered less severe than the guidelines rec-

all compliance rare hovered arcund75o/o.

ommendation, was 1 lo/o for the fiscal year.

In FY1999, the overall compliance rate

Isolating cases that resulted in departures

increased nearly three percentage points

from the guidelines does not reveal

to 77 .4o/o. In FY2000, the overall compliance rate increased another 2.4o/o to

guidelines recommendations.

79.8o/o, its highest rate since the establish-

FY2000 departures, 48o/o were

ment of the no-parole system (Figure 6).

gravation while 52o/o were

This rise in overall compliance is reflected

Figure 6

-

FY2000

Miligolion 10.60/o

Complionce 79.8olo

Aggrovolion 47.8%

l8

Miligolion 52.2%

cases

of ag-

of mitiga-

of

mained stable from FYl998 to FY2000.

throughout the chapter.

Aggrovotion 9,7%

cases

departures from the guidelines has re-

be highlighted

Overoll Guidelines Complionce ond Direction of Deportures

Ofthe

has increased significantly, the pattern

mission examines compliance, and this

will

strong

tion. Although the overall compliance rate

in the many measures by which the Comemerging pattern

a

bias toward sentencing above or below

Guidelines Complionce

In FY2000, the dispositional compliance

Dispositional Compliance

rate increased approximately three percentSince the introduction of truth-in-sentenc-

age

ing in

ever: 87o/o (Figure

1995, the Commission has studied

judicial agreement with Virginiat sentencing guidelines in

a

variety of ways. Through

points over FYl999 to its highest rate

7).

Such a high rate

of

dispositional compliance indicates that, for
nearly nine out ofevery ten

cases,

judges

this type of detailed analysis, the Commis-

agreed

sion is able to gain perspective on those

mended by the guidelines (probation/no

elements in the guidelines that are func-

incarceration, incarceration up to six

tioning well and those that are less accepted

months, or incarceration in excess of six

among members of the judiciary. One

months). Thus, the vast majority of
offenders are sentenced to the type ofdis-

important component of overall compliance is dispositional compliance. Disposi-

tional compliance is defined

as the rate at

with the type of sanction recom-

position recommended by the guidelines.
Of the relatively few cases not in disposi-

which judges sentence offenders to the

tional compliance in FY2000, mitigations

same type of disposition that is recom-

outnumbered aggravations 560/o to 44o/o.

mended by the guidelines. The Commis-

Although dispositional compliance in-

sion examines dispositional compliance

creased

closely because the recommendation for

tures remained relatively unchanged.

type of disposition is the foundation

in FY2000, the pattern ofdepar-

of

the sentencing guidelines system.

Figure 7

Disposifionol Complionce ond Direction of Deportures- FY2000
Miligotion 7,2%
Aggrovotion 5.6%

Complionce 87.2%

Aggrovotion 43,8%

Miligolion 56.2%

t9
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length in incarceration cases. As with the

Durational Compliance

dispositional compliance rate, durational

In addition to examining the degree to

compliance has improved since FY1999,

which judges concur with the type of dis-

when a durational compliance rate

position recommended by the guidelines,

79o/o was

the Commission also studies durational

compliance, defined

of

cases

not

in durational compliance, mitigations

the rate at which

as

reported. For FY2000

were slightly more prevalent (53o/o) than

judges sentence offenders to terms of incar-

aggravations (47Vo). This fairly balanced

ceration that fall within the recommended

departure pattern has been consistent

guidelines range. Durational compliance

since FYl998.

analysis considers only those cases for

which the guidelines recommended an

For cases recommended for incarceration

active term ofincarceration and the oÊ
fender received an incarceration sanction
consisting

ofat

of

more than six months, the sentence length
recommendation derived from the guide-

least one day in jail.

lines (known as the midpoint) is accompanied by a high-end and low-end recom-

Durational compliance among FY2000
cases was 81olo

(Figure

mendation. The sentence ranges recom-

8). The rate of

mended by the guidelines are relatively

durational compliance is somewhat lower

broad, allowing judges to utilize their dis-

than the rate of dispositional compliance

cretion in sentencing offenders to different

reported above, indicating that judges
agree

incarceration terms while still remaining in

with the type of sentence recom-

compliance with the guidelines. Analysis

mended by the guidelines more often than

ofFY2000

they agree with the recommended sentence

Figure

excess

cases receiving

of six months that were in durational

I

Durotionol Complionce ond Direction of Deporlures*

- FY2000

Mitigotion 10.3%
Aggrovolion 46.9o/o

Aggrovotion 9olo

Complionce 80.7%

Mitigotion 53.I

o/o

* Coses recommended for ond receiving more thon six monlhs incorc€roti0n.
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incarceration in
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compliance reveals that almost one-fifth

receiving more than six months of incar-

were sentenced to prison terms equivalent

ceration, but less than the recommended

to the midpoint recommendation (Figure

time, were given "effective" sentences (sen-

9). Overall,

78olo of cases

in durational

tences less any suspended time) short

of

compliance were sentenced at or below

the guidelines range by a median value

the guidelines midpoint recommendation.

seven months (Figure

Only

22o/o

of the

cases

receiving incar-

l0).

of

For offenders

receiving longer than recommended incar-

ceration over six months that were in

ceration sentences, the effective sentence

durational compliance with the guidelines

exceeded the guidelines range by a median

were sentenced above the midpoint recom-

value of 10 months. Thus, durational de-

mendation. This pattern of sentencing

partures from the guidelines are typically

within the range has been consistent since

only a few months above or below the rec-

the truth-in-sentencing guidelines took

ommended range, indicating that disagree-

in 1995, indicating that judges

ment with the guidelines recommendation

have favored the lower portion of the

is, in most cases, not of a dramatic nature.

recommended range.

The median length of durational depar-

effect

tures both above and below the guidelines

An 81% durational compliance rate

means

that, when incarceration is recommended

remained relatively unchanged from
FY1998 to FY2000.

by the guidelines, judges chose an incarcera-

tion term outside ofthe guidelines range

Figure I 0

in only one out of five cases. Offenders

Medion Length of Durotionol Deportures

F¡gure

I

Mitigotion

Dislribution of Sentences within Guidelines
Ronge - FY2000

cor..

Aggrovot¡on Coses

I

-

FY2000

7 Monlhs
10 Monlhs

At Midpoinl 17.2olo

Above Midpoint 22%

Below Midpoint 60.8o/o
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Reæons for Departure from the Guidelines

more thân 20o/o of the time, judges cited
a

as

departure reason the use ofan alternative

Compliance with the truth-in-sentencing

sanction program to punish the offender

guidelines is voluntary. Although not

instead of a traditional term of incarcera-

obligated to sentence within guidelines

tion (Figure 11). Detention Center, Diver-

recom-mendations, judges are required by

sion Center, Boot Camp, intensive super-

S19.2-298.01 of the Code of Virginia to

vised probation, day reporting and drug

aniculate and submit to the Commission

court programs are examples of alternative

their reason(s) for sentencing outside the

sanctions available to judges in Virginia.

guidelines range.

fu

the Commission delib-

erates upon recommendations for revisions

The rypes and availability of programs,
however, vary considerably among locali-

to the guidelines, which must be submimed

ties. Often,

to the General Assembly each December

diversions from a recommended incarcera-

1

in the Commission's annual report, the
opinions of the judiciary,

as

reflected in their

tion term when the judge felt the offender
was amenable to such a program.

of

departure reasons, are an important part
the Commissiont discussions. Virginia's
judges are not

these mitigation cases represent

limited by any standardized

Although use of alternative sanctions was
the most popular judicial reason for miti-

or prescribed reasons for departure and

gation, factors related to rehabilitation of

may cite multiple reasons for departure

the offender were cited in one out of every

in each guidelines

six cases sentenced below the guidelines.

case.

For instance, judges may cite the offender's

In FY2000, 11% of the 17,7I9

1

general rehabilitation potential or they may

tenced received sanctions that fell below

cite more specific reasons such

the guidelines recommendation. An analy-

fender's progress in a drug rehabilitation pro-

of these mitigation cases reveals that,

gram, an excellent work record, the offendert

sis
Figure

cases sen-

remorse, a strong family

1

Most Frequently Ciled Reosons for Mitigoiion*

*

as

the oÊ

bacþound, or

res-

titution made by the offender. An offender's

FY2000

potential for rehabilitation is often cited in
Allernolive Sonclion lo lncorcerolion

23Io

Good Rehobilitolion Polenliol
Pleo Agreemenl

Cooperolive w¡lh Aulhorilies
Weok Cose

Minimol Prior Record
Other Sentence lo Serve

Recommended by Comm. Attorney
*

Represenls

16.7o/o

15.4o/"

sanction. Alternative sanctions and reha-

Zs,q'/.
ZE/.

bilitation potential were the most frequentþ

f
J

FY1999 and FY2000.

I

4.ao/.

cited reasons for mitigation cited in both

4.lo/.
¿.1v"

mostfequenlly c¡ted reosons only. Multiple reosons moy be cited

in eoch cosê.

conjunction with the use of an alternative

Other mitigation reasons were prevalent as
well. For instance, in more than 15% of
the low departures, judges indicated that

they sentenced in accordance with

22

a

plea
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often, judges reported the

agreement. Judges referred to the offendert
cooperation with authorities, such as aiding

Only slightly

in the apprehension or prosecution ofothers, in 97o of the mitigation cases. Some-

convictions for the same or similar offènse

what less often (5o/o),judges noted that the

another 8% ofthe âggravation cases, judges

evidence against the defendant was weak or

commented that they felt the guidelines

that a relevant witness refused to testi$r in

recommendation was too low. In others

the case, that the defendant had a minimal

(7o/o), judges sentenced above the guide-

prior record, or that the defendant had an-

lines by ordering participation in a boot

other sentence to serve. In approximately

camp, detention center or diversion center

4o/o

of

the cases, judges recorded that the

less

offender's criminal lifesryle (11%) or prior

(9o/o) as reasons

for harsher sanctions. For

program, instead of straight probation

as

sentence was handed down on recommen-

recommended by the guidelines. Since

dation of the Commonwealtht attorney.

July 1, 1997,

Seven of the top eight reasons for mitiga-

as

tion in FY2000 were also âmong the top
eight reasons in FYl999 and in nearly the

lines. Just over 60/o of the upward depar-

same proportions. Although other reasons

judges said they sentenced more harshly in

for mitigation were reported to the Commis-

5o/o

sion in FY2000, only the most frequently

was more serious than the offense at con-

cited reasons are discussed here.

viction. Other reasons for aggravation sen-

these

incarceration sanctions under the guide-

tures were the result of jury trials. Finall¡

of the cases

because the actual offense

tences were cited
Judges sentenced just over 10%

FY2000

cases

programs have counted

with

less frequency.

ofthe

to terms more severe than

the sentencing guidelines recommendation,

Appendices 1 and 2 contain detailed summaries of
the reøsons þr departure fom guidelines reczmmen-

dationsfor each ofthe 13 guidelines

offense groups.

resulting in 'ãggravatiori' sentences. In ex-

amining these aggravation

cases,

the Com-

l2

mission found that the most common reason

Figure

for sentencing above the guidelines recom-

Mosl Frequenfly Ciled Reosons for Aggrovolion*

mendation, cited in 15% of the aggravations,

Pleo Agreemenl

was a plea agreement (Figure 12). Often

Focts of lhe Cose

felony cases involve complex seß of events

Criminol Lifeslyle

or extreme circumstances for which judges
feel a harsher than recommended sentence

should be imposed. In nearly l4o/o of the
câses, the

Previous Conviclion for Some offense

Recommendolion Too Low
Alternotìve Sonclion Progrom

Jury Senlence

judge noted tfrat the "facts ofthe

case" wa¡ranted a higher sentence,

identifying the specific circumstances asso-

Zt+.sq.
1

Zt1
I
fl.Bo/o
Z7.l'/.
I6,3o/o

True offense Behovior

without

- FY2000
3.60/o

.zo/o

9.zo/o

4.ao/.

-

* Represenls mostfrequenlly cited reosons only. lvlulliple reosons moy be cited
in eoch cose.

ciated with the case.
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Figure

l3

Complionce by Circuit

-

FY2000
Circuit

Number of Coses

I

636

2

1,225

3

767

4

1,445

5

379

6

3ll
921

7

I

405

9

305

l0

435

lt

409

12

413

l3

t,t60

14

734

l5

659

l6

553

17

587

18

346

l9

1,035

20

369

21

286

22

568

23

588

24

68l

25

444

26

559

27

459

28

220

I

Complionce

29

Lj

Mitigolion

30

I

Aggrovot¡on

3l

477

14

229

22

't00%
oolo

24
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Compliance by Circuit

from localiry to locality. The degree to
which judges agree with guidelines recom-

Since the onset of truth-in-sentencing,

compliance rates and departure patterns
have varied significantly across Virginia's 31

judicial circuits. FY2000 continues to
show significant differences among judicial
circuits in the degree to which judges

within

each circuit agree

with guidelines

recommendations (Figure 13). The map
and accompanying table on the following
pages identify the location ofeach judicial

circuit in the Commonwealth.

In FY2000, nearly half (48%) of the state's
31 circuits exhibited compliance rates at or
above 80%o,

with nearly all others reporting

compliance rates between 70o/o and79o/o.

Only one circuit had a compliance rate
below 70o/o. This distribution has changed
somewhat since the previous fiscal year,

when nearly two-thirds of the judicial circuits had compliance rates less than 800/0.

Overall, nearly three-quarters (74o/o) of the
circuits had higher compliance rates in
FY2000 than in FYl999. Compliance
rates
as

in the city of Richmond (Circuit l3),

well

as

the Sussex (Circuit 6), Martins-

ville (Circuit 21), Roanoke (Circuit 23),
and Radford (Circuit 27) arcas, increased
by more than seven percentage points
since FYl999.

There are likely many reâsons for the variations in compliance across circuits. Certain jurisdictions may

see

atypical cases not

reflected in statewide averages. In addi-

mendations does not seem to be primarily
related to geography. The circuits with the
lowest compliance rates are scattered across
the state, and both high and low compliance circuits can be found

in

close geo-

graphic proximity. However, the circuits in
the Tdewater area of Virginia typically
have maintained compliance rates above

the statewide average for several years.
Chesapeake

(Circuit

1), Virginia Beach

(Circuit 2), Portsmouth (Circuit 3), Norfolk (Circuit 4), Newport News (Circuit 7)
and Hampton (Circuit 8) all reported compliance rates over 80% in FY2000.

In FY2000, the highest rate of judicial
agreement with the sentencing guidelines,
89%o, was

found in Chesapeake (Circuit l).

During the same time period, four other
circuits had compliance rates of at least

85%: Loudoun

area (Circuit 20), Radford

area (Circuit 27), Newport News (Circuit

7),

and Hampton

(Circuit 8). Newport

News had previously registered the highest

compliance rate of all Virginia circuits evefyyear since 1996. However, its compliance rate dropped slightly

in FY2000 to

86%. Of those circuits submitting at least
1,000 guidelines cases during FY2000,

Vrginia Beach (Circuit 2), Norfolk (Circuit4), and Richmond City (Circuit 13)
showed increases in compliance over
FY1999, while Fairfax (Circuit 19) showed
a

slight decrease of 2o/o percentage points

over the previous year.

tion, the availability of alternative or community-based programs currendy differs
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Virginia localities and Judicial Circuits
2

Accomack
Albemarle

r6

Alexandria

1B

Alleghany.......

)<

Amelia.

11

Amherst

24

Appomattox...

t0

Arlington

17

25
Bath

25

Bedford Ciw

24

Bedford County...........

24

Bland

27

Botetou¡t

25

Bristol

28

Brunswick

.6

Buchanan

29

Buckingham

10

)<
24

Campbell

Fairfax Citv

19

Falls Church

17

Fauquier

20

Floyd

17

Franklin City

5

F¡anklin Counry

22

Frederick

26

Fredericksburg

r5

Galax

)7

Giles

?c)

Gloucester

9

Goochland

16

Gravson

)7

Greene

16

Greensville

6

l0
Hampton

8

Hanover.

15

Harrisonburg

26

Henrico

14

Caroline.

15

Carroll

aa

Highland

'r<

c)

Hopewell

6

Isle of\Øight

5

Charlotte
Charlottesville

10
.

t6

City

9

King and Queen
King George

9

James

Chesapeake

1

Chesterfield

t2

Clarke

26

Clifton Forge

J<

Colonial Heights

t2

Lancaster

15

25

Lee

30

)q

Lexington

25

16

Loudoun.

20

Louisa

t6

Lunenburg

10

Lynchburg

24

Covington
Culpeper

Danville

22

Dickenson

29

Dinwiddie

ll

Emporia
Essex

26

6

r5

King\Øilliam

r5
9

Madison

16

Manassas

3r

Martinsville

21

Mathews
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Middlesex

Nelson
New Kent

9

24
9

7

Norfolk

4

Northampton

2

Northumberland

t5

Norton

30

Salem

23

Scott

30

Shenandoah

26

Smyth

28

South Boston

10

Southampton
Spotsylvania

Stafford.

15

)\

Staunton

Suffolk..

5

Surry.

6

Sussex

6

29

Tazewell
Page

26

Petersburg.

11

Pittsylvania

22

Poquoson.......

Virginia Beach

9

Portsmouth....

3

Powhatan.......

11

P¡ince Edward

10

Prince George

6

Prince \Øilliam

5

15

2

'W'arren

26

'!lashington

28

\Øaynesboro

25

\Øestmoreland

15

\Øilliamsburg
\Øinchester

..

9

26

31

)7
Radford

17

Rappahannock

20

Virginia

Richmond Ciry

13

Richmond Counry
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Judicial Circuits
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Roanoke County

23

Rockbridge

)<

Rockingham

26
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The lowest compliance rates among judi-

monwealth, and those jurisdictions with

cial circuits in FY2000 were reported in

better access to these sentencing options

Circuit 29 (Buchanan, Dickenson, Rus-

may be using them as intended by the

sell and Tazewell counties), Circuit 6

General Assembly. These sentences would

Surr¡ Brunswick and Greensville counties), and Circuit22 (DanviI\e,

appear as mitigations from the guidelines.

Pittsylvania, and Franklin coundes).

Danville (Circuit 22) and Buchanan

These circuits registered compliance

County (Circuit 29),in addition to having

rates of 630/o,70o/o, and72o/o respectively.

some of the lowest compliance rates in the

Circuit 29 and Circuit 6 also had the lowest guidelines compliance rates in FY1999

state) reported the highest aggravation rates

(Sussex,

Inspecting aggravation rates reveals that

in FY2000,

23o/o and 22o/o, respecrively.

However, both showed increases over

FYl999

rates.

Appendices 3 and 4 present compliance figares
lines ffinse groups.

In FY2000, some of the highest mitigation
rates were found in the Sussex (Circuit 6),
Roanoke (Circuit 23),Lee County (Circuit
30), and Harrisonburg (Circuit 26) areas.
Each of these circuits had a mitigation rate
of about l5o/o duringthe fiscal year. IilØith
regard to high mitigation rates, it would
be too simplistic to assume that this reflects

with lenient sentencing habits. Intermediate punishment programs are not
areas

uniformly available throughout the Com-

28
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judicial circuits by each ofthe 13 sentencingguide-
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Compliance by Sentencing Guidelines

and drug offenses exhibit rates of compli-

Offense Group

ance higher than the violent offense catego-

ries. Since 1995,larceny and fraud offenses
Overall, judicial agreement with the sen-

have consistently demonstrated the highest

tencing guidelines among FY2000 cases was

compliance rates of all guidelines offense

high, and departures from guidelines recommendations favored neither aggrava-

groups. In FY2000, larceny, fraud, and the
miscellaneous offense group all had compli-

tion nor mitigation. fu in previous

ance rates above 807o. The violent offènse

years,

variation exists in judicial agreement with
the guidelines,
cies

as

well

as

groups (assault, rape, sexual assault, rob-

in judicial tenden-

ber¡ homicide and kidnapping) had com-

toward departure, when comparing the

pliance rates between 70o/o and78o/o.

13 offense groups (Figure 14). Despite *rese

variations in compliance and in departures

For 11 of the

across offense groups, between FY1999 and

ance was higher

FY2000 compliance increased for all oÊ
fense groups

offense categories, compli-

in FY2000 than in FY1999

Burglary ofother sûuctures had a decrease

with the exception of two.

of 2o/o, and drug offenses not involving
Schedule

For FY2000, compliance rates ranged from
a

l3

I/II

drugs had a slight decrease

ofless than one percentage point. FY2000

high of 85% in the miscellaneous ofÊense

\Mas

group to alow of 70o/o among murder and

the first year that drug offenses were

divided into two separate worksheets,

kidnapping ofFenses. In general, property

Figure

l4

Guidelines Complionce by Offense

- FY2000
Aqqrovolion

Number of Coses

Complionce

Milioolion

Assoult

77.80k

10.9olo

I l.3olo

962

Burglory/Dwelling

7t,0

I5,6

13.4

685

Burg./olher Slructure

72.9

r

7.9

9,2

4r3

I

t.l

10,4

5,942

7.7

15.2

738

2,215

Drug/Schedule l/ll

78.5

Drugiolher

77,1

Froud

82.6

12.2

5.2

Kidnopping

70.3

12.5

17.2

64

Lorceny

84.3

8.0

7.7

3,850

Miscelloneous

85, I

5.3

9.6

1,508

Murder/Homicide

69.8

8.3

21.9

192

Rope

76.0

6.9

7.1

183

r

Robbery

70.9

I8.1

l l,0

597

Sexuol Assoult

71.6

13.0

15.4

370
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Drug-Schedule

I/II

and Drug/Other. \Øhen

officer. These two offènses alone accounted

comparing compliance rates for the offenses

it

covered under each ofthese worksheets,
is apparent that compliance rates

involving Schedule

I/II

higher (79o/o) than

cases

in

for 360/o of all assault

cases

received by the

Commission in FY2000. Compliance in

cases

cases

involving third or subs€quent simple

assault against a family member was

drugs is typically

in FY2000,

involving other

^t77o/o

seven percent higher than last

rate. Even

types of drug offènses (77o/o). This pattern

year's overall assault compliance

was evident in FY1999 before drug offenses

more importandy, the compliance rate in

were divided into two individual worksheets,

cases

and this pattern remained consistent in

forcement officer was substantially higher

involving simple assault of

a

law en-

FY2000 even after worksheet changes

atglo/o.

were implemented.

rates for these two types ofassault offenses,

Because of the high compliance

and because oftheir substantial proportion

The assault, rape, kidnapping and miscel-

among guidelines assault cases, the overall

laneous offense groups recorded the largest

compliance rate in assault

increases

in compliance (Figure 15). Com-

pliance in assault

cases

creased greatly

cases has

in-

in FY2000.

increasedgo/o over

FYI999, due largely to the addition of two
new assault ofiFenses in FY2000-third or

In rape cases, compliance jumped more

subsequent simple assault of a family mem-

to FY2000. The improvement in compli-

ber and simple assault of a law enforcement

ance was derived largely from a decrease

than seven percentage points from FYl999

in

Figure ì 5
Guidelines Complionce for Select Offenses

-

FY I

999 ond FY2000
åÉ

FYì999

r

FY2000

85Io
78%

760/o

il IÏ

Complionce Mltlg0Ìi0n Aggr0v0ti0n

il ffi*i

Complionce Miligolion Aggrovolion

Compl¡once Mitigotion Aggrqvolion

Assoult

Rope

Kidnqpping

30

23Yo

81o'1o/o

ilr

ül t"i" #"i.

I3%l0o/"
7o/o go¡o

Ir

ilr

Complionce ¡/it¡golion Aggrovotlon
Miscelloneous

Guidelines Complionce

the rate of mitigation for this offense.

over half of all offenses on the miscella-

Judicial agreement with the guidelines
recommendations in rape cases has in-

neous worksheet, overall compliance

creased every yean since the inception

of

with

the miscellaneous worksheet showed sig-

nificant improvement in FY2000.

truth-in-sentencing. In FY1995, the rape
compliance rate was the lowest ever under

Since 1995, departure patterns have differed

the no-parole system, at38o/o. During

significantly across offense groups, and

this same year, the mitigation rate in rape

FY2000 was no exception. Among the

cases rMas

the highest ever at 53o/o. Each

property crimes, fraud offenses and burglar-

fiscal year since FY1995 has shown an in-

ies of non-dwellings exhibited a marked

in the proportion ofrape cases involving judicial agreement with the guide-

mitigation pattern, miscellaneous offense

lines recommendations, and a persistent

among burglaries of dwellings and larcenies

decline in the proportion ofrape

were relatively balanced. \Øith respect to

crease

cases

involving mitigations.

cases

favored aggravation, and departures

violent crime groups, both rape and robbery
departures showed tendencies toward sen-

The kidnapping offense group has histori-

tences that fell below the guidelines recom-

cally been among the lowest in compliance.
\Mhile still maintaining a lower compliance

mendation. This mitigation pattern has been

rate than all other offense groups except

fenses since

consistent with both rape and robbery oÊ

the abolition of parole

in 1995.

murder, FY2000 kidnapping offenses have
displayed a significant 5o/o increase in com-

In contrast, FY2000 murder/homicide

pliance over FY1999. Although no changes

offênses show a much greater tendency

have been made to the kidnapping work-

toward aggravation. Further analysis of

in the past five

sheet

years, the compliance

rate for kidnapping offenses was the highest ever, at70o/o,

in FY2000.

specific murder/homicide crimes reveals

substantial aggravation rates among
felony homicide, second-degree murder
and involuntary manslaughter cases where

During the same time period, the miscel-

aggravation rates are 71o/o,4lo/o, and

laneous offènse worksheet showed a 5%

360lo respectively.

increase in compliance over FY1999. Both

of aggravations in felony homicide

mitigation and aggravation decreased for

was addressed

the group, and increases in compliance

mission recommended scoring these oÊ

may be attributed to the high compliance

fenses the same as second-degree murder.

rates

The high percentage
cases

ín 1999, when the Com-

in habitual trafiìc offender cases. Be-

cause

habitual traffic offenses had a com-

pliance rarc of 90o/o and comprised well

JI
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Adjustments to felony homicide scores

Specific Offense Compliance

went into effectJuly 1, 2000. The Commission will monitor judicial agreement

with adjusted felony homicide guidelines
recommendations as data are collected under the new FY2001 guidelines forms. See
the Recommendation section for further

information about aggravation patterns in
second-degree murder cases. Other violent
crimes of kidnapping, assault, and sexual
assault showed

little variation between

mitigation and aggravation proportions

Studying compliance by specific felony
crime assists the Commission in determin-

ing those crimes where judges disagree with
the sentencing guidelines most often. For
convenience, the guidelines are assembled

into

13 offense groups, but crimes that ex-

hibit very high guidelines compliance may be
collected into the same offense group with
those experiencing a much lower rate

of

compliance. Analyzing compliance by
specific crime unmasks the underlying

with respect to departures.

compliance and departure patterns that
Under the guidelines, offenses in the violent
crime groups, along with burglaries

of

dwellings and burglaries with weapons, receive

satutorily mandated midpoint enhance-

ments that increase the sentencing guidelines

recommendation (S17.1-805 of Code

of

Virsinia). Further midooint enhancements
are applied in cases in which the offender
has a

violent prior record, resulting in

are of interest to the Commission.

a sen-

tence recommendation in some cases that is

up to six times longer than historical time
served by violent offenders convicted of simi-

The guidelines in effect during FY2000
covered 178 distinct felony crimes defined

in the Code of Virginia, representing about
97o/o of all felony sentencing events in
Virginiat circuit courts. Figure 16

presents

compliance results for those of[enses that

in at least 100

served as the primary offense

cases during the most recent fiscal year.

These 35 crimes accounted for nearly all
(89olo) of the FY2000 guidelines cases.

lar crimes under the old parole laws. Mid-

point enhancements most likeþ impact compliance rates in very complex ways, and the
effect is

unlikd

to be uniform across guide-

lines offense groups. For more information
on midpoint enhancements, please refer to
the section entitled Compliance under Mid-

point Enhancements later in this chapter.

The compliance rates for the crimes listed

in Figure 16 range from

a

high of 91olo for

bad check offènses and second or subse-

quent habitual traffic offênses to a low

of

630/o for offenders convicted ofsecond or

subsequent sale ofa Schedule

The single most common
possession of a Schedule

I/Ii

ofÊense,

I/II

drug.
simple

drug, com-

prised one out ofevery five guidelines

cases

and registered a compliance rate of 82o/o.
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Figure

l6

Complionce for Specific Felony Crimes wilh More Thon

I00

Coses

-

FY2000

Complionce

Mitigolion

Number
of Cosss

Aoorovol¡on

Person
Simple Assoult of o Fomily Member, 3rd/Subsequeni

76.6ro

15.9olo

Molicious lnjury

69,7
75.0
90.8
70.9
70.2
68.5
71,7
80,0

10.8

Burglory of Dwelling with lnlent 1o Commmit Lorceny,
No Deodly Weopon

70.6

I6.

Burglory of Olher Slructure wilh lntent fo Commmit Lorceny,
No Deodly Weopon

72.1

82.4
83.0
78.8
82.9
91.2
83.5
87.0
87.3
84.3

Unlowful lnjury
Simple Assoult of q Low Enforcement officer
Aggrovoted Sexuol Bottery, Victim Less lhon I 3 yeors old
Robbery of Business wilh Gun or Simuloted Gun
Robbery in Sfeet with Gun or Simuloted Gun
Robbery in Slreet,No Gun or Simuloted Gun
Grond Lorceny from o Person

107

7.5To

277

13.0

9.5
12.0

7,1

2.1

22.3
22.5

6.8
7.3

103

r.8

127

9.4
13.5

127

13.3

572

i 8.0

9.9

344

12.5

5.1

255

14.3

399
643
228

8.1

2.8
6.7
7,0
0.7

il.4

5.1

237

7.6
3.6
7,4
12,8
8.6
r 0.3

5.3

l3l

I9.7
'r8.9
6.5

r

1

300
239

l5l
185

Properly

Credit Cord Theft
Forgery of Public Record
Forgery
Uttering
Bod Check, Volued 5200 or More

Obtoin Money by Folse Pretenses, Volue $200 or More
Shoplifting Goods Volued Less thon $200 (3rd conviction)
Shoplifiing Goods Volued $200 or More
Grond Lorceny, Notfrom Person
Petit Lorceny (3rd conviction)

83. I

Grond Lorceny Aulo
Unouthorized Use of Vehicle Volued $200 or More
Embezzlement of 5200 or More
Receive Slolen Goods Volued 5200 or More

85,2
84,8
85,8
83.4

1

14.5

l0. t

4.1

r36

9.'|

ll0

8.3

1,745

4.1

538

6.2
4.9

210
204
466

't0.1

l5l

8.6

7.9

2.3
6.4
9,0

9.6

218

11.2

3,767
424

Drug
88. I

Obtoin Drugs by Froud
Possession

of

Sole of .5 oz -

Schedule l/ll Drug

5 lb of Morijuono

Sole of Schedule l/ll Drug for Accomodotion

82.4
74.3
74.2
72.0

l

6.l

t

6.7
9,7
8.0

62.7
75.2

20.0
21.8
8.8

Hobiluol Troffic Offense wilh Endongerment to Olhers
Hobiluol Troffic 0ffense - 2nd Offense, No Endongerment t0 Olhers

89.4

0.4

9r.3

1.7

10.3
7.0

Possession of Fireorm or Conceoled Weopon by ConvicÌsd Felon

78,5

16.5

5.1

Solo, etc. of Schedule l/ll Drug
Sole, elc, of Schedule l/ll Drug

-

2ndlsubsequenl

Sole, elc. of lmitolion Schedule l/ll Drug

155

1,794

t10
I t3

15.5

15.9

Other

282
633
237
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Compliance for this offense increased one

Among the properry crimes, mitigations

percentage point in FY2000 over the previ-

were more common than aggravations with

ous fiscal year. In fact, compliance rates

the exception of shoplifting goods valued

for all but three of the crimes listed in

over $200, grand larceny (not from person),

Figure 16 have risen between FY1999

grand larceny auto, and embezzlement.

and FY2000.

Although simple possession of

a Schedule

Nine crimes against the person surpassed

I/II

the 100-case threshold. Compliance in

among FY2000 guidelines cases, six other

unlawful injury

drug offenses had more than 100 sentenc-

cases

historically has been

drug was the most common offense

higher than compliance for malicious in-

ing guidelines cases during the same time

jury

period. The highest judicial agreement râte

cases,

and this was again true in

FY2000. \Øhen departing from the guide-

among the select drug offenses in Figure 16

lines, judges are more likely to exceed the

involved obtaining drugs by fraud, which

guidelines in malicious injury cases,

had an 88% compliance rate. In FY2000,

whereas

in unlawful injury

cases

they are

sentences for the sale or distribution

ofa

guidelines as they are above. Person crimes

I/II drug (including possession of
a Schedule I/II drug with intent to distrib-

typically exhibit lower compliance than

ute) complied with guidelines only 72o/o of

properry and drug crimes, but the compli-

the time, but this is a signiûcant improve-

ance rate for simple assault of a law en-

ment from the 650/o compliance rate re-

forcement officer was 917o, one of the

ported in FY1998. In these sales-related

highest of all offenses. Grand larceny from

cases

no more likely to sentence below the

a

person yielded a much higher compli-

ance rate (80%) than the robbery crimes.

Schedule

involving Schedule

I/II

fifth ofthe offenders received

drugs, onea sentence

below the guidelines recommendation. In
many of these mitigation

cases,

judges have

Nearly half of the offenses listed in Figure 16

deemed the offender amenable for place-

are properry crimes, including two bur-

ment in an alternative punishment program

glaries. Burglary ofother structure (non-

such as Boot Camp or Detention Center,

dwelling) with intent to commit larceny

programs the General Assembly intended

(no weapon) demonstrated a slightþ higher

to be used for nonviolent ofFenders who

compliance rate than the same burglary

otherwise would be incarcerated for short

committed in

a

dwelling (72o/ovs.7lo/o).

jail or prison terms. Among the

select drug

Every fraud and larceny offense listed in

offenses

in Figure 16, offenses involving

the table had a compliance rate over 800/o,

second or subsequent distribution

with the exception of forgery at79o/o.

Schedule

I/II

ofa

drug had by far the lowest

compliance rate of all the drug offenses at
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only 630/o. Although mitigations were

slighdy more prevalent at22o/o, aggravations involving second or subsequent dis-

tribution of

a Schedule

I/II

drug were al-

most as common.

The "Other" offènses in Figure 16

firearm by a convicted felon. Habitual

traffic offenders almost always receive

a

within the guidelines recommen-

dation (89o/o and 91%). For felons possessing a firearm or concealed weapon,

judges complied with the guidelines at a

lower rate (79o/o) and handed down sentences short of the guidelines recommendacases.

This offense had an increase in compliance
ofnearly nine percentage points over
FYI999, due primarily to a decline in the
percentage of mitigations. Currentl¡ sentencing guidelines recommendations for

ofa firearm by a convicted felon
mandatory miniinto
consideration
take

possession

mum penalties that became effective for
offenses committed on or afterJuly

I,1999,

legislation otherwise known as Virginia

Exile. Thus, because judges may not suspend any part of the mandatory minimum
sentences

in

.l-805, formerly Sl7

-237 ,

of the

Code of Virsinia describes the framework

for what are known

as

"midpoint enhance-

overall guidelines sentence recommenda-

traffic offender violations and possession of

tion in nearly all of the remaining

17

scores for violent offenders that elevate the

are

worksheet-both types of felony habitual

sentence

Section

ments," significant increases in guidelines

listed on the miscellaneous guidelines

a

Compliance under Midpoint Enhancements

these cases, and because guide-

lines recommended ranges include these

statutorily mandated penalties, it is not

tion in those

cases.

Midpoint enhance-

ments are an integral part of the design of
the truth-in-sentencing guidelines. The
objective of midpoint enhancements is to
provide sentence recommendations for

violent offenders that are significantly
greater than the time that was served by
offenders convicted of such crimes prior to

the enactment of truth-in-sentencing laws.
Offenders who are convicted of

a

violent

crime or who have been previously convicted of

a

violent crime are recommended

for incarceration terms up to six times
longer than offenders fitting similar profiles
under the parole system. Midpoint enhancements are triggered for homicide,
râpe, or robbery offènses, most assaults

and sexual assaults, and certain burglaries,
when any one of these ofFenses is the current most serious offense, also called the

"instant offense." Offenders with

a

prior

record containing at least one conviction

for

a

violent crime are subject to

degrees

of midpoint enhancements based on the
nature and seriousness ofthe offendert

criminal history. The most serious prior

surprising that judicial agreement in these
cases is

increasing.
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record receives the most extreme enhance-

greatly since the institution of truth-in-

ment. A prior record labeled "Category II"

sentencing guidelines tn 1995. It has re-

contains at least one violent prior felony

mained between

conviction carrying a statutory maximum

last five years.

79o/o

and2lo/o

over

the

penalry ofless than 40 years, whereas a
"Category

I" prior

record includes at least

Of the FY2000

cases

in which midpoint

one violent felony conviction with a statu-

enhancements applied, the most common

tory maximum penalty of 40 years or more.

midpoint enhancement \Mas that for a
Category II prior record. Approximately
42o/o of the midpoint enhancements in

Because

midpoint enhancements

are de-

signed to target only violent offenders for

longer sentences, enhancements do not

FY2000 were of this rype, applicable to
offenders with a nonviolent instant offense

affect the sentence recommendation for

but

the majority of guidelines cases. Among

Categoryll (Figure 18). Midpoint en-

the FY2000 cases,79o/o ofthe cases did not

hancement cases involving Category

involve midpoint enhancements of any

prior records alone have shown a consistent

kind (Figure 17). Only 21olo of the

increase

cases

violent prior record categorized

a

as

II

in proportion since FY1998, yield-

qualified for a midpoint enhancement be-

ing a total increase ofabout eight percent-

cause of a current or prior conviction for a

age

violent under S17.1-805.
The proportion of cases receiving mid-

midpoint enhancements were attributable

point enhancements has not fluctuated

prior record. Cases of offenders with

felony defined

as

points. In FY2000, another

to offenders with

a

l5o/o

of

more serious Category

I

a

violent instant offênse but no prior record
of violence represented 260/o of the mid-

Figure 17

Applicotion of Midpoint Enhoncements

-

FY2000

point enhancements in FY2000,

a

per-

centage that has decreased each year since
Midpoinl Enhoncemenls

Coses 20.9olo

FY1998. The most substantial midpoint
enhancements target offenders with a combi-

nation of instant and prior violent offenses.
Over 11% qualified for enhancements for
both
Coses wilhout

Midpoint Enhoncemenls 79..l %

a

current violent offense and a Cate-

gory II prior record. Only a small percentage

of

cases

(6%) were targeted for the most

exüeme midpoint enhancements given to
offenders with both a current violent offi:nse
and a Category I prior record.
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Since the inception of the truth-in-sentenc-

with guidelines. Despite this, when

ing guidelines, judges have departed from

tencing offenders to incarceration periods

the sentencing guidelines more often in

midpoint enhancement

than in

cases

in midpoint enhancement

cases

in FY2000,

judges departed from the low end

cases

sen-

ofthe

without enhancements. In FY2000, com-

guidelines range by an average ofnearly two

pliance was only 72o/o when enhancements

years (22 months),

applied, significantly lower than compli-

tion departure at 11 months (Figure 19).
In fact, one in five midpoint enhancement

in all other cases (82olo). Although
compliance in midpoint enhancement
cases was relatively low in FY2000, it has
ance

with the median mitiga-

mitigations involved offenders who were recommended for a term of incarceration but

increased consistently since FY1997. De-

who actually received probation/no incar-

spite the increase in compliance over the

ceration as a sentence. Given the lower than

last year, compliance in midpoint enhance-

average compliance rate and overwhelming

ment cases is suppressing the overall com-

mitigation paftern, this is evidence that

pliance rate. \Øhen departing from en-

judges feel the midpoint enhancements are

hanced guidelines recommendations,

too extreme in certain

cases.

judges are choosing to mitigate in nearþ
three out ofevery four departures.

Figure

Guidelines recommendations for incarcera-

Length of Mitigotion Deportures in Midpoint Enhoncement
Coses - FY2000

tion in

excess

of six months are provided

l9

as
22 Months

Meon

ranges to allowjudges discretion in sen-

Medion

tencing while still remaining in compliance

Iìi

Monlhs

Figure 18

Type of Midpoinl Enhoncement Received
colegorylRecord

I

- FY2000

14.6o/o
42.3o/o

Colegory lì Record

Z
lnstonl offense & Cotegory ll I
lnstonloffense &colegory I I
lnstonl offense

zø.3'/o

l l.3o/"

s.oø
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Compliance, while generally lower in mid-

point enhancement

cases

cases, varies across the

than in other

7lo/o, while those

different types and

20). In FY2000,

as

with both a violent

II prior

record yielded a lower compliance rate

of

670/o. Berween FY1999 and FY2000, com-

in previous

years, enhancements for a Category

cases

instant offense and a Category

combinations of midpoint enhancements
(Figure

prior record, yielded a compliance rate of

II

pliance improved across all types of mid-

prior record generated the highest rate of

point enhancements, and the majoriry

compliance of all the midpoint enhance-

saw decreases in the percentage of mitiga-

ments (75o/o). Compliance in cases receiv-

tion departures.

also

ing enhancements for a Category I prior
record was significantly lower (670/o). En-

The tendency for judges to impose sen-

hancements for a current violent offense

tences below the sentencing guidelines

have exhibited the largest increase in com-

recommendation in midpoint enhance-

pliance over the years, jumpingfrom

ment cases is readily apparent. Analysis

600/o

in FYl998 to72o/o in the most recent fiscal

ofdeparture reasons in

cases

involving

year. The most severe midpoint enhancements, those involving a combination of
current violent offense and a Category

a

I

Figure 20

Complionce by Type of Midpoint Enhoncement* - FY2000

Complionce

Mitigotion

Aggrovolion

Coses

None

81.9o/o

10.3%

14,0,l3

Cotegory ll Record

74.6

20.6

4,8

r,567

Cotegory I Record

67.4

27.4

5.2

541

lnstont offense

71 .6

17.0

I 1.4

974

lnstont offense & Colegory ll

67.4

21.8

10.8

418

lnstonl Offense & Colegory

70,9

20.9

8.2

206

*

I

7.80/o

¡¿l|idpoint enhoncements prescribe prison sentence recommendot¡ons for violent offenders
hisloricol time served under the porole system during lhe period I 988 1o I 992,
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midpoint enhancements, therefore, is fo-

sentenced based on the perceived potential

cused on downward departures from the

for rehabilitation of the offender. In more

guidelines (Figure
veals that

21). Such

than one out ofevery ten cases, judges cited

analysis re-

a plea agreement or the defendantt coop-

in FY2000 the most frequent

reason for mitigation

in

eration with authorities as reasons for miti-

these cases was

based on the judget decision to use alter-

gating below the guidelines recommenda-

native sanctions to traditional incarcera-

tion. Among other most frequently cited

tion (2Ùo/o). This reason for mitigation

reasons for mitigating, judges indicated that

includes, but is not limited to, alternative

the evidence against the defendant was

sanctions ranging from the Boot Camp,

weak, that the defendant had another sen-

Detention Center, and Diversion Center

tence to serve, or that the defendantt age

Incarceration programs to substance abuse

was a factor

in the decision to mitigate.

treatment, intensive supervised probation
or a day reporting program. In nearþ
14o/o

of

the mitigation cases, the judge

Figure 2'l

Most Frequently Cited Reosons for Miligotion in Midpoint Enhoncement Coses*

Allernolive Sonclion lo lncorcerotion
Good Rehobilitolion Potenliol
Pleo Agreement
Cooperolive wilh Aulhorities
Weok Cose
Other Sentence to Serve

FY2000

19,5%

El3.97o
Etl.6o/o
E

I

lo.7o/.

o,sy"

I6.b%

Age of Offender

*

*

6.4o/.

Represents most frêqusnlly cited reosons

only. Multiplo reosons moy be ciled in eoch cose.
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Juries and the Sentencing Guidelines

Since FYi986, there has been an overall de-

clining trend in the percentage ofjury trials

Virginia is one of only six states that allow

(Figure 22). Under the parole system in

juries to determine sentence length in non-

the late 1980s, jury trial rates were as high

capital offenses. Since the implementation

as 6.50/o before

of the truth-in-sentencing system,

In

Virginia's juries have typically handed

In bifurcated trials, the jury

ommendations of the sentencing guideas

first phase ofthe trial, and then, in

years, a jury sentence was far more likely to

phase, the

within the

jury makes its sentencing decision.

on July I,1994 (FY1995), jurors in Virginia,

that many citizens may be unaware of the

for the first time, were presented with in-

abolition of parole and Virginia's conver-

formation on the offender's prior criminal

sion to truth-in-sentencing, with its 857o

record to assist them in making a sentencing

minimum time served requirement. As

decision. During the first year of the bifur-

the result, jurors may be inflating sen-

cated trial process, the overall rate

tences, under the assumption that only a

lowest rate since the data series began.

of parole release. Moreoveq juries are not
allowed by law to receive any information

Among the early

regarding the sentencing guidelines to as-

cases

during the last six months of FYl995, the
jury trial rate sank to just over 1olo.

tigure 22
FY2000

Porole Sysïem v. TruTh-in-Sentencing (No Porole) System

lllliiiiii
'86 '87 ',88 ',89 '90 '9t '92 '93 '94

'95

***'*ilt
'95 '96 '91 '98 '99
Truth-in-Sentenc¡ng

Porole Syslem

-
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subjected to the new

truth-in-sentencing provisions, implemented

sist them in their sentencing decisions.

-

ofjury

trials dropped slightly to just under 4ol0, the

portion of the term will be served because

FYl986

a second

\Øhen the bifurcated trials became effective

guidelines range. Some have speculated

Role of Jury Triols

establishes the

guilt or innocence of the defendant in the

in previous

exceed the guidelines than fall

1994, the General Assembly enacted pro-

visions for a system ofbifurcated jury trials.

down sentences more severe than the rec-

lines. In fact, in FY2000,

sta¡ting to decline in FY1989.

-

'00
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Inspecting jury trial rates by offense type

During the first complete fiscal year of
truth-in-sentencing (FYl 996), just over
2o/o

of

the cases were resolved by

reveals very divergent trends for person,

jury trials,

property and drug crimes. From FY1986

half the rate of the last year before the abo-

through FYI995 parole system

lition of parole. Seemingl¡ the intro-

the jury trial rate for crimes against the

duction of truth-in-sentencing,

as

well

cases,

person (homicide, robbery assault, kidnap-

as

the introduction of a bifurcated jury trial

ping, rape and sexual assault) was typically

system, appears to have contributed to the

three to four times the rates for property

significant reduction in jury trials. The

and drug crimes, which were roughly

rate

ofjury trials rose inFYl997 to nearly

3o/o,but since has decreased to

a

low

equivalent to one another (Figure 23).

of

However, with the implementation

of

truth-in-sentencing, jury trial rates for all

l.7o/o in FY2000.

Figure 23
Role of Jury Triols by Offense Type FYI

986

-

FY2000

Porole System v, Trulh-in-Sentencing (No Porole) System
Person Crimes

lllllllítÍ iiltlli

'86 '.87 ',88 '89 '90 ',91 ',92 '93 '94

'95

Porole System

'95 '96 '97 ',98 '99
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Trulh-in-ssnt€ncing

'00

Property Crimes
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'95
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crime types dropped. Under truth-in-

fell above the guidelines recommendation

sentencing, jury trial rates involving per-

in

son crimes have varied from7o/o to nearly

that of non-jury cases. Although compli-

IIo/o, and FY2000 data show a decrease

ance decreased and aggravation increased

ofabout three percentage points since
FYl999. On the contrary, rates for prop-

FY2000 jury
FYl999 jury

erty and drug crimes have remained fairly

compliance and high aggravation from the

consistent under truth-in-sentencing, at

guidelines in jury trial

approximately

sistent since the truth-in-sentencing guide-

1olo.

560/o

of the cases, more than six times

cases

cases,

this pattern of low

lines became effective

Of the
sis

17

,7l9 FY2000

cases

in

when compared to

cases has

been con-

in 1995.

under analyJudges, although permitted by law to lower

for this report, the Commission re-

jury sentence they feel is inappropriate,

ceived283 cases tried byjuries. \Øhile the

a

compliance rate for cases adjudicated by

typically do not amend sanctions imposed
by juries. Judges modified jury sentences

a

judge or resolved by a guilty plea exceeded
80o/o

during the fiscal year, sentences

in just over one-fourth ofthe FY2000

cases

handed down by juries fell into compli-

in which juries found the defendant guilry.

with the guidelines only 37o/o of the
time (Figure 24). Infact, jury sentences

Of the cases in which the judge modified
the jury sentence, judges brought a high

ance

Figure 24

Sentencing Guidelines Complionce in Jury Coses ond Non-Jury Coses

FY2000

Non-Jury Coses

Jury Coses

Complionce 37. ì o/o

*

Miligolion 7.'l%
Aggrovolion 55.8%

Miligolion 10.6%
Aggrovotion 9.1 %

Complionce 80.3olo
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jury sentence into compliance with the
guidelines recommendation in only four

Between FYl999 and FY2000, the me-

out of ten modifications. In nearly five out

jury

of ten modiûcation

cases,

dian length of departure in mitigating
cases decreased

by five months, while

the median length of departure in aggra-

judges modified

the jury sentence but not enough to bring

vating jury

the final sentence into compliance.

one year, thus illustrating the ongoing

cases increased

by more than

tendency for juries to sentence above

In

those

jury

cases

guidelines recommendations.

in which the final sen-

tence fell short of the guidelines,

it did

so

by a median value of about one and onehalf years (Figure 25).

h cases where the

ultimate sentence resulted in a sanction
more severe than the guidelines recommendation, the sentence exceeded the guidelines maximum recommendation by a

median value of more than four years.

Figure 25

Medion Lenglh of Durotionol Deportures in Jury Coses

MilÌgolion Coses

Aggrovotion0oses

I17.3
E

-

FY2000

Monlhs

52 Monlhs
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In 7999, the Virginia

Introduction

General Assembly

requested the Commission to develop a sex

Risk assessment occurs both formally and

informally throughout the various stages of
the criminal justice system. Judges, for instance, make sentencing decisions based on

the perceived risk an offender poses to public
safety in terms of new offense behavior.

In

those states widr parole, the parole board

must also make a decision based on what is

offender risk assessment instrument, based
on the risk of re-offense, which can be integrated

into the statet sentencing guidelines

system. Such a risk assessment instrument
can be used as a tool to identify those offenders who, as â group, represent the
greatest risk for committing a new offense

once released back into the community.

believed to be the risk posed by the offender

should he be released on parole supervision.

In recent years, risk
for

sex

assessment,

particularly

offenders, has become a more formal-

ized process. In large part, this is due to

legislative trends that have singled out sex
offenders for special provisions not ex-

tended to other types ofoffenders. Sex
offender registr¡ community notification

The Commission responded to the legislative mandate by designing and executing a
research methodology to study a sample

felony sex offenders convicted in Virginia.
The Commissiont objective was to develop a reliable and valid predictive instrument, specific to the population of sex
offenders in the Commonwealth, that

and civil commitment laws have brought

could be a valuable tool for the judiciary

formal risk assessment for

when sentencing sex offenders.

sex

offenders to

of

the forefront (Epperson, Kaul, and Hessel-

ton 1999).
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The Commissiont findings and its propos-

Commission's reDort entitled fusessine Risk

als for integrating sex offender risk assess-

amons Sex Oflbnders in Vireinia. This

ment into the Virginia sentencing guide-

chapter of the 2000 Annual Report is

lines system are presented in the

summary of that document.

SENAIEJOINT RESOLUTION NO.

a

333

Requesting the Vìrginia Criminal Sentencing Commission to develop a
risk assessment instrument for utilization in the sentencing guidelines for sex offenses.

'X/HEREAS, research indicates that certain sex offenders are at high risk for reoffense; and

WHEREAS, such sex offenders typically prey on lulnerable populations, such as children; and

WHEREA$ it is important to identify and incapacitate, to the extent possible, these predatory sex
offenders; and

IVHEREAS, the Sentencing Commission has developed and piloted a risk assessment instrument

for certain offenses for purposes ofproviding alte¡natives to incarceration; and

WHEREAS, a similar assessment instrument could be used

which should be imposed upon a convicted
therefore, be

sex

to determine the range of sentences

offender based upon the risk for reoffending; now,

it

RESOLWD by the Senate, the House of Delegates concurring, that the Virginia Criminal Sentencing Commission be requested to develop a risk assessment instrument for utilization in the
sentencing guidelines for sex ofÊenses. In developing the risk assessment instrument, the Commis-

sion shall consider the impact of üeatment interventions on the ¡eduction of sex offenses. The
Commission shall collaborate with the Department of Corrections in the development of such
instrument. All agencies of the Commonwealth shall provide assistance to the Commission, upon
request.

The Commission shall complete its work in time to submit its findings and recommendations to
the Governor and the 2000 Session of the General Assembly as provided in the procedures of the

Division of lægislative Automated Systems.
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and provides useful additional information

The Nature of Risk Assessment

to decision makers. The standard used to

In

essence,

criminal risk assessment is the

estimation of an individualt likelihood of
repeat criminal behavior and the classifìca-

tion of offenders in terms of their relative
risk ofsuch behavior. Typicall¡ risk

degree to which decisions made

with

a risk

assessment tool improve upon decisions

made without the tool.

assess-

ment is practiced informally throughout the
criminal justice system (e.g., prosecutors
when charging, judges at sentencing, probation offìcers in developing supervision

plans). Empirically-based risk

judge the success ofrisk classification is the

assessment,

howeve¡ is a formal process using knowledge gained through observation ofactual

behavior within groups of individuals.

Failure, in the criminal justice system, is

typically referred to as recidivism. OÊ
fender recidivism, however, can be measured in several ways. Potential measures
vary by the act defined as recidivism. For
instance, recidivism can be defined as any

new ofFense, a new felony offense, a new
offènse for a specific type of crime (e.g., a

new sex ofÊense), or any number of other
Effectively, risk assessment means develop-

ing profiles or composites based on overall
group outcomes. Groups are defined by
having a number of factors in common
that are statistically relevant to predicting
the likelihood of repeat offending. Those
groups exhibiting a high degree of re-oÊ

fending are labeled high risk. This methodological approach to studying criminal
behavior is an outgrowth from life-table

behaviors. The true rate at which offenders

commit new crimes likely will never be
known, since not all crimes come to the

attention of the criminal justice system.
Recidivism, therefore, is nearly always measured in terms of a criminal justice response

to an act that has been detected by law enforcement. Probation revocation, re-ârrest,
reconviction and recommitment to prison
are all examples of recidivism measures.

analysis used by demographers and actuaries and in many scientific disciplines.

A

useful analogy can be drawn from medi-

cine. In medical studies, individuals
grouped by specific characteristics are stud-

ied in an attempt to identify the correlates
of the development or progression of cer-

tain diseases. No risk assessment research
can ever predict a given outcome with
10070 accuracy. Rather, the goal is to pro-

duce an instrument that is broadly acc:LÍare
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In risk

âssessment research, the characteris-

that, while there are statutory and eviden-

tics, criminal histories and patterns of re-

tiary standards limiting prediction testimony,

cidivism among offenders are carefully

"it

analyzed. Factors proven statistically sig-

constitutional impediment to using pre-

known level of

dictions ofdangerousness in legal proceed-

nificant (i.e., those with
success)

a

in predicting recidivism

ing'

can be

assembled on a risk assessment worksheet,

with

seems

well established that there is no

(p. 36; see also Epperson, Kaul, and

Hesselton 1999).

scores determined by the relative im-

portance ofthe factors in the statistical

Predicdng risk to commit violence in general, and sexual aggression in particular, is

model. The instrument then can be applied to an individual offender to

assess

his

a challenging task. Nonetheless, there is

or her relative risk of future criminality.

evidence to suggest empirically-based risk

Behavior of the individual is not being

assessment outperforms purely clinical as-

predicted. Rather, this type of statistical

sessment by mental health professionals in

risk tool predicts an individual's member-

terms of predicting future dangerousness.

ship in a subgroup that is correlated with

Indeed, research over the last two decades

future offending. Individual factors do

has consistently demonstrated the general

not place an offender in

superiority of actuarial, or empirically-

a

high-risk group.

Instead, the presence or absence ofcertain

based, risk assessment over clinical predic-

combinations of factors determine the risk

tion in virtually every decision-making situ-

group ofthe offender.

ation that has been studied (Epperson, Kaul,
and Hesselton 1999; Harris, Rice, and

justice decision making has withstood con-

Utilization of risk assessment in criminal

Quinsey 1993; Gottfredson 1987). Improving violence prediction, then, may rely

stitutional challenges. According to'S(/'itt,

in large part on the increased use of actuarial

DelRusso, Oppenheim, and Ferguson

(statistical) methods (Monahan 1996).

(1996), the federal courts found that the

"...likelihood of future criminality and the
potential for danger to society are determinations implicit in sentencing decisions"
and every court ofappeals that has considered the question "has rejected the claim

that prediction of future conduct is uncon-

stitutionally vague" (p. 350). Similarl¡
Janus and Meehl (1997) have concluded
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At present, there are no standards or univer-

Prior Research

sal criteria for conducting recidivism re-

Although little has been done heretofore to
study factors associated with recidivism
among sex ofFenders convicted in Virginia,
there is a growing body of work in the field

ofrecidivism research related to this population. Some research efforts, particularly

in the

area

ofthe effìcary ofspecialized

sex

offender treâtment, are ongoing.

search (Furb¡ \Øeinrott, and Blackshaw 1989;

Marshall and Barbaree i990; Quinse¡
Khanna, and Malcolm 1998). Investigation

ofrecidivism has occurred in

a

variety

of

seffings on a wide array of sex offender popu-

lations. Researchers in the field have not
adopted a uniform measure for differentiat-

ing recidivists and non-recidivists. Previous
studies have utilized avariety of measures

All recidivism studies

share significant

shortcomings (Doren 1998). The true rate
of sex offense behavior is unknown since

not all offenses come to the attention of
Iaw enforcement, social services or other

offìcial agencies. Therefore, all recidivism
research underestimates the actual rate at

which these âcts are committed. Additionally, a large share ofrecidivism research
defines recidivism as reconviction, which
may further

limit that portion of re-offense

behavior that is captured for study. Recon-

viction rates have been shown to seriously
underestimate the extent of recidivism
among sex offenders (Romero and

iams 1985;

see also

Vill-

Doren 1998; Prentk¡

Lee, Knight, and Cerce 1997). Moreover,

recidivism research is limited by time constraints. Some offenders may actually recidivate after the conclusion ofthe study and yet
be considered a "stlccess" in terms of the
research because they did not recidivate

during the study's window of data collection.

to identify recidivists, such

as a new arrest,

new conviction, supervision failure, proba-

tion revocation or recommitment to prison.
Therefore, the extent of sex offender recidivism detected âcross reseârch studies varies
considerably. The length of follow-up, the
period of time for which an offender is
tracked in an effort to detect new ofFense
behavior, is also widely disparate, with some
studies following offenders for a relatively

brief period of time (e.g.,

a

year or

wo)

while other studies have documented follow-ups

as

long

as

two decades. In addi-

tion, recidivism researchers have studied
diverse groups ofsubjects. Because there are

no standards or uniform practices for study-

it is
difficult to directly compare studies in this
ing recidivism among

sex offenders,

field to one another. Tâken

as a

whole,

however, patterns emerge which shed light

on not only the extent of recidivism among
this particular population but also those
offender and offense characteristics which
seem to be most often associated

with

re-

cidivist behavior.
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Based on the Commission's review of the

that included such parameters, while un-

literature in this area, factors reflecting the

employment also proved to be an indicator

marital status of the offender and factors

of recidivism in some studies. It is interest-

capturing the offender's history of arrests

ing to note that most of the studies which

andlor convictions for sex offenses were

included factors relating to an offendert

identified more frequently than other fac-

deviant sexual preferences, degree ofpsych-

tors as being important in the prediction

opathy or personaliry (e.g., anti-social) dis-

of recidivism among sex offenders. This

orders and the offendert paraphilias, found

body ofresearch indicates that offenders

these factors to contribute significantly to

who have never been married (or in some

prediction of sex offender recidivism.

studies not currently married) are more

These measures may be captured âs a pârt

likely to recidivate than offenders who

of a clinical assessment of the offender, in

have been or are currently married. As a

conjunction with a treatment program or a

whole, existing research also indicates that

risk evaluation conducted by a mental

offenders who have a history of prior

health professional.

sexual crimes are more likely to recidivate

than offenders for whom the crime under

Reviewing previous research on sex oÊ

study represents the first sex offense. An

fender recidivism in this way highlights

offendert prior record ofnon-sexual oÊ

those findings that have been found repeat-

fenses and other measures of criminal his-

edly to be significant across multiple pro-

tory, most notably juvenile record, were

fessional research sudies. \Øhile the pre-

also found to be relevant

in predicting

dictive strength of these parameters relative

recidivist behavior in numerous studies.

to one another cannot be deduced using

Overall, the findings suggest that offenders

this approach, such a review serves

who commit their crimes against persons

basis

who are unrelated to them are more likely
to recidivate, particularly if the offender
selects a victim who is a stranger. Younger

offenders and offenders who victimized
males were found to recidivate at higher
rates
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in approximately half of the

analyses

as a

for current and future research.
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Sex 0ffender Treatment and Recidivism

Another reâson the treatment question
so

Determining the extent to which treâtment
may reduce recidivism among convicted
sex offenders is ofparticular interest to
researchers, clinicians and criminal justice

decision makers. For researchers, it is an
ongoing challenge to design and execute
studies with the power to demonstrate a

treatment effect

it

indeed, one exists. For

criminal justice decision makers, the answer to the treatment question has major
implications for how best to utilize correctional resources and how best to protect
public

safery.

difficult to

address lies

researchers face

in the

is

challenges

in the design and execution

ofscientifically rigorous studies to evaluate
sex

offênder treatment programs. Rigorous

scientific standards aÍeveÍy difficult to
accommodate outside of research labora-

tories in actual program settings (English
1996). According to English (1996),
methodological problems common to sci-

entific studies on the effectiveness of

sex

offender treatment programs include, but
are not limited to:

¡ Diffìculty

in adequately capturing the exact

treatment delivered;

r
Addressing the question of whether treat-

Lack of comparison/control groups to meâsure
the difference between the outcome for those

ment works is extremely complex. Cer-

who received treatment and the outcome of

tainl¡ not all treatment

comparable group who did not receive treatment;

same.

'SØith

programs are the

tremendous diversity in treat-

ment progrâms and treatment participants,
ân answer to the global question of "Does
treatment work?" is unlikely to be forth-

coming. Moreover, approaches to

sex oÊ

¡

withholding treatment for ¡esearch purposes);

¡

Poor or limited outcome data or use of unreliable measures;

.

Samples that are not representative

ofa correc-

tional population or of the population of inter-

with current approaches typically

est (e.g., treatment parcicipants comprised

of

only volunteers, who may be more amenable

focusing largely on cognitive-behavioral
methods and relapse prevention.

Ethical problems involved in random assign-

ment to study/comparison groups (related to

fender treatment have evolved over the
decades,

a

to treatment);

.

Samples that exclude offenders who refuse

treatment or drop out (treatment dropouts have
been found to recidivate at significantly higher
rates than those who complete treatmenc);

¡

Samples so small that a treatment effect,

if

one exists, cannot reach the level ofstatistical
significance;

¡

The lack of comparable follow-up periods
across studies.

Ãl
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'When outcome studies do not adequately
address these issues,

it is "difficult to draw

conclusions with confidence" and

it

is even

From Figure 26, ït is clear that at least three
groups of researchers are optimistic about

the evidence of a treatment effect linked

more "difficult to generalize the ûndings

to specific types of programs (Marshall

to other sex offender tr€atment settings"

and Barbaree 1990; Marshall, Jones, \Øard,
Johnston, and Barbaree 1991; Marshall and

(English 1996, p.l8-4).

Pithers 1994). After reviewing four outNevertheless, determining whether or not

come studies published between 1988 and

treatment, or a specific type of treatment,

1993 that compared treated and untreated

is effective

in reducing recidivism among

sex ofÊenders is

of utmost concern to clini-

offenders, Marshall and Pithers (1994)
believe "there are clearl¡ on all indices

of

cians and criminal justice decision makers.

treatment outcome, good grounds for opti-

To try to address questions about the efiì-

mism about the value of the more recent

cacy of treatment programs, researchers

comprehensive cognitive-behavioral treat-

have searched for general themes or over-

ment programs" for sex offenders. Two

arching patterns revealed through previous

the publications listed in Figure 26have

research

efforts. Figure 26 summarizes

of

taken a more quantitative approach to re-

nine publications released since 1989.

viewing existing studies. One (Hall 1995)

These studies are not themselves outcome

is based on meta-analysis, a statistical tech-

studies but, rather, reviews of sex offender

nique that integrates the results of several

treatment studies compiled by the authors.

independent studies, of 12 sex offender
treatment studies published since 1989 considered by the author to be methodologi-

cally adequate for such an analysis. Hall
(1995) reports a small but consistent effect
of treatment in reducing sexual recidivism.
ChiefJustice Harry Lee Carico hæ

presided over the Virginia Supreme Court

p

since his appointrnent in February of

1981. He created the Commission on the
Future of Virginia's Judicial System

in

1987 which presented 132 recommenda-

tions in its 1989 report for improving the
Commonwealth's judicial system.
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In another quantitative examination of
existing research studies, Alexander (1999)
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uses an exploratory technique to search

or

effectiveness of treatment programs.

fu

a

pafferns across 79 recidivism studies. Among

result, little is certain about whether, and

the studies anallnrd,Alexander (1999) found

to what extent, ffeatments work with cer-

that 73o/o of treated sexual offenders recidi-

tain rypes ofoffenders, in certain settings,

vated compared to

i8% of untreated oÊ

or under certain conditions" (p. 3). Ac-

fenders, but the data suggest that treatment

cording to the'\?'ashington State Institute

may lower recidivism rates for some sexual

for Public Policy (1999), "given the small

offenders and be less effective for others

number of rigorous studies on this subject,

(treatment effects appeared greater for child

scientific conclusions about the effective-

molesters and exhibitionists than rapists).

ness of sex offender treatment are likely to

remain ambiguous for a number of years"
For other researchers cited in Figve 26,

(Phipps et al. 1999, p. 107).

the effectiveness of treatment cannot be

it appears that

pronounced in the absence of more rigor-

As shown in Figure 26,

ous scientific research. Because ofthe

searchers who have reviewed sex offènder

methodological deficiencies found in

treatment outcome studies have not reached

nearly all sex offènder ffeatment studies,

a consensus as to whether or not such treat-

Furby et al. (19S9) and Quinsey et al. (1993)

ment has been demonstrated to be effective

conclude that the effectiveness of treatment

in reducing the prevalence of recidivism

in reducing

sex ofFender

recidivism has not

re-

among sex offenders. There does appea¡

yet been scientifically demonstrated. The

however, to be agreement âmong research-

United States' General Accounting Office

ers that rigorous scientific study ofsex oÊ

and the'll'ashington State Institute for

fender treatment outcomes is a desirable

Public Policy have concurred. The U.S.

goal. After examining 22 qualitative and

General Accounting Ofiìce (1996), Con-

quantitative reviews ofresearch on sex oÊ

gress'watchdog agency, found that "most

fender treatment previously published, the

research reviews identified methodological

U.S. General Accounting Ofiìce (1996)

problems with sex offender research

found that "most reviewers, even those who

a key

as

impediment to determining the

were quite positive about the promise

of

sex offènder treatment programs, felt that

more work was needed before firm conclusions could be reached" (p. 7).
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Figure 26

Reviews of Sex Offender Treotment Oulcome Siudies, I 989- I 999

Furb¡ Weinrott and Blacl¡shaw (1989)

.
.
.
.
.

reviewed 42 sex offender recidivism studies conducted between 1953 and 1989.

"The variety and gravity of methodological problems in existing recidivism studies. . . often undermines confidence
in their results." (p. 4)
"The fact that treated and untreated groups differ in ways other than whether they received treatment makes these
already ambiguous results even more diffìcult to interpret." (p. 25)
"'!l'e must consider the possibiliry thar rreatment is efÊective for only some types of offenders." (p. 25)
"fleatmenr models have been evolving constantl¡ and many of those evaluated in the studies reviewed here are
now considered obsolete." (p. 25)
"There is as yet no evidence that clinical treatment reduces rates ofsex re-offenses in general and no appropriate
data for assessing whether it may be differentially effective for different rypes ofoffenderc." (p.27)

Marshall and Barbaree (1990) examined studies of four comprehensive outpatient programs.
. "\X4rile the data on institutionally based programs encourage limited optimism with respect to the value of
cognitive-behavioral programs, it cannot be said that these data are more than tentative." (p.373)
. "Outpatient rreatment ofsex offenders by cognitive-behavioral procedures, then, seems to be effective." (p.379)
. "It is worth noting here that what limited evidence there is indicates that rapists are the least responsive to
cognitive-behavioral interventions, and further development of programs for those men is warrantedl' (p.382)
Marshall, Jones, Ward, Johnston and Barbaree (1991) reviewed treatment outcome studies to examine the value of
different treatment approaches.
. "In examining the value of the different approaches, we concluded that comprehensive cognitive/ behavioral
programs (at least for child molesters, incest offenders and exhibitionists) are likely to be effective, although there is
a clear value for the adjunctive use ofantiandrogens with those offenders who engage in excessively high rates of
sexual activities." (p. 465)
. "W'e believe that the evidence provides an unequivocally positive answer" to the question oftreatment effectiveness, "although clearl¡ not all programs are successful and not all sex offenders profit from treatment." (p. 480)
. 'At the momenr, there is insuffìcient data to identii' in advance those patients who will profit the least (except of
course rapists), and this topic urgently needs research." (p. 481)

Quinse¡ Harris, Rice and Lalumiere (1993)

.
.
.

.
.

assessed methodologies used

"The efÊectiveness oftreatment in reducing

sex offender recidivism has

to study sex offender recidivism.
not yet been scientifically demonstrated."

(P.5tz)
"On[y truly randomized assignment [to treatment and non-treatment groups] can allow a sttong test to be
made..." (p.514)
"The second diffìculty in making inferences from the outcome literature... involves a potential overestimate of
rrearment effectiveness caused by not considering those who refuse treatment and dropouts when comparing the
outcomes of those who complete treatment \Mith outcomes of untreated men... Tieatment refus€rs and treatment
dropouts should not be ignored in considering treatment efñcacy." (p.514)
"In general, srarisrical significance is a necessary criterion for clinical and economic significance." (p. 521)
"In the end, there is no substitute for scientific rigor... Meta-analyses offer the field ofsex ofFender treatment the
opportuniry of drawing definitive quantitative conclusions by combining the results of many studies, none of

which alone would be decisive." (p.521)

Marshall and Pithers (1994) reviewed rreatment outcome studies on four sex offender treatment programs that
compared the outcome oftreated sex offenders with a group ofuntreated offenders.
. "Non-familial child molesters who were treated had significantly lower re-offense rates than did their untreated
counrerparrs. The same was true for father-daughter incest offenders and exhibitionists." (p. 20)
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Marshall and Pitùers (1994) continued
. Three studies found that "specialized ûeatment programs result in diminished recidivism rates for child abusers
and rapists in comparison to untreated samples, but the reduction in tecidivism rates is consistently greater for
child abusers than for rapists." (p. 20)
. "There are clearl¡ on all indices of treatment outcome, good grounds for optimism about the value of the more
recent comprehensive cognitive-behavioral treatment programs." (p. 21)
a meta-analysis, or statistical integration, on 12 studies of tr€atment with sexual offenders
published since 1989 considered by the author to be methodologically adequate for inclusion.
. 'A small, but robust, overall effect size was found for treatment versus comparison conditions lalternative treatment
or no treâtment]." (p. 802)
. fieatment effècts were larger "in studies that had higher base rates of recidivism, had follow-up periods longer than
five years, inciuded out-parienrs, and involved cognitive behavioral or hormonal treatments." (p. 802)
. "Of the sexual offenders who completed rreatment in the studies in the present meta-analysis, 190/o committed

Hall (1995) performed

additional sexual offenses, whereas over 27oó ofsexual oflenders in comparison conditions committed additional
offenses." (p. 806)

The United States General Accounting Omce (1996) examined 22 qualitative and quantitative summaries of
research on sex offender treatment and reported its findings to Congress.
. "Most research reviews identified methodological problems with sex offender research as a key impediment to
determining the effectiveness of treatment programs. As a result, little is certain about whethet and to what
."t.rr,, tr."t-.nts work with certain types ofoffenders, in certain settings, or under certain conditions." (p. 3)
. "There seemed to be little consensus among reviewers about what an optimal indicator of recidivism would be. As
result, it was difficult to determine whethe¡ and by how much, sex of[ender ûeatment reduced recidivism'" (p. 10)
. "Mosr reviewers, even those \Mho were quite positive about the promise of sex of[ender treatment programs, felt
that more work was needed before firm conclusions could be reached." (p. 7)

a

Margaret Alexander (1999) analyzed data from 79 sexual offender treatment outcome studies to identi$'
patterns for examination in greater detail.
. "D"," from multiple studies suggest that treetment may lower recidivism rates, at least for some sexual offenders
[rreatmenr effects appeared greater for child molesters and exhibitionists than rapists]."
. Overall, 130lo oftreated sexual offenders recidivated compared to 18o/o ofuntreated offenders.
. "The elimination of the data on dropouts could have skewed the results" since "studies such as that by Miner and
Dwyer (1995) point to a differential eÉFect that üeatment may have in completers as opposed to dropouts. "
. Recidivism rates decreased in studies conducted after 1980, suggesting that newer treatment approaches may be
more effèctive or evaluation methods have improved or both'
'W'ashington

.
.

State Institute for Public Policy (Phipps, Korinek, Aos, and Lieb 1999) reviewed research findings for
eighr prison-based and five communiry-based adult sex offender treatment programs in the United States and Canada.
"The United States' General Accounring Office concluded in 1996 that the research results are inconclusive regarding the effectiveness of sex offender treatment in reducing recidivism. W'e have reached the same conclusion for

both in-prison and community-based treatment'" (p. 107)
"Given the small number ofrigorous studies on this subject, scientific conclusions about the effectiveness ofsex
offender treatment are likely to remain ambiguous for a numbe¡ of years." (p. 107)
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Several recent research efforts (1995-1999)

search purposes from offenders who desire

examining the efficacy of sex offender

and may need therapy. In the mid-1980s,

treatment have been produced. Although

however, the California Department

a

portion ofthese recent studies have re-

of

Corrections and the California Department

ported findings of a positive treatment

of Mental Health initiated a controlled

effect for certain sex offenders in particular

experiment using prisoner populations

program settings (Looman, Abracen, and

Nicholaichuk 2000; Minnesota Depart-

Da¡ Nelson, and Miner 1989;
Marques, Da¡ Nelson, and\Øest 1994;

ment of Corrections 2000; Mander et al.

Marques and Day 1998). Researchers are

1996; McGrath, Hoke, andVojtisek 1998),

evalu-ating treatment efficacy by comparing

these studies âre not without many of the

recidivism rates for a treâtment group (sex

methodological weaknesses discussed earlier

offenders who volunteer and are randomly

in this chapter. Moreover,

selected for treatment), a volunteer non-

each evaluation

(Marques,

study targets a specific program (e.g., a

treâtment group (those who volunteer but

program for sex offenders in prison who

are not randomly selected for treatment),

volunteer to participate in treatment)

and a non-volunteer control group (sub-

which may limit the applicability of the

jects who refused the opportunity for treat-

results to other sex offenders and those

ment). The California program, known

in diflèrent correctional settings.

Because

the Sex Offender Tieatment and Evaluation

of the methodological limitations of these

Program or SOTEB is based on a cognitive-

studies and the specificiry of the programs,

behavioral treatment method that uses a

the results of these studies are likely not

relapse prevention framework to help of-

generalizable to the population ofsex

fenders identify factors that place them at

offenders who come in contact with the

risk for re-offense and to develop coping

criminal justice system.

responses to these risks. For this

See

the Commis-

siont full report, fusessing Risk among

Sex

Offenders in Virginia. for additional detail.

as

stud¡

recidivism has been defined as a nervr¡ arrest

for either

a sex

crime or

a

violent non-sex

crime. The 1998 progress report did not
Tiue controlled experiments on the effects

demonstrate a statistically signifi cant differ-

of sex offender treatment are diffìcult to

ence between treated and untreated ofiÈnd-

achieve. Random assignment to treatment

ers

and non-treatment study groups is required

against the person. The study is ongoing,

to scientifically

thus the results could change over time.

assess

treatment effects.

Ethical concerns have been raised concern-

ing the withholding of treatment for re-
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in re-arrest for

sex offenses or other crimes
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offenders in the sample, with some offend-

Research Methodology

ers followed for as long as ten years.

The Virginia General Assembly requested
the Commission to develop a risk

assess-

of

ment instrument, based upon the risk

re-offênse, for integration into Virginia's
sentencing guidelines for sex offenses. The

Commissiont goal was to develop

a reliable

and valid predictive insüument, specific

to the population of sex offenders in the
Commonwealth, that could be

a

valuable

tool for the judiciary when sentencing

sex

offenders. The Commission responded

avenage, offenders

On

in the Commissiont

study were tracked for eight years. The
offenders were selected in such a way that

the overall sample reflects the characteristics of a random sample of sex offenders
sentenced in Virginiat circuit courts in

calendaryears

(C!

1996 and1997.

This design enables the Commission to
generalize the results of the study to sex

offenders sentenced in circuit courts in
the Commonwealth.

to the legislative mandate by designing
and executing a research methodology to

study a sample of felony sex ofFenders convicted in Virginia. This is very similar to
the approach taken in Minnesota, which

currently udlizes its risk assessment instrument as a screening tool for referring oÊ
fenders for commitment under the Sexual
Psychopathic Personality and Sexually
Dangerous Persons law and for assigning
sex offenders

to one of three reporting lev-

els as required by that state's Communiry

Notification Act.

Automated data was supplemented through
manual data collection. Through examina-

tion ofnarrative accounts found in pre/postsentence investigation (PSI) reports, rich
contextual detail of the sex offenses com-

mitted by offenders in the sample was
gathered. Criminal history "rap sheets"

from the Vrginia Criminal Information
Network (VCIN) system maintained by
the

Vrginia

State Police and from the

FBI's Central Criminal Records Exchange

(CCRE) system provided recidivism data
and supplemented prior record information.

The Commission tracked 579 felony

sex

offenders who were released from incar-

ceration (or sentenced to probation without an active term ofincarceration) during
fiscal years

(FÐ 1990 through 1993.

Se-

lecting offenders returning to the commu-

nity from FY1990 to FY1993 allowed for
a

minimum five-year follow-up for all
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Measuring recidivism is diffìcult, particu-

lectively admitted to more than 5,000 oÊ

larly among

fenses

sex

offenders. First, evidence

including3l9 child molestations and

suggests that sexual victimization is far

178 rapes (Freeman-Longo and Blanchard

more extensive than official records indi-

1998). Vhile in treatment, the 30 child

cate. Abel et al. (1987) conducted a break-

molesters, with an average of only 1.5 arrests

through study which provided an impor-

each, admitted to over 20,000 acts, includ-

tant clue

as

to the frequency and variety

of

ing nearly 6,000 child molestation offenses

sexual offending behaviors. By receiving a

and 213 rapes of adult women. Findings

federal certificate ofconfidentiality to as-

such as these underscore the extent to which

sure confidentiality ofthe data revealed to

offìcial records underestimate the true rate

researchers, persons participating

in the

of recidivism among

sex offenders.

study could admit to current and prior
offending behaviors without fear that the

Not only are

information would be reported to law en-

law enforcement, those offenses reported to

forcement. Subjects

\Mere seen

in the con-

sex offenses

under-reported to

police do not ahvays result in arrest and

text of an evaluation and treatment pro-

conviction ofthe perpetrator. A recent

gram for sex offenders voluntarily seeking

study using National Incident-Based Re-

in a psychiat-

porting System (NIBRS) data found that

assessment and/or treatment

ric setting. Abel et al. (1987) found that

an arrest was made in 27o/o of all sexual

the group of 561 sex offenders had com-

assault victimizations reported to law en-

mitted an average of 520 crimes and had

forcement (Snyder 2000). Sex offense

an âverage 348 victims each. These crimes

can be particularþ difficult to prosecute

included hands-on offenses

offsex offenses such

as

well

as

hands-

cases
as

well. Victims and witnesses may refuse to

as exposing, peeping

come forward to tesdfy and, often, eviden-

and obscene phone calls. Very striking is

tiary problems exist, particularly when the

the fact that 126 rapists admitted to 907

victim

rapes and

that377 non-incest pedophiles

is very

young. These and other ob-

stacles hinder the prosecution ofsex offense

admitted to over 48,000 acts against chil-

cases and

dren. Another study (Freeman-Longo and

dropped or reduced in a plea agreement.

Blanchard 1998) on 23 rapists and 30 child
molesters engaged in an institutional forensic mental health sex offender program
also revealed sex offending behavior far

beyond official records ofarrests and con-

victions. Although the rapists had an average
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ofless than two arrests each, they col-

often mean that charges must be
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From the information above, it is clear that

In order to avoid the underestimation of

measuring recidivism using official records

recidivism that is inherent with measure-

most likely seriously underestimates the

ment based solely on reconviction, the

actual rate at which sex offenders commit

Commission elected to define recidivism

new crimes. Reconviction, in particula¡ is

using official records of arrests. The Com-

a diluted measure of re-offending (Romero

mission believes that measuring recidivism

and'!Øilliams

1

985; Marques et

aJ.

by a new arrest more closely approximates

7994;

the true rate of re-offense behavior among

Doren 1998; Prentþ Lee, Knight, and
Cerce 1997).

Prentþ Lee, Knight, and

sex

offènders. Although some portion of

Cerce (7997) found a marked underesti-

the people charged with a new sexual crime

mation of recidivism when the criterion

may be innocent both of the charge and

was based on conviction. After five years

any other recidivist acts, this ponion is likely

ofbeing "at-risk" for re-offending, l9o/o of
the rapists had been re-arrested but only

who are never caught and charged (Doren

11% had been reconvicted. For child

1993). To the extent that sex offenders go

molesters, after five years, l9o/o had been

on to commit other types ofviolent crimes,

arrested while l4o/o were subsequently

re-arrests for new sex offenses

convicted (Figure27).

mate the predatory nature of these offenders.

of

far smaller than the number of re-offenders

will underesti-

Figwe 27
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The Commission, therefore, chose

as its

Furthermore, little consistent documenta-

operational definition of recidivism a new

tion about participation in prison-based

arrest for a sex offense or any other crime

sex

against the person.

able in files at the headquarters of the De-

offender ffeatment programs was avail-

partment of Corrections. Given these seriSJR 333 requests the Commission to con-

ous limitations, the Commission concluded

sider the impact of treatment interventions

that the impact of post-conviction treatment

on the reduction of recidivism among this

and its effect on rates of recidivism among

particular population of offenders. The

sex offenders

Commission, howeve¡ determined that

rately

assessing

in Virginia could not be accu-

assessed as

part of the current study.

the effectiveness of post-convic-

tion treatment services among offenders in

The Commission utilized three different

difficult. In 1992, theJoint Legislative Audit
and Review Commission (ftARC) deter-

statistical techniques to analyzn the recidi-

vism data. The three methods ì /ere per-

mined that, during the time in which the

The preliminary models generated by each

offenders under study were incarcerated,

method were compared. Differences in re-

"DOC had not promulgated any standards

sults were identified, assessed and tested.

to govern the development of treatment

In this way, dre Commission can be assured

programs in the prisons and field units"

that the final model does not reflect spurious

the study sample would be extremely

(p.

iii). JIARC found no ageîcy

specific

requirements for the service providers, no

formed independently by different analysts

results associated with a particular technique

or with the style of any individual analyst.

minimum qualifications for counselors
conducting group tåerapy and no guide-

One of the statistical methods used by the

lines outlining the basic elements of thera-

Commission (called logistic regression)

peutic counseling (p. iv-v). Moreover,

requires drat all offenders be tracked for the

only half (53%) of imprisoned sex offend-

same length of time after release. S7hen

ers received any

treatment services prior to

reaching their first parole eligibility date

0l-4RC 1992, p.

Ð.

Of those receiving

treatment services when they became eli-

applyrng this method, the Commission used

afwe-year follow-up period in determining

recidivism. Any offender re-arrested for
person or sex crime within five years

a

of

defined as a recidivist. A sec-

gible for parole, a large share (40%) were

release was

provided only sex offender education pro-

ond method often used in recidivism stud-

gramming, and not sex offender therapy.

ies (known as survival analysis) allows researchers

to utilize and control for varying

follow-up periods. This meant that Commission staffcould utilize the entire study
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Offender/0ffense Characteristics and

period (through July 1999) to look for
recidivist behavior, even if some offenders

Recidivism Rates

were tracked for only five years while others

were tracked for as long as ten years. Both
statistical methods allow multiple factors to
be included

in the model simultaneously

as

predictors. As a result, an offender's re-arrest

probability can be determined using the
unique contribution ofseveral factors to that
offender's overall likelihood of recidivism'

A third method (called classification tree
analysis) was used to assist researchers

in

examining the relationships among the
variables under analysis. This technique is
used to create classiûcation systems which

help to reveal interactions between two or
more variables and to dissect complex rela-

tionships. The results of this analysis provided researchers with additional insight into
the data, which they could then utilize in the
development of the recidivism models using
the two primary analytical techniques.

See

Appendix B of the full report, Assess-

ing Risk among Sex Offenders in Virginia,

for additional technical detail on the

In order to study recidivism among sex
offenders in Virginia, the Commission

tracked 579 sexoffenders released from
incarceration (or given probation without
incarceration) from FYl990 to FYl993.
Commission staffexamined

a

variety

of

offender and offense characteristics in order
to gain a better understanding of the circumstances surrounding sex offenses com-

mitted in Virginia and the individuals convicted for these crimes.
Study cases can be categorized based on the
most serious sex crime for which the offender was convicted, sentenced and subse-

quendy released (or given probation). This
offense, the current or "instant" offènse, is
the basis for inclusion in the Commissiont

study. Of the579 study cases, the most
common instant offense was aggravated
sexual

batter¡ which carries a2D-year

statutory maximum penalty (Figure 28).
Figure 28

Number ond Percenloge of Coses by Most Serious Sex Offense

Commissiont methodology.

Cosss

Pgrcenl

Aggrovoted Sexuol Botlery

176

30.4o/o

Rope/Objecl Sexuol Penelrot¡on

r65

28,5

lndecent Liberties

83

14.4

Forcible Sodomy

76

l3.l

Cornol Knowledge

69

I1.9

Other

l0

1,7
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Nearly one-third of the offenders in the

Of the 579 offenders in the Commissiont

study were convicted of this offense. More

study, nearly two-thirds (60%) are white.

than 28o/o of offenders were convicted of a

More than half were between the

rape or object sexual penetration, but an-

21 and34 atthe time of conviction for the

other l3o/o were convicted of forcible sod-

29). Few oÊ
fenders (15%) committed the offense prior
to age 21. One-quarter of the offenders
were between 35 and,46yearc of age. Only
10olo of sex offenders in the study were over

omy. Rape, forcible sodomy and object
sexual penetration offenses carry a maxi-

mum penalty of life in prison. Over

74o/o

ofthe study cases were based on a conviction for indecent liberties with a child, a
with a fwe-year maximum

Class 6 felony

penalty. Carnal knowledge of a child,

a

ages

of

offense under study (Figure

age

46 at the time the offense occurred.

Nearly 40o/o of the offenders had never
been married at the time they were con-

Class 4 felony

victed ofthe instant offense. Several recidi-

and a Class

if the offender is an adult
6 felony if the offender is a

vism studies reviewed by Commission staff

minor at least three years older than the

found that younger offenders and offenders

of

who had never been married recidivated at

victim, is the instant offense in I2o/o
the study

higher rates than older offenders and oÊ

cases.

fenders who were or had been married.
Figure 29

Chorocteristics of Sex Offenders

Of the sex offenders being studied, over
half (560/o) had not completed high school

Roce

while

(Figure 29). In fact, one in four of the

Block

0ther I

39o/.

offenders had less than a ninth grade edu-

11o

cation. At the time of the offènse, about

Age
Under

2l

yeors

2 I -34 yeors
35-46 yeors

rt5%

20o/o were unemployed, but nearþ

ESlo/o

47 yeors or older

I

Morilol Stolus

-

t0%

(defined as being employed 75o/o of the

Never Morried
Morr¡ed
Divorced or Seporoled

Divorced ond Remorried

E
-24%
I-600/0
41o

time) for the two years prior to committing

40vo
251o

the offense or had only maintained parttime work during that period. A courtappointed attorney represented about three

Educofion
Less thon glh Grode
Some High School
Compleled High School
More thon High School

2251o

of five offenders in the study. This is gen-

E3lo/o
-3lo/o
I130/o
-

erally indicative of the offendert income

level. In 1996, an offender living alone

Employmenl Record
Regulorly Employed
Not Regulorly Employsd

musr have had less than $9,675 in average

E53o/o
-31%

471o

annual funds in order to qualify for an attorney appointed by the court.
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half

(47o/o) had not been regularþ employed

Sex Offender Risk Assessment

3l).

Over half

Nearly half (460/o) of the offenders had

adjudications (Figure

never participated in treatment of any kind

(51%) of the sampled offenders had previ-

at the dme they were convicted for the sex

ously been arrested for a felon¡ and nearly

offense under study (Figure

three out of four had

30). More

a

prior arrest for

a

than one-quarter, however, had experienced

misdemeanor. Although 18% of the oÊ

some type of sex offender or general mental

fenders had been arrested previously for a

healtå treatment prior to the instant offense.

felony sex crime, only about half of those

It

is striking that nearly one in five (19olo)

ofthe offenders had been previously treated
as

sex

offense. Four out often sex offenders be-

ing studied had served an incarceration

part of a mental health commitment.

Only

(10%) had been convicted of a felony

870 of the offenders had undergone

term prior to the instant offènse.

some type of alcohol or drug treatment.
Figure

The majority of

sex offenders examined

by

3l

Prior Criminol Record of Sex Offenders

the Commission had some type of prior

criminal record at the time they were convicted of the sex crime under study. Most
of the offenders (620/o) had at least one

prior adult conviction and more than onefourth had known juvenile delinquency

Prior Misdemeonor Arresl
Prior Felony Arresl

5l
35%

Pr¡orMisdemeonorPersonArrest

f
Prior Misdemeonor Sex Arrest I
Prior FelonySexArresT I
Prior Misdemeonor Sex Conviclion I
Prior telony Sex Convicl¡on I

o/o

PriorFelonyPersonArresl

21lo
61o
l8o/o

4Io

I0%

Figure 30
Prior Adult Conviclion

Prior Treotmenf

PnorJuvenreAo1uorconon
No Prior Treolment

Priorlncorcerotion

Z
Z

620/o

2õrc
39o/o

Alcohol or Drug ïreotmenl
Menlol Heolth commiiment

Sex Offender or
Menlol Heollh Treotment
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Hard copies of the PSI reports for the study
cases \Mere

obtained and Commission staff

not

use

or threaten to use physical force,

but the offender was responsible for the

extracted rich offense detail from the re-

health, welfare or supervision of the victim

ports' narrative sections. The Commission

at the time of

was pârticularly interested

in details relating

tle offense.

Offenses commit-

ted through a position of authority typically

young child and a step-parent or

to the offense behavior and the victim not

involved

available on the automated data systems.

other relative. Nearly l4o/o of the offenders

Through its supplemental data collection

manipulated one or more victims into the

efforts, the Commission attempted to dis-

offense. Manipulation was coded in the

cover the mode or approach used by the

supplemental data if the offender engaged

offender to commit the sex offense (narca-

in sexual activiry while the victim was im-

tive file information examined by the Com-

paired, if the offender used some type of

mission varied in the depth and quality

of

a

deception, trickery or bribery (such

as

the detail provided). The Commissiont

video games or candy), or if the offender

supplemental data reveal that offenders in

threatened to witÀdraw love and affection.

the study sample \Mere most likely to use a

Only

position of authority

For this study, coercion was defined

as

the mode of com-

5o/o

of the offenders coerced

a

victim.
as

forc-

mitting the sex offènse. Approximately

ing the victim to act in

4f/o of the offenders in the study used their
position of authority in relation to the victim to facilitate the offènse (Figure 32).
This mode was recorded if the offender did

pressure, non-physical threats, intimidation

a given

manner by

or domination without physical force. More
than one-fourth (28o/o) of the victims experienced physical violence during the oÊ
fense, but another l7o/owere threatened

with physical violence if they did not sub-

Figure 32

mit to the

Mode of Offense

Position of Aulhority
Monipulol¡on
Coercion
Threot of Violence

Physicol Violence
Greot Bodily Hqrm

Zu'lo
a tq'/o
|

5o/o

J

f

llo/.
zav"

I ozv.

Anolys¡s is bosed on coses for which supplemenlol
offense dolo ls ovoiloble. These p€rcêntoges do not sum
lo I 00% þecouse offenders could hove comm¡tt€d
multiple sex offens€s using more thon one mode.
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assault.
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For the 579 sexoffenders in the stud¡ the

The majority of victims of the sexual

Commission was able to identify 670 vic-

saults committed by offenders in the study

tims related to the instant offenses. How-

were minors. About 81% of the victims

ever, PSI narratives provided suffìcient

were under age 18 at the dme of the assault

as-

detail for only 647 victims. lü/ell over half

(Figure 34). \X/hen the age of a minor

(59%) of the victims experienced some kind

victim was identified, the median

ofsexual penetradon during the assault

11 years. However, 197 of the 556 victims

(Figure 33). \)lhen penetration was re-

(35o/o) for which age-specific data is avail-

ported, it most often related to vaginal

able were under age 10 when the assault

penetration

occurred. The median age for an adult

although one-quarter

(7 9o/o¡,

age \Mas

of the penetrations were committed orally.

victim was 25 years. Overall, one out of ten

Multiple types of peneûation were re-

victims in the study was identified

as male.

corded in some cases. For nearþ one in
ten victims, penetration was attempted but
'l?'ell
over one-third of the
not achieved.

Figure 34

Age of Victims

victims (35o/o) were petted or fondled by
AdultVictim - Medion Age: 25 yeors

the offender. For nearly 160lo of the vic-

tims, the offense involved some other form
of behavior, such as exposure. The Commission attempted to collect data on
many types of sex offense behaviors

as

as

could be identified in the PSI narrative.

Minor Victim - Medion Age: I

'l yeors

Anolysls ls bosed on coses for wh¡ch supplemenlol
vict¡m dolo is ovoiloblo.

Figure 33
Type of Sex Offense Behovior ond Penetrotion
Behoviol
Petling or Fondling
Attempted Penelrolion

I35o/o
f glo
59o/o

Penetrotlon

olher

I

160/o

Types of Penelrolion

790k

Voginol

Anol f

0rol

7o/o

25o/.

-

Anolysis is bosed on c0ses for which sLlpplemsntol victim doto ¡s ovo¡loble,
Thess porcenloges do nol sum lo t00o/o becouse off€nders could hove commltt€d mult¡ple ossoults ogoinsl lhe some victlm. Typ€ of ponefotion doto
Includss only lhos€ coses involving penstrotlon or ollompted p€n€trotlon.
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The Commission is very interested in the
types of injuries sustained by the victims

of

abrasions or requiring first-aid, broken
bones, etc.) was sustained by l4o/o of the

the sexual assaults under study. Based on

victims. For only 2o/o of

PSI data, half of the victims were reported

assault resulted in serious physical

as

having suffered emotional injury (Figure

the victims, the

injury

(injury was life-threatening or resulted in

35). Emotional injury is recorded by the

the loss or impairment of any limb or or-

probation officer if the officer is aware that

gan) or death.

the victim met with some type of counse-

lor, psychologist or psychiatrist as the result

The supplemental data collection revealed

ofthe assault. Also, probation officers oÊ

that only l5o/o of the victims did not know

ten record emodonal injury if the parents,

the offender at the time of the assault. For

guardians or other person with knowledge

over 800/o of the victims, the offender was

of the victim reports some type of continu-

known to the victim at the time of the oÊ

ing trauma in the victimt life (e.g., bad

fense (Figure

dreams, behavioral problems, anxiery at-

victims, the offender was a member of the

tacks), even if formal counseling is not

famil¡ such

pursued. The probation officer, however,

one in five of the victims were minors as-

must complete the PSI based on knowledge

saulted by an adult friend of the

36). For one-third of the
as a

step-parent. More than

famil¡ but

of victim injury documented at the time

another

the PSI report is prepared. The probation

specifically by their mothert boyfriend.

60/o

of

the victims were assaulted

officer writing the report mây not be aware
of certain types of injuries, particularly

Figure 36

emotional injury sustained by the victim.

Offender's Relolionship to Viciim

More than

7o/o

of

the victims reported hav-

ing been threatened with injury. Physical

injury (injury leaving visible bruising or

Slep-porent
Porent
Spouse/Ex-spouse

olher Relot¡ve

Figure 35

Most Serious Type of Victim lnjury Susloined

Adull Friend
Acquointonce

Deolh

|

0.2o/"

Serious Physicol

|

2o/o

Physicol

f

Boyfriend

Molhe/s Boyfriend
14'/.

Coretoker

Emotionol
Threotened

None
Unknown

48o/o

l7o/o

Z
I 2o/.

olher

zlol.

Anolys¡s ¡s b0sed on coses for whlch supplem6nl0l victim doto is 0v0iloble, Those percenloges do not sum to I 0090 duo lo round¡ng.
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Slronger

Unknown

14Vo

llo/o
f
l2o/o
6o/.
f
Z22o/o
9olo
f
I6o/o
I6o/o
| 4o/o
l5o/o
E
lolo
I
I 3o/o

Anolys¡s ¡s bosed on coses for which supplementol
v¡ctim dolo is ovo¡loble.
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The Commission tracked sample offenders

Although some recidivists were re-arrested

using rap sheets from the Virginia Crimi-

in the first year after being released to the

nal Information Network (VCIN) system

community, a few recidivists were not re-

maintained by the Virginia State Police

arrested until the tenth and final year

and from the FBI's Central Criminal

the study. Only 8% of the offenders in the

Records Exchange (CCRE) system so that

sample who recidivated did so in the first

new arrests both in Virginia and outside

year of follow-up (Figure

the Commonwealth could be detected.
Each offender was tracked for five to ten

of the second year of follow-up, the overall
recidivism rate jumped to nearly 79o/o.

years. The Commission found that nearly

The recidivism rate continued to grow in

3f/o of

each successive year and did not level

vated,

offenders in the sample recidi-

as

measured by re-arrest for a new

sex offense

or other crime against the per-

of

38). By the end

off

until after year seven. This finding underscores the need for a follow-up period for
that is considerably longer

son, within ûve years of being returned to

sex offenders

the community (Figure 37). Using data

than the three-year window utilized by

for the entire study period, in which some

many general recidivism studies. The over-

offenders were tracked for up to ten years,

all recidivism rate for the study (36.60/0)

reveals a recidivism rate

of neaþ

37o/o.

was achieved in year 10.

Figure 37

Figure 38

Recidivism Rotes

Cumulotive Recidivism Rote by Yeor of Follow-up

Recldlvism wilh
40o/o

Five Yeor Follow-up ....,..,

30.6olo

Five to Ten Yeor Follow-up

36.6olo

30o/o

20o/o

I0%
Oo/o

123456789'l0
Yeors
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Of the offenders in the study who recidivated, data revealed that40o/o had been rearrested for a new sex offense (Figure 39).

Nearþ all of the new

sex offenses were

felony level crimes. The remaining600/o
of the recidivists were re-arrested for nonsexual crimes against the person.

Of the

recidivists arrested for non-sex crimes
against the person, nearþ

halfofthe new

crimes were felonies, most typically a felony
assault, but also including kidnapping,

murder, robbery and shooting into

a

ve-

hicle with malice. The other h¿lf of the
non-sexual recidivists were re-arrested for

misdemeanor person crimes, such as assault
and battery assault against a family mem-

Development of a RiskÁssessment Instrument

To examine the correlates of recidivism
among sex offenders in Virginia, the Com-

mission developed and implemented a
methodologr that would promote thorough
analysis

ofthe available data and reduce the

chance that the final results would contain

spurious findings related to the particular
sample data used, a specific method, or an

individual analyst. The results from the
three statistical methods were compared and

differences were investigated. This "recon-

ciliation" process provided additional insight
and yielded information for additional
analysis and improvement of the models.

ber and stalking.
As described

in

the Research Methodologlt

section, one of the techniques (logistic reFigure 39

gression) required a consistent follow-up

Type of Recidivist Offense

period on every offender in the sample,

which for the Commission's study was five
Re-Arresl for Sex offense

years. The second technique (survival analysis)

40o/o

allowed for variable follow-up periods

on the offenders. Research in the field
sex

of

offender recidivism has documented

that sex offenders often re-ofFend many

initial

(Prentky et

Re-Arrest for Non-Sex offense Agoinst Person

years after their

Felony Assoult

14o/o

aL 1997). In the Commission's stud¡ the

Kidnopping

second method provides a longer follow-

Shoot¡ng into Vehicle with M01ice.............

.4
.3
.3
.2

Hil ond Run with lnjury

.l

and more accurately predicts recidivist be-

Misdemeonor Assoult ..

19

havior over the entire study period. For

Misd. Assoult ogoinsi Fomily Member..,...

these reasons, the Commission selected the

Stolking or Threolening

.9
.4

olher

.l

Murder
Robbery
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ofFense

up period than tlre ûrst method for many
ofiFenders,

up to ten years in some

cases,

model produced by the latter method (survival analysis) for development of its risk

Sex Offender Risk Assessmenl

instrument. Figure 40 displays
the significant factors in predicting recidiassessment

The Commissiont findings revealed that
younger offenders, particularly those under

vism, based on the selected model, by the

age

relative degree of importance.

offenders, all other circumstances being

35, recidivate at higher rates than older

equal. Furthermore, analysis indicated that
The selected model contains factors related

offenders with less than a ninth grade edu-

to the offendert age at time of conviction,

cation recidivate at higher rates than oÊ

prior history of arrests for sex offenses and

fenders who completed education beyond

other crimes against the person, the offen-

the ninth grade. An offendert record

der's relationship

with the victim in con-

of

employment is also indicative of the likeli-

junction with the victim's age, the location

hood of recidivism among the offenders in

in which the offense occurred, prior history

the study sample. Those offenders who

of sex offender or substance abuse treat-

\Mere

ment, prior history of incarceration, level

and those who had not been regularly em-

ofeducation achieved by the offender, and

ployed for the previous two years (i.e., em-

an indicator for cases resulting in convic-

ployed with a full-time job at least 75o/o of

tion for aggravated sexual battery that actu-

the time) were found to recidivate at

ally involved penetration or attempted

higher rates than offenders who experi-

penetration of the victim.

enced stable employment.

unemployed at the time of the offense

Figure 40

Significont Foctors in Predicting Recidivism by Relotive Degree of lmportonce

offender oge
Prior person/sex orrests

offender relolionship/Viclim oge
Nol regulorly employêd
Offense locolion
No prior treolmenl
Prior incorcerotions
Less lhon gth grode educolion
Aggrov. sex. bolf. wilh penefotion

I
-II
I
I
I
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The importance of the offender's relation-

The Commissiont research showed that the

ship to the victim in predicting recidivism

location in which the offender committed

is dependent on the age

time of the offense. In

ofthe victim at the

cases

with victims

the sex crime appears to be associated with

recidivism. Offenses committed in the

under age ten, offenders who were step-

offender's residence or another (but not the

parents to their victims recidivated at high-

victimt) residence were committed by oÊ

est rates, followed by offenders who were

fenders who were more likely to be re-

strangers or acquaintances to the young

arrested for a new sex crime or other crime

child. Blood relatives who committed

against the person, all other circumstances

a sex

offense against a family member \Mere the

being equal. Offenders who committed

least likely to recidivate among offenders

their crimes in the victimt residence, in

who committed their offenses against young

motor vehicle, outdoors or in

children. For victims age ten or more, oÊ

shared by the offender and the victim were

fenders who were strângers to their victims

somewhat less likely to recidivate, while

recidivated at rates higher than acquaintan-

offenders who assaulted in the victimt place

ces

or relatives, including step-parents.

a

a residence

of employment were the least likely to be
re-arrested for a person or sex crime.

The model revealed that certain offenders
convicted of aggravated sexual battery were

An offendert prior history ofarrests for

sex

more likely to recidivate than other sex

crimes or other crimes against the person

offenders. More detailed analysis showed

was highly indicative of the likelihood

that when an offense involved sexual pen-

recidivism. A more extensive record of such

etration or attempted penetration but re-

arrests was associated

sulted in a conviction for aggravated sexual

rates for the offenders

batter¡ the offender was at higher risk of
re-offense than other offenders in the study.
This circumstance may arise in situations

addition, offenders who had served a term

where the charge is pled down from a more

to go on to be arrested for

serious charge, such as rape, due to evidence

son crime than those offenders who had

problems or the reluctance of witnesses or

never served an incarceration term.

victims to tesdfy.
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of

with higher recidivism

in the sample. In

ofincarceration in jail or prison prior to
committing the sex offense were more likely
a

new sex or per-

Sex Offender Risk Assessment

4i

An ofiFendert history of mental health, sex

Figure

offender and substance abuse treatment

Proposed Risk Assessment lnslrumenl

was found to influence recidivism after

controlling for all other factors in the

model. Offenders in the sample who had

Sex

OffenderfRisk Assessmen:

I

Offender's Age at Time of Offense

I

Less Than gth Grade Education

YES, add

I

Not Regularly

YES, add 5

O

Offender's Relat¡onsh¡p with Victim

never had any rype of mental health, sex

offender or substance abuse treatment were
linked with higher recidivism rates than
offenders who had experienced any ofthese

forms of treatment prior to committing the
sex

V¡ctim underAqe 10

crime under study. \Øhen considering

Victim Aqe 10 or more

treatment, offenders who had undergone a

prior mental health commitment recidivated at lowest rates. This factor reflects

a

treatment received by the offender prior to
the sex offènse studied by the Commission.

fu noted in

I

efFect

Outdoors................

sex

offender treatment pro-

gramming available during that period and
inconsistent documentation of treatment

Vict¡m's residence (not offender's) ............ 5
Offender's residence or other residence ...9

3

Locationotherthanlisted.....................3

Motor vehic|e ................................. 4

O

Prior Felony/Misdemeanor Arrests for Crimes Against Person
0 Felon¡es l-3 Misd ......

for the offense under study due to serious
limitations in

0

...3

Place of employment ......................

the

of treatment received after conviction

Locat¡on of Offense
Shared vict¡m/offender residence

tion of this chapte¡ the Commission conassess

1

1

4+ l\ilisd......8

Felonv

0-2 Misd.....5

a

Prior Treatment

Prioralcoholordrugtreatment...3
Nopriortreatment...................,4

ln¡sr

the Commission devised an instrument
that contains all the factors found in the
selected model,

with points

assigned to the

factors based on their relative importance

in predicting recidivism. The proposed
risk assessment instrument is displayed in
Figure 41

I

4+ N/¡sd ...... 15

lPriorlncarcerations/comm¡tments-lfYEs,add3

Pr¡ormentalhealthorsexoffendertrealment..,2

Using the results of statistical modeling,

2+ Felonies 0-3 M¡sd ....

3+ l\¡isd......8

Pr¡ormentalhealthcommitment 0

participation.

0

Penetrat¡on or attempted penetration of victim ............-............................4

the Reseørch Methodology sec-

cluded it could not accurately

Aggravated Sexual Battery (Primary Offênse S'18.2-67.3)
No penetratìon or attempted penetration of vict¡m......................................

.
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Application of Risk Assessment Instrument

Given the results of the analysis which led

to Study Sample

to the construction of the risk assessment
instrument, offenders who score in the low

The application of the proposed risk
assessment

end of the scale are the least likely to recidi-

instrument to offenders in the

vate, while offenders who score at the upper

Commission's study sample yields some ad-

end of the scale are the most likely to reci-

ditional insight into the utility of the instrument as a screening tool to gauge risk

divate. Figwe 43 presents the rates of re-

of future dangerousness.

score. Overall, as the risk assessment score

cidivism for offenders by risk assessment
increases, the rate of recidivism attributable

The average risk assessment score for oÊ

to offenders scoring at that level also in-

fenders in the sample is 27.1points. The

creases,

median score (middle value) received by

relationship. The most notable excePtions

offenders is 27 points. More offenders in

to the increasing function of recidivism

the sample of 579 cases received 27 points

rates

than any other score (Figure 42). }{:aff

of

although this is not a perfect linear

with risk

assessment scores can be seen

at the very lowest levels of risk assessment

the offenders scored from 21 to 34 points.

scores (less than 15 points), where rates

Only one-fourth of the offenders scored 20

appear tovary from 0olo to 50olo. \Vhile

points or less and only one-fourth of the

this appears to be a dramatic fluctuation,

offenders scored 35 points or more.

it should

Figure 42

Figure 43

Distribution of Risk Assessment Scores

Recidivism Rotes by Risk Assessmenl Score

40

l00o/o

30

75o/o

20

50%

l0

25o/o

0
5

l5

25
Score

72

35

0

4548

5

be noted that, for the most part,

l5

25
Score

35

44

48

Sex Offender Risk Assessment

there are very few cases that score out at

Recidivism rates jump dramatically to 4lo/o

these particular point levels. For instance,

among offenders scoring 28 through 33

33o/o

of the offenders who scored five points

points. Jwo-thirds of offenders with 34 to
38 points were found to have recidivated.

actually recidivated, but this is based on
only three offenders. \While 50% of the

For those scoring 39 through 43,however,

offenders scoring eight points recidivated,

the aggregate rate exceeded 83olo. Finall¡

only two offenders received this point total

every offender scoring 44 points or more

(one of the two recidivated). In general,

on the risk assessment instrument devised

the higher the score computed from the

by the Commission recidivated within the

risk assessment instrument, the higher the

study period.

rate of recidivism among offenders who
scored at each successive level.

If more and

For its study of sex offender recidivism,

more sex offenders were scored out on the

the Commission elected to use a meâsure

instrument, it is likely that the fluctuations

which would capture any new arrest for

in the line representing the rate of recidi-

a sex

vism at each score would lessen consider-

against the person. Scoring offenders on

ably. Overall, however, the instrumentt

the proposed risk assessment instrument

scores reflect the level of risk associated

reveals that offenders falling into the high-

with offenders.

est risk categories \Mere among the most

offense or other crime committed

likely to be re-arrested for

a felony.

Certainly for groups or ranges of scores,
the actual rate of recidivism rises with the
range of score (Figure

44). Offenders

Figure 44

Recidivism Rotes by Ronge of Risk Assessment Score

scoring 12 or less recidivated at ân aggregate rate of less than 8olo. Ofltnders scor-

ing 13 to 17 points recidivated at a rate

of l4o/o overall. A slightþ higher rate of
recidivism (l7o/o) was detected for those

with
with

scores

of 18 through

scores

28

27

.

Offenders

and above tended to recidi-

vate at much higher rates overall than offenders with

scores less

Score

l2

or

less

I

l3- 17 f
18-27 f
ze-ss f
34-39 E
39-43
44 or more

8%
14o/o

17'/o

+tvo
66o/o
B3o/o

i 00o/o

than that threshold.
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Of oflènders scoring above 38 points, more

\X/hile the Commissiont recidivism mea-

than three out offour \Mere re-arrested for a

sure focused on re-ârrest, the Commission

felony, with only one in four arrested for a

also tracked the rate

misdemeanor charge (Figure 45). Among

Analysis reveals that the majoriry of sex

ofnew convictions.

offenders scoring in the lower ranges of the

offenders under study who were re-arrested

risk scale, the rate of felony arrest

were subsequentþ convicted of one or more

\Mas

slightly lower. The exception, offenders

of the charges (Figure 46). The rates pre-

who scored 12 or less, reflects the fact that

sented in Figure 46 are likely underestima-

only three offenders scoring in that range

tions of the true rate at which recidivist

recidivated, but all three were re-arrested

offènders were actually re-convicted be-

for a felony. The risk assessment instru-

cause they capture only those convictions

ment developed by the Commission was
designed to estimate an offendert relative

which occurred on or before July 37, 7999.
This is the date on which the Commissiont

risk ofbeing re-arrested upon return to the

supplemental data collection ended. Some

community. Overall, it

number of ofÊenders in the study had been

appears that the

instrument also identiûes those offenders

re-arrested but were still awaiting trial at

most at risk for recidivating with the more

the end of the study period. These offend-

serious type ofcharge.

ers may have since been convicted of those

charges. The resulting convictions, howFigure 45

ever, are not included

Type of Recidivisl Event by Ronge of
Risk Assessment Score

ínFigwe 46.

in the rates shown

Score

l2

Figure 46

or less

t3 - t7
18-27

28-33
34-38
39-43
44 or more

43% n

Recidivist Evenls Resulling in Conviction by Ronge

51%
.4ogo n
36Yo n
23%-

of Risk Assessmenf Score
Score

l2orless
l3 - l7

18-27

249o

- Misdemeonor

I

267I"

Felony

86%

Zb4v.

28-33

75o/"

34-38 f6+o/.
39-43
76o/"

44 or more

-77%
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Proposals for Integrating Riskksessment and

Implementation

Virginia Sentencing Guidelines
The Commission's proposals relating to
offender risk assessment and integra-

Discussion of the sex offender risk assess-

sex

ment instrument was a significant compo-

tion of the proposed instrument into the

nent of the Commissiont agenda during

sentencing guidelines are among the rec-

1999 and2000. The Commissiont ob-

ommendations presented in this report.

jective was to develop a reliable and valid

Per S17.1-806 of the Code

predictive scale based on independent em-

modifications to the sentencing guidelines

pirical research and to determine if the

adopted by the Commission and contained

resulting instrument could be a useful tool

in its annual report shall, unless otherwise

for judges in sentencing sex offenders who

provided by law, become effective on the

come before the circuit court. The Com-

following July

ofVirginia, any

1.

mission concluded that the risk assessment

instrument developed under SJR 333 would
be a usefi¡l tool for the judiciary in Virginia.

Therefore, the Commission approved the
risk assessment instrument and developed
proposals for integrating risk assessment

into Virginia's sentencing guidelines system.
These proposals are described in detail in
the chapter of this report entitled Recom'
mendations of the Cornmissioz (Recommen-

dation 1 through Recommendation 5).
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Introduction

Development of the Risk,Assesment Instrument

In

To develop the risk assessment instrument

1994, the General fusembly charged the

Commission to study the feasibiliry of us-

for nonviolent offenders, the Commission

ing an empirically-based risk assessment

studied a random sample of over 2,000

instrument to select

25o/o

of properry and

fraud, larceny and drug offenders who had

drug offenders for alternative (non-prison)

been released from incarceration between

sanctions (S17.1-803). Such an instru-

July 1, 1991, and December 37,1992.
Recidivism was defined as reconviction for

ment can be used to identify those offenders

who are likely to present the lowest risk

a

felony within three years of release from
were matched

to public safety. After analyzingthe char-

incarceration. Sample

acteristics and historical pafterns ofrecidivism oflarceny, fraud and drug offenders, the

to data from the Pre/Post-Sentence Investigation (PSI) database to determine which

Commission developed a risk assessment tool

offenders had been reconvicted ofa felony

for integration into

crime during the three-year follow-up period.

tJre

existing sentencing

cases

guidelines system. The risk assessment in-

strument identifies offenders recommended

Construction of the risk assessment instru-

by the guidelines for a term ofincarceration

ment

who have the lowest probability of being

characteristics, criminal histories and pat-

reconvicted of a felony crime. These oÊ

terns ofrecidivism ofthe fraud, larceny and

fenders are then recommended for sanc-

drug offenders in the sample. The factors

tions other than traditional incarceration

proving statistically significant in predict-

in prison. Risk

assessment can increase the

\Mas based

on statistical analysis of the

ing recidivism were assembled on a risk
worksheet, with scores deter-

effìcient utilization of alternative punish-

assessment

ments for nonviolent offenders while mini-

mined by the relative importance of the

mizingthreat to public safery and reserving
the most expensive correctional space for

factors in the statistical model. The Com-

violent offenders. The risk assessment

of the offender from the risk assessment

mission, however, chose to remove the race

component of the guidelines is currently
being pilot tested in several circuits around

the Commonwealth.
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instrument. Although it emerged as a statistically significant fâctor in the analysis, the
Commission viewed race

as a

proxy for so-

cial and economic disadvantage and, there-

fore, decided to exclude it from the final risk
assessment worlsheet. The total score on

the risk assessment worksheet represents the

likelihood that an offender will be reconvicted of a felony within three years. Offenders who score the lowest number

of

points on the worksheet are less likely to be
reconvicted of a felony than offenders who

Implementation of Risk Issessment

The risk assessment instrument

has been

implemented in six judicial circuits that
have agreed to participate as

pilot

sites.

of
of

On December l,1997, Circuit 5 (cities
Franklin and Suffolk and the counties

Southampton and Isle of'Slight), Circuit
14 (Henrico), and Circuit 19 (Fairfax) became the first circuits to use the risk assess-

ment instrument. Three months later, Circuit 22 (city of Danville and counties

of

Franklin and Pittsylvania) joined the pilot

have a higher total score.

project. In the spring of 1999, Circuit 4
The Commission adopted

a

scoring thresh-

old of nine points on the risk assessment
scale.

In the

analysis used to construct the

scale, offènders who scored nine points or
less

on the risk assessment instrument had

a one chance

in eight ofbeing reconvicted

for a felony crime within three years. More-

(Norfolk) and Circuit 7 (Newport News)
began using the instrument, bringing the

number of pilot sites to six. The circuits

pilot testing risk

assessment represent large

and small jurisdictions, urban and rural
areas

and difltrent geographic regions

ofthe

state.

over, the Commission's analysis suggested

that a threshold of nine points would satis$'
the legislative goal of diverting25o/o of non-

violent offenders from incarceration in

a state

prison facility to otåer types of sanctions.

The risk assessment worksheet is completed
for fraud, larceny and drug offenders who
are recommended for some period of incar-

ceration by the guidelines and who satisfy
the eligibility criteria established by the

Commission. Offenders with any current
or prior convictions for violent felonies
(defined in $17.1-803) and offenders who
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sell an ounce or more of cocaine are ex-

Sentencing and Risk Assessment

cluded from risk assessment consideration.
\Øhen the risk assessment instrument is
completed, offenders scoring nine points
or less on the scale are recommended for
sanctions other than traditional incarcera-

tion. The instrument itself does not recommend any specific rype or form of alternative punishment. That decision is left to
the discretion of the judge and may depend

on program availability. In these

cases,

judges are considered in compliance

if they

within the recommended incarceration range or if they follow the recommendation for alternative punishment.

sentence

For offenders scoring over nine points, the

original recommendation for incarceration
remains unchanged.

l,

Between December

1997

, and July 31,

2000, the Commission received 8,187 fraud,
larceny and drug guidelines cases from pilot

circuits (Figure 47). Over one-quarter of
the cases took place in Circuit 19 (Fairfax).

Circuit 14 (Henrico) and Circuit 4 (Norfolk) each accounted for

20o/o

ofall risk

assessment cases received by the Commis-

sion during the time period. CircuitT
as a pilot circuit
(Norfolk)
in the spring
along with Circuit 4

(Newport News), added

of 1999, contributed over 1,000 risk assessment cases, or approximately l2o/o of all
cases received

by the Commission during

the time period. Of the risk assessment
worksheets received, drug cases represent
nearly half of all offenses, with the large

Figure 47

Number ond Percenloge of Coses Received by Circuif

Coses

Percenl

4

r,635

20.00k

5

733

8.9

7

r,007

12.3

14

l,7l

20.9

l9

2,219

27.1

22

882

I0.8

Circuit

l
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I/II

majority (45olo) consisting of Schedule

whose current offènse involves the sale

of

drug offenses (Figure 48). Just over one-

an ounce or more of cocaine are not eligible

third of all risk

for risk assessment. Between December

assessment cases sentenced

1,

fenses, while fraud offènses accounted for

1997, and July 31, 2000, 3,972 offenders
satisfied the Commissiont eligibiliry criteria

about l7o/o of the risk assessment

and were deemed eligible for risk assessment

during the time period were larceny ofcases.

screening. It should be noted thatfor 673

Not all fraud, larceny and drug offenders

of the eligible offenders the risk assessment

are eligible for risk assessment. Offenders

worksheet was not completed, despite the

recommended by the guidelines for proba-

offenders' eligibility to participate in the

tion with no active incarceration term

assessment project.

are

excluded, since the instrument was designed to assess the risk of offenders recom-

Offenders scoring nine points or less on the

mended for confinement. Of the fraud,

risk assessment worksheet are recommended

larceny and drug cases received,5,164

of

for sanctions other than traditional incar-

the 8,187 (630/o) were recommended for

ceration. Among the eligible offenders

some period of incarceration by the guide-

screened

lines. Offenders who do not

ment to date,24o/o have scored at or below

satis$z the

with the risk

assessment instru-

Commissiont eligibiliry criteria are also

the nine-point threshold and, therefore,

excluded. Offenders who have current or

have been recommended for alternative

prior convictions for violent felonies or

punishments. The average risk score for
screened offenders was 13 points.

Figure 48

Numþer ond Percentoge of Coses Received by Primory Offense

Risk assessment

cases

can be categorized

into four groups based upon whether the

offense

Coses

Drug/Schedule l/ll

3,70ì

Percenl

45.27o

tive sanction by the risk assessment instru-

4.3

ment and whether the judge subsequently

354

Drug/Other

offender was recommended for an alterna-

7.3

Froud

1,416

t

Lorceny

2,716

33.2

sentenced the offender to some form

of

alternative punishment. Of the eligible
offenders screened with the risk assessment
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instrument,

13o/o were recommended

for

Among those

where a reason is cited,

cases

and sentenced to an alternative punishment

nearly l2o/o of the time judges cite a

(Figure 49). Another 11olo were sentenced

defendant's refusal to participate in an al-

to a traditional term ofincarceration de-

ternative sanction progrâm. Virginia law

spite being recommended for an alternative

permits offenders to refuse certain pro-

sanction by the risk assessment instrument.

grams. In 10olo of

In

79o/o

of the screened cases, the offender

cases

where offenders are

recommended for an alternative but sen-

was not recommended for an alternative

tenced to an incarceration period, the

punishment but was sentenced to one. Ap-

judge notes the involvement of significant

proximately 40o/o of the cases that fell into

monetary loss on the part of the victim.

this categor¡ however, scoredjust over the
nine-point threshold (10 to 12 points).

Other reasons cited by judges for sentenc-

This indicates that judges felt a portion
of offenders scoring just over the threshold

rather than alternative sânctions include

were also good candidates for alternative

large quantity ofdrugs involved in the case

sanctions. Nearly 560/o of the screened

(9o/o), the defendantt immersion

offenders were not recommended for an

culture (7o/o), or previous or pending

alternative and judges concurred in these

charges against the defendant for similar

cases

by utilizing traditional incarceration.

Judges are not obligated to follow the recommendation of the risk assessment instru-

ment. \øhen offenders

ing offenders to incarceration periods
the offendert criminal record (97o), the

in drug

oflènses (7%).

Figure 49

Recommended ond Actuol Dispositions to Allernolive Sonctions

are recommended

for an alternative but not sentenced to one,
judges are asked to communicate their rea-

Rlsk Recommendotion
Recoived

Did Nol Receive

Allernolive

Allernol¡ve

sons for not choosing an alternative pun-

Recommended
for Allernotive

13.0o/o

11 .4o/o

ishment. The reasons cited by judges may
help the Commission to identify circum-

Not Recommended
for Allernotive

19.3%

56.3olo

stances in which judges disagree

with the

risk assessment recommendation most

often. This information may be useful
in improving the instrument as a sentencing tool. In nearþ three-quarters ofthese
cases, however, judges

do not cite a reason

for choosing traditional incarceration
instead of an alternative sanction.
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Independent Evaluation of Risk Assessment

Judges, Attorneys, and Probation Interuiews

The National Center for State Courts

During the summer of 2000, evaluators

(NCSC), with funding from the National

visited the pilot sites to speak with judges,

Institute ofJustice, is conducting an inde-

Commonwealth attorneys, defense counsel,

pendent evaluation of the development

and probation officers about the design

and impact of the risk assessment instru-

and use of the risk assessment instrument

ment. The purpose of this evaluation

(some judges and attorneys still remain to

is

to help the Commission decide whether

be interviewed, as well as offìcials from

to expand the risk assessment program

the Department of Corrections and the

statewide. The evaluation has three goals:

Legislative branch). Respondents answered

1) to clarify the rationale for risk assess-

questions about the appropriate use

ment in Virginia and to evaluate the devel-

alter-native sanctions, the mechanics of the

opment and overall design; 2) to evaluate

risk assessment instrument, effècts on local

the implementation, use and effectiveness

legal cultures, recommendations for im-

of the risk assessment instrument; and

provements to the program, and whether

3) to conduct a recidivism analysis to de-

they support expansion ofthe pilot project

termine which offenders fail or succeed

statewide. Although responses and recom-

after being diverted. Evaluation results

mendations varied by localiry and occupa-

will help the Commission determine

if

of

tion, some common themes emerged.

the instrument, as currently designed, can
effectively distinguish offenders more or

The judges and probation offìcers inter-

likely to succeed on alternative sanc-

viewed generally support the idea of oÊ

less

tions. In addition, the evaluation is using
a

benefit-cost analysis to measure the pub-

lic cost implications of the greater

use

of

fender risk assessment and are comfortable

with how the instrument was developed.
However, one of the larger concerns for

alternative sentencing options. The evalua-

this group is that it is diffìcult for many

tion project is in progress. The remainder

young males to qualify for alternative pun-

of this chapter discusses preliminary find-

ishment. An unemployed, unmarried,

ings ofthe evaluation.

male under the age of 20 begins with a
score right at the recommendation thresh-

old, and any additional scoring makes
them ineligible for a diversion recommen-

dation.
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research shows this profile to be associated

Prosecutors did not generally support pro-

rates, they also felt

grams intended to divert offenders recom-

with higher recidivism

this was the group most in need of services.

mended for prison under the guidelines.

Many respondents felt that the balance be-

Prosecutors believed alternative sanctions

tween offender risþ andoffender need shottld

were best suited for offenders needing a

be examined further by the Commission.

first chance, usually in combination with
straight probation.

As a group, judges recommended that the

risk assessment be taken statewide if the

Defense attorneys supported the greater use

instrument is found effective during the

of alternative sanctions. However, some

evaluation and if the demographic factors

suggested that more care was needed to

(age, gender, etc.) are re-examined for evi-

ensure that the sânction

dence that they remain linked with higher

and that judges not indiscriminately en-

recidivism rates. Judges also felt that it
would be useful to get feedback from the

hance sentences by adding an alternative to

Department of Corrections concerning

attorneys also stressed that their clients like

which state and local alternative programs

the idea of "date certainty." That is, oÊ

work best for different offender types.

fenders can typically predict when they

fit the offender

a jail or short prison sentence. Defense

be released from

jail or prison, but

will

have

Probation officers felt that the instrument

greater uncertainty about release dates from

would be useful statewide if the demo-

state alternative programs like boot camp,

graphic scoring factors were re-examined.

detention or diversion centers.

Probation officers liked the idea ofan obassess offenders for diversion.
They felt the instrument helped "level the

jective tool to

playing field," encouraging judges to use

similar factors when considering offenders
for diversion. Probation offìcers reported
that the instrument presented no significant increase in workload, especially if a
pre-sentence report \Mas ordered.

St. George Thcker served as iustice of the

Virginia Supreme Court from 1804-181

L

His son, Henry St. George Ïtrcker also
became aiustice ofthe court. Theywere
one of three father-son combinations
among the roster of justices in the history
of the

court.

He resigned at age 59

ovenvhelmed by the workload.
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(655

Offender Follow-Up

cases

in the sample) or

is charged

with a concurrent violent offènse (62 cases
The purpose of the risk

assessment

instru-

ment is to identify nonviolent offenders
recommended for jail or prison by the
guidelines who are good candidates for an

alternative sanction. The strength of the

instrument is measured by whether the
individuals identified by the instrument
are

(l)

more likely to successfully complete

their imposed sanction and (2)

less

likely

to recidivate. The utility of the risk

assess-

in the sample). In addition, a guideline
recommendation of probation excludes
an offender from consideration for risk

assessment-true for 1,920 offenders in
our sample. Finall¡ 478 offenders were
excluded from study because of problems

or inconsistencies found on the completed
risk assessment score sheets (including
missing information, errors and question

marls found on the form, etc.).

ment instrument is being evaluated by

following

a

group of diverted offenders

for at least one year following their sentence to an alternative. A sample of oÊ
fenders, including those recommended
and those not recommended for diversion

by the risk assessment instrument, was
drawn from 5,158 drug, fraud and larceny
cases

resolved in the six pilot sites between

December 1997 andSeptember 1999.

Forry percent (2,043 offenders) were found

potentially eligible for screening on the risk
assessment

instrument. Figure 50

shows

the distribution of eligible offenders recommended for diversion and whether or not
they received an alternative sanction.

Of

these 2,043 eligible offênders, nearly

24o/o were

recommended for diversion by

the risk assessment instrument. According

to the Commissiont daa,674 persons re-

Not all drug, fraud, and larceny offenders
are eligible for diversion through risk as-

sessment. Ineligibility is automatic when

the offender has

a

violent prior conviction

offenders comprise 33o/o of the 2,043 cases

eligible for risk assessment screening.

their risk âssessment score.

Recommendotions ond Alternotive Sonctions Rece¡ved
by Eligible Offenders

ossessment

Alternolive Sqnclions
Nol Received

Roceived

Tolol

Recommended

13.2To

r0.5%

23.7o/o

Not recommended

r9,8%

56.5%

76.3o/o

Totol

33,00/o

67.0To

l00o/o
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Of

the 674 offenders who received diversion,
40o/o had been recommended based

Figure 50

Resull of risk

ceived a diversionary sentence. These 674

on
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To generate a sample that could be used to

Evaluators traveled to the six pilot sites to

evaluate risk assessment, those offenders

collect and code data on all 555 offender

with missing files, offenders who received
a prison sentence, and offenders with in-

files housed within local probation offìces,

complete information were removed. In

ful in pulling files, defining acronyms, in-

addition, seventy-ûve randomly selected

terpreting entries, and providing support

offenders from Fairfax County were ex-

during the entire data collection process.

cluded from the sample to reduce the data

The Department of Corrections manage-

collection cosß while maintaining a repre-

ment was instrumental in facilitating this

sentative follow-up group. Therefore, the

intensive part ofthe project.

Local probation staffwere extremely help-

final sample for evaluation consisted of 555
offenders eligible for risk assessment who re-

Figure 52

ceived an alternative punishment. An over-

Type of Primory Offense for the

555 Follow-up Coses

view of this data selection process and the
Froud 28%

types ofoffenses these offenders \Mere convicted ofcan be seen in Figures

Figure

5l

and52.

Drug

47o/o

Lorceny 257o

5l

Selection of Follow-up Group
Pilol sile

Donville....,,....
Foifox.,..,.......

559
594

......

262

Newporl News.

404
573
766

Henrico

,

...

Suffolk . ... ...... ..

Norfolk

... ...... ..

Drug, froud, & lorceny coses senlenced in pilot sites

12t91

-9t99.......

.,...,.............,,..... 5,'l58

Reosons for d¡versi0n ineligibility

offender received probotion .,.

1,920

Problems/errors on worksheefs

.478

Violent prior record ...,,...,........

. 655

Violent oddilionol offense . ...

...62

,

..

. .

3,tt5

Totol ineligible

Remoin¡ngcoseseligiblefordiversion: 5,158

- 3,115

=

2,043

Eligible offenders who received o diversion on guidelines ................674
..........555
All diverted offenders who could be
(removing coses for Foirfox somple, missing files, prison senlences, elc,)

lrocked
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Data collection involved gathering informa-

tion about alternatives recommended, alternatives received, failure and success rates,
reasons for failure, critical dates, and post-

sanction criminal involvement. The transience ofthese offènders, especially

in north-

ern Virginia and the Tidewater area, often

complicated the follow-up process.

Each oflènder in the sample received a

combination of state and/or local sanctions.
Some form of probation was part of every
package of sanctions. For example, all oÊ
fenders sent to a diversion center are placed

on probation for a period of time following
the first program.

In addition to probation officer records, staff
examined criminal history "rap sheets" for
all offenders in the sample. Data collectors
reviewed in-state and out-oÊstate rap sheets

to measure recidivism throughout the evalua-

tion period. Recidivism was measured

Preliminary Results from Offender Follow-Up

as a

new arrest or conviction across several levels

of severity and types of crimes. A comprehensive picture ofdiverted offenders has been

'!7ith

respect to state

programs, the type of sanctions most often
received were diversion and detention centers (36 offenders received sanctions that

included both). The most frequently imposed local sanction was jail with the sec-

ond most prevalent local sanction being
outpatient drug or alcohol treatment. The
different sanction types diverted offenders
received are shown in Figure 53.

prepared by merging the data collected from

probation offìcer files and the sentencing
guidelines database with the recidivism results.

Figure 53

Sonclions Received by Diverted Offenders
Slole Sûncl¡ons
Probotion
Unsupervised Probolion

Diversion Cenler
Detention Center

Doy Reporting

..

tsP..,...,.

Locol Sonclions

244

Joil,....,.
0utpolient Drug/Alcohol

133

Work Releose

.44

lndefinile

Probolion

..,......., 39

lnpolienl Drug/Alcohol

Jt)

Joil Form

26

oulpolient Menlol Heollh ......,.....,.. ............. 1 2
Drug Courl

,.

lnpotient Mentol Heollh
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Nonviolent Offender Risk Assessment

Of the 555 offenders tracked in the sample

Preliminary analysis reveals that program

320 (58o/o) were successfrtl in completing

success and

their package ofalternative sanctions (Fig-

assessment recommendation. Figure 56

ure 54). Failures were due to technical

shows that offenders who were recom-

violations (l7o/o) and new crimes (25olo)

mended for an alterna¡ivç s¿¡ç¡i6¡-5ss¡sd

committed during the sanction time period.

nine or less on the risk assessment instru-

\7hile program failure is only measured

ment-were more likely to be successful

during the actual alternative sanction time

(660/o) than those offenders not recom-

period, an investigation into re-arrest rates

mended-scored ten or more (53Vo¡.

covers the

time during and after the comple-

recidivism rates vary by risk

Offenders scoring ten or more

\Mere

more

tion of the alternative program. As seen in

likely to fail for both technical reasons and

Figare 55,33o/o oî offenders were re-arrested

for involvement in a new crime during

for any crime type. New non-felony arrests

their sanction period.

represented 160/o

of the diverted offenders

in our sample, nerv felony arrests 20o/o, and

Figure 56

probation revocations 10olo. These figures

Success ond Foilure During Allernotive Progrom
Period by Risk Assessment Recommendotion

do not sum to the total percent ofnew arrests
(33o/o) because

it

was possible for an indi-

vidual to be re-arrested for

a

Score 9 or less (recommended)

non-felony, a
Success

felon¡ and have their probation revoked.
FoilTechnicol
Foil

Newcrime

66o/o

I
Z

l3o/o

zloL

Figure 54

Success ond Foilure During Alternotive
Progrom Period

Score
58o/o

Success

Z
Foil Newcrime Z
FoilTechnicol

llol"

I0

or more (not recommended)

Success

FoilTechnicol
zsoL

Foil

Newcrime

53o/o

I
Z

l9o/o

zaol"

Figure 55

Re-orrest During or Afler the Alternotive Progrom

33o/o

New Arrest

I
NewFelonyAnesT Z
Probotion Revocot¡on I

NewNon{elonyAnest

16o/o

2o'/o
l0o/o
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There are also noticeable differences in over-

all recidivism rates depending on whether
an offender scored above or below the diversion threshold (Figure

57). Offenders

recommended for diversion are less likely

to have a new arrest (27o/o)

as

compared

to offi:nders not recommended (37o/o).

fu

such, offenders scoring ten or more on

the risk assessment instrument had higher
incidences ofnew non-felony arrests and
new felony arrests.

Continued Evaluation

The central question of this evaluation

is

whether risk assessment should be recommended for implementation statewide.
There have been a number of questions
raised during field interviews and by the

Commission concerning possible modifications to the instrument before any state-

wide expansion occurs. How appropriate
is the current diversion threshold? \Why
are some offenders succeeding on alterna-

tives while others are failing? Should the

Figure 57

threshold be moved to ensure 25o/o (or more)

Recidivism Rotes by Risk Assessment

ofincarceration bound offenders are rec-

Recommendotion

ommended for diversion? How much can
Score 9 or less (recommended)

Z
NewNon{elonyArrest I
New FelonyArrest I

the threshold be moved before recidivism
rates begin to increase? Does age and prior

zl"t"

NewArrest

record play an important role in determin-

l2olo

ing program success? The next few months

loo/o

of analysis will address these questions and
Score

l0

a final report
or more (nol recommended)

Z
NewNonlelonyAne$ Ilg%
New FelonyArrest J
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Fall

zl"¡

NewArresf

zzol.

of200l.

will

be made available by the

ffi SABRE and the Sentencing Guidelines

Introduction
Chapters 1020

&

1041 of TheActs of theAssembly2000

The Substance Abuse Reduction Effort
(SABRE) was a legislative initiative of Gov-

ernor Gilmore passed by the General

fu-

reuiew the minimum discretionary felony sentencing guideline midpoint and tlte sentencing recornmendøtion for con-

sembly which became Chapters 1020 and

I04l of the Acts of the Assembþ

2000.

uictions related to possessing manufacturing selling giu'

There were three major components to

fìnal version of this legislation: (1) identification ofdrug abusers to help ensure treatment when applicable; (2) mandatory

minimum sentences for certain offenders
involved with the sale, distribution, manufacture, or transport ofcontrolled sub-

in large drug quantities. A part ofthis

Commissionls reuiew shall includ¿ øn examinøtion ofwhether

the minimum rnidpoint ønd the sentencing recomrnendø'

tion are adrquøte in detening recidiuism and insuring thøt
tice sanctions are integrøted

and rirninøl jus-

with sabstance abuse treatment

seruices auailable through the Department of Corrections

legislation, the third enactment clause, directs the Commission

ing disnibuting, or possessing with intent to distribute a
Schedule I or II drug or marijuanø when the defendant høs
preuiously been conuicted of suclt an ffinse. The

substance abase screening ønd øssessrnent

stances; and (3) lengthy sentences for dealers

Thøt the Virginia Criminal Sentencing Comrnission shøll

ønd local corrections agencies andfacilities. The Commissionls

to reviewVirginia's

reuieu shall be cornpleted

sentencing guidelines regarding repeat drug

in time to maþe

tions to the Generøl,4ssembþ on or before Decernber

offenders, with special attention to the adequacy of the guidelines recommendations

in

deterring recidivism and ensuring that substance abuse screening and assessment and

criminal justice sanctions are integrated

with substance

recommenda-

abuse treatment services.
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This chapter is organized into five parts.

Actions by the Virginia Criminal Sentencing

The chapter begins with a review of actions

Commission

that have been taken by the Commission

with respect to the sentencing guidelines for
drug offenders. The second part considers
whether sentencing guidelines recommendations are adequate in deterring recidivism.

The third part

discusses

whether sentencing

guidelines recommendations are adequate to
ensure the opportunity for treatment. The

fourth part considers whether substance
abuse screening and assessment, criminal

justice sanctions, and substance abuse treatment options are structured to work in an

The Commission was concerned that some
policy makers may not be fully cognizant of
the range or scope of actions that the Commission has taken with respect to drug oÊ

fenders. Since 1996, the Commission has
implemented several changes to the sentencing guidelines for drug offenders. The
Commission has also expanded the number

ofdrug

offenses covered by the guidelines.

This section will revisit and update information regarding those actions.

integrated manner. The final part addresses
a related

inquiry from the Northern Virginia

Regional Drug Task Force. The Task Force
requested that the Commission review the
sentencing guidelines recommendation for
ofÊenses

involving large amount of

methamphetimine.

Longer Sentence Recommendations for
Second or Subsequent Sale of a Schedule

or

I[ Drug.

no-parole

I

An analysis of compliance of

cases

sentenced through Septem-

ber 1998 indicated that the compliance rate
for

a second

or subsequent Schedule I or

II

drug sale (1 count) was only 53o/o. Through-

out this chapter references to

sale

or sale-

related offenses identify crimes of manufac-

ture, sale, distribution, or possess with inAlbertis

S.

Harrison, Jr., is one of two

tent to manufacture, sell, or distribute

a

former governors of Virginia who sat

specified drug or group of drugs. Most

on the court. He served æ iustice of

ofthe departures were aggravations, or

the Supreme Courtfrom 1967-1982.

tences above the guidelines recommended

Harrison wæ the governor ofVirginia

range. One in three offenders convicted

frcm1962to t966. Harrisonwæ also
one of two Virginia attorneys general
appointed to the bench.

of this offense were given terms in

sen-

excess

of the guidelines recommendation. Only
l4o/o of the departures were mitigations or
sentences below the guidelines range.

After

additional analysis, the Commission elected
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to increase the guidelines recommendation
for second or subsequent
ule I or

sales

ofa

Sched-

II drug by nearly doubling the base

from 12 to 22 months. For offenders

with violent prior convictions, the

a

statutory point of view,

there is little difference between a statutory

maximum of 40 years for an initial

sale

of

a Schedule I or II drug, and a life term

recommendation for one count of this oÊ
fense

incentive. From

increase

available for the second or subsequent

crime.

'SØhether

under the old parole-

is more substantial. The Commission's

based system or the ne\Mer no-parole, oÊ

goal was to bring sentencing guidelines

fenders were seldom sentenced to the maxi-

recommendations more in line with cur-

mum term, so there was litde to gain by

rent sentencing practice by increasing rec-

pursuing the enhanced penalty for the sec-

ommendations for convictions for second

ond or subsequent sale. Indeed, based on

or subsequent sale ofa Schedule I or

drug. This

change was introduced

calendar year (CY] 1998 Pre/Post-Sentence

II

in the

Investigation (PSI) data, only 15olo of the
offenders eligible for conviction for a sec-

drug guidelines in July 1999.

ond or subsequent sale ofa Schedule I or

II

In fiscal year (F!2000, the results indicate

drug were convicted under that portion of

that the Commissiont goal may have been

the statute. \,X/hen the Commission in-

achieved. Compliance for one count of this

creased the recommendation for repeat

offense has risen to 630/o,

with departures

cocaine sales, prosecutors have responded

much more evenly split between aggravated

by increasing prosecutions under the en-

(15.5o/o) and mitigated (21.8o/o) sentences.

hanced penalty.

The median sentence length has not
changed; ât the time of the Commissiont

Recommending Incarceration for More

1998 analysis, the median sentence length

Offenders Convicted of Possessing a Sched-

for one count wâs 36 months, the same

ule

as

observed in FY2000.

I/II Drug. An analysis of compliance
in FY1998 indicated that while the sentencing for offenders convicted ofposses-

Ii

drug was highly

An impact of this guidelines change has
been a dramatic increase in the number of

sion of a Schedule I or

offenders convicted for the specific crime

mendations, there was also an aggravation

of second or subsequent sale of a Schedule

rate (17o/o) nearly three times the mitiga-

I or II drug. IIFY1997 through FY1999,

tion rate. This pattern of compliance and

the average number of
around 49
cases has

of

cases

cases

fluctuated

peryear. The number of

increased rc 77 in FY2000, a rise

57o/o increase.

The reason may relate to

compliant (77o/o) wirh guidelines recom-

aggravation suggested that the guidelines

might be missing an important factor.
Subsequent analysis led to the following

Commission action.
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The Commission added afactor to both

Longer Sentence Recommendations for

Section A and Section B (worksheet for

Felons Selling 28.35 Grams or More

probation or incarceration up to six months)

Cocaine. For offenders convicted ofsales-

to be scored only if the primary offense is

related offènses involving 28.35 grams (1

for possession ofa Schedule I or

II drug

of

ounce) or more of cocaine, the Commis-

and the offender has two or more prior

sion added afactor to be scored on the drug

convictions for either the sale (S18.2-248(C))

I

or possession (S18.2-250) ofa Schedule

prison sentence length worksheet. If the
offender is convicted ofthe sale ofcocaine,

II drug. On both worksheets, adding

and the amount of cocaine is 28.35 grams

this factor increases the likelihood that oÊ

or more, the recommended midpoint sen-

fenders convicted ofpossessing a Schedule

tence is increased by either three or five

I or II drug will be recommended for incarceration ifthey have previously been

years. The three-year midpoint increase

or

convicted of two or more Schedule I or

II

applies if the amount of cocaine is between

28.35 to less than 226.8 gtams. The five-

drug sale or possession offenses. This factor

year midpoint increase applies if the amount

was added to the drug guidelines in July
1999. In the first year of implementation,

of cocaine is 226.8 (1/2 pound) grams or

compliance for the offènse increased to

increase the recommended sentence lengths

82o/o, while aggravation decreased

rc

l7o/o.

Thus, although the departures still favor

more. The intent of this change was to
for offenders who sell larger amounts of
cocaine. Cocaine was the only drug type

aggravation (11olo vs. 7o/o), the departure

targeted because it represents almost the

pattern is more balanced and compliance

vast majority of Schedule

has improved.

Of the 281 offenders in

I or II drug con-

victions in Virginia's circuit courts. This

FY2000 whose sentence recommendation

factor was added to the drug sentencing

was increased by this change, 74o/o were

guidelines in July 1997

.

sentenced within the newly recommended
sentence range.

The result has been an increase in sentence
lengths for those affected by this sentencing
guideline change. For example, prior to the
drug amount factort inclusion, according

to the CYl997 PSI database, the median
sentence for those convicted of selling more

than28.35 grams ofcocainewas 18 months.
By comparison, the median sentence (middle
value, with half the sentences above and

half below) recorded in the sentencing
guideline database has been 48 months in
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Revised Scoring for Manufacturing

FY1998 and FY1999, and was 42 months

in FY2000. Looking to Figure 58,

Marijuana. An analysis of compliance

a simi-

lar pattern can be seen; after the guide-

indicated that while sentencing for manu-

lines change, offenders convicted ofsale

facturing marijuana was largely within

of 28.35 grams or more of cocaine, were

sentencing guidelines recommendations

less

(7lo/o¡ , all of the departures were aggra-

likely to be sentenced rc 24 months

. This pattern

of compliance

or less, and more likely to be sentenced to

vateð, (29o/o)

more than 24 months. Those sentenced

and aggravation suggested that the drug

inFYI997 were almost three times more

guidelines worksheet might be missing an

likely to be sentenced to no incarceration/

important factor.

alternative sanction than those sentenced

Upon further analysis, it was determined

in FY2000.

that the primary offense scores were someCompliance with the guidelines for offenders
sentenced

what out of synch with recent sentencing
practices. Consequently, the Commission

with the drug amount enhance-

ment is 5|o/o for FY1998 through FY2000.

revised the primary offense scores for mânu-

below

facturing marijuana on both the prison in/

Most of the departures

are sentences

out and probation/incarceration up to six

the guidelines recommendation.

months worksheets of the drug guidelines

Figure 58

Sentences for Felons Selling 28,35 Groms or More
of Cocoine (FYl 997-FY2000)
42o/o 41o¡o
38o/o
33o/o
30o/o
27o/o
:
2Oo/o

21o/o

t5%

ffiîi
No lncorcerotion/
Allernolive Sonction

FYl997 *FYì998

3o/o 31o

1.6%

#

1Io
I

lncorcerotion less lhon
l2 monlhs

rFYl999

"æll

lncorcerolion

lncorcerolion more lhon

l2 lo 24 months

24 ond up to 48 monlhs

lncorcerolion more thon
48 months

rFY2000

oa
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by adding points to the existing primary

fu with
ofa Schedule I or II drug,

These offenders are then recommended for

offense score on both worksheets.

sanctions other than traditional incarcera-

the possession

tion in prison. Use of the risk assessment

the Commission sought address the high
rate

ol

aggravation; that is, sentences above

component of the guidelines system began

in selected circuits December l,1997 (see

the guidelines recommendation. This revi-

the Nonaiolent Offender Risþ Assessment

sion was added to the drug sentencing

chapter of this report for more details on

guidelines worksheets in July 1999.

the project as a whole).

Although the FY2000 compliance figures

In the pilot circuits, the risk

for this offense are based on only 18

worksheet is completed for fraud, larceny

the pattern is promising.

If

cases,

these few cases

assessment

and drug offenders who are recommended

are telling, then both goals of the Commis-

for some period of incarceration by the

siont adjustments were met. Aggravated

guidelines and who satis$r the eligibiliry

and mitigated sentences were evenly split

criteria established by the Commission.

at llo/o, achieving the sought after balance.

Offenders with any current or prior con-

Meanwhile, the rate of compliance has in-

victions for violent felonies (defined in

creased to78o/o.

S17.1-803) and offenders who sell an ounce

or more of cocaine are excluded from risk
RiskAssessment for Drug Offenders. In

assessment consideration. \Øhen the risk

the 1994 Special Session, the General As-

assessment instrument is completed, oÊ

sembly requested that the Commission

fenders scoring nine points or less on the

explore whether 25o/o

of non-violent oÊ

scale are

recommended for sanctions other

fenders could be diverted from prison into

than traditional incarceration. The instru-

alternative sânction programs. After ana-

ment itself does not recommend any spe-

lyzing the characteristics and historical pat-

cific type or form of alternative punish-

terns ofrecidivism oflarcen¡ fraud and

ment. That decision

drug offenders, the Commission developed

of the judge and may depend on program

a

risk assessment tool for integration into

availability. In these

is left to the discretion

cases,

judges are con-

the existing sentencing guidelines system.

sidered in compliance if they sentence with-

The risk âssessment instrument identifies

in the recommended incarceration range or

those offenders recommended by the

if they follow the recommendation for al-

sentencing guidelines for a term ofincar-

ternative punishment. For offenders scoring

ceration who have the lowest probability

over nine points, the original recommenda-

of being reconvicted of a felony crime.

tion for incarceration remains unchanged.
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For drug offenders eligible for risk

assess-

be considered in compliance

with the guide-

circuits have complied with either the sen-

lines. Nonetheless, not all of the difference
in compliance rates can be explained in this

tencing guidelines recommendation or

manner. Less than two-thirds (600/o) of

with the risk assessment recommendation
78o/o of the time (see Figure 59). l7hen
judges departed in risk assessment cases,

the difference in compliance rates can be

ment consideration, judges in the pilot

explained by differences in the definition

of compliance.

the sentence was a little more likely to be
aggravated (12.5%o) than mitigated (9.zVo).

Much of the remaining difference may be

This contrasts sharply with similarly situ-

the result ofjudges using the risk

ated offenders in non-pilot circuits (those

ment instrument to screen offenders they

who meet all or nearly all of the eligibiliry

may be considering for alternative sanc-

assess-

such ofFenders in non-pilot circuits were

tions. Certainly, the comparâtive pattern
of compliance is suggestive. The pilot cir-

sentenced within the guidelines recom-

cuits have a much lower mitigation rate;

mended sentence range, while mitigated

even when controlling for the difference

sentences (22.9o/o) were almost three times

how diversions are treated for computing

more likely than aggravated sentences

compliance, the pilot circuits mitigate half

(8.3Vo). The difference between the pilot

as

and non-pilot circuits might be attribut-

deeper, those offenders in the non-pilot

able to the broadened definition of com-

circuits eligible for risk assessment evalua-

pliance for judges in the pilot circuits; that

tion were sentenced to an alternative sanc-

criteria for risk assessment). Only 690/o

is, judges can sentence offenders

of

to the rec-

in

often as the non-pilot circuits. Delving

tion program that includes substance

abuse

ommended incarceration term or to an alter-

Íeâtment (detention center, diversion cen-

native sanction if one is recommended and

ter, boot camp, drug court, or to a local

Figure 59

Complionce for Nonviolent Risk Assessment Eligible Drug Offenders, FYl998-FY2000
Non-Pilol Circuils

Pilol Circuils
Mitigotion 12,5%

.

Aggrovotion 9.2olo

Complionce 78.3%

Mitigolion 8.3%

Aggrovolion 22.9olo

Complionce 68.B%
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treatment program) 27o/o of the time. By

experience, and when given a choice to

of

validate by erring on behalfofpublic safety,

the offenders found to be of low risk (rec-

and erring on the part ofa convicted felon,

ommended for an alternative sanction by

most judges would prefer public safety.

comparison, in the pilot circuits, 2lo/o

the risk assessment instrument) were sentenced to same type of diversion programs,

of the offenders found to be
of higher risk (not recommended for an
but only

75o/o

The National Center for State Courts in
'!Øilliamsburg,
has received a grant

Virginia,

from the National Institute ofJustice, an

alternative sanction by risk assessment)

agency of the United States Justice Depart-

were similarly

ment, to evaluate the development and

sentenced (see

Figure 60).

impact of the Commissiont risk assessment

These results indicate that when the risk
level is higher, that judges

instrument for nonviolent offenders. The

will reconsider

an initial inclination to divert ¿n offender

project will be the first comprehensive

from incarceration. This is one of dre expli-

evaluation that examines how risk

cit purposes of risk assessment. However,

it

assess-

ment and alternative sanctions are inte-

appears that judges are not yet utilizing risk

grated into a sentencing guidelines struc-

assessment to the same extent for re-evalu-

ture, and the effect this has on the criminal

ating offenders they are initially inclined to

justice system. Preliminary findings from

incarcerate, even when the risk score is low

the National Center for State Courts evalu-

These results should not be of great surprise. \When a decision maker, such as a

ation study are presented in the Nonuiolent

judge, begins to use an empirically-derived

report. These initial findings, which indi-

tool, it takes time to validate the tool with

cate that the instrument provides judges

Ofender Rish Assessment chapter of this

with useful information regarding offender
risk, are promising. Completion of the

Figure 60

Percent Sentenced to Diversion Progrom with o
Substonce Abuse Treolment Componenf,* FYI 998-FY2000

evaluation is anticipated in 2001.

Non-Pilol Circuils

21o/o

Pilot Circu¡1 - recommended for 0llernotive sonclion

21o/o

Pilot Circuit - not recommended for olternofive sonction

.

.. ... ..

*Diversion progroms with lreolment componenls include detention cenlet
dlversion cenleL boot comp, ond locol lreotmsnl progr0ms.

t5%

Recommended Use of Altemative Sanc-

tions. Offenders convicted for the distribution, sale, manufacture, or possession with
intent to distribute, sell, or manufacture of
one gram or less ofcocaine who have no

prior felony record receive a dual sentencing guidelines recommendation under
current guidelines. In addition to the
prison recommendation that has been available since January 7, 1995, detention cen-
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ter incarceration became an alternative sen-

Judges may sentence an offènder convicted

tencing guideline recommendation in July

of selling one gram of less of cocaine with

1997. Similarly, boot camp became an al-

no felony prior record to the recommended

ternative recommendation in July 1999.
\Øhen making the decision to add these

incarceration or order the offender to de-

alternative sanctions as sentencing guidelines

and still be in compliance with the guide-

recommendations, the Commission consid-

lines. In

ered programmatic length of stay and the

ance,

tention center incarceration or boot camp
these cases, 70o/o are in compli-

existence of substance abuse treatment Pro-

with more than a third of this compliance associated with sentences to one of

grams to be important factors. The purpose

the recommended alternative sanction pro-

of the Commission when making these re-

grams. About one in four of these offend-

commendations was not to reduce the

ers received a mitigated sentence, nearly all

punishment of first-time drug offenders.

of which were for a sentence of probation

Both of these programs involve conûne-

without incarceration. Only six percent of

ment of four to six months in a structured

these offenders were sentenced above the

environment and provide substance abuse

recommended range.

treatment programming. The unique treatment options offered in these programs

Figure 61 presents a breakdown of the sen-

of

tences for first-time felons selling one gram

may help reduce the recidivism rates

these offenders. Boot camp was included

or less ofcocaine by fiscal year. After the

only after the duration of the program was

Commissiont recommendation, incarcera-

increased to four months, and the Depart-

tions in excess of 12 months dropped sub-

ment of Corrections attested to the quality

stantially. Most of these

of the treatment component.

into detention center incarceration, the only

câses \Mere

diverted

Figure 61
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alternative sanction that would not result in
a departure for a non-prison sentence

in

median sentence for those offenders was
one year. Compliance for this ofÊense was

with

of the cases aggravated

FYl998 and FY1999. Indeed, when the

75o/o,

incarceration rate for those sentenced to

(sentenced above the guidelines recommen-

more than 12 months dropped in FY1999,

dation), andgo/o mitigated (sentenced be-

there was a corresponding increase for de-

low the guidelines recommendation).

160/o

tention center incarceration. However, in

FYl999, after boot camp incarceration

The Commission also added the transport

became an alternative guidelines recom-

of five or more pounds of marijuana into

mendation, there was no marked change

the Commonwealth to the crimes covered

in its

by the drug sentencing guidelines.

use as a sentencing

option.

fu

above, the Commissiont recommendation

Expanded Number of Offenses Covered

for this offense involved adding an addi-

by Sentencing Guidelines. Two drug of-

tional primary

fenses were added to those covered by sen-

drug guidelines. The guidelines ensure that

tencing guidelines in July 1999. The first
offense \Mas the distribution, sale, manufac-

all offenders convicted of this crime

ture, or possess with intent to distribute,

that includes prison. Offenders with no

sell, or manufacture an imitation Schedule

prior record

ofFense score

to the existing
are

recommended for a term of incarceration

are recommended

for

19

I or II drug. The Commissiont recommen-

months in prison. Those with

dation for this offense involved adding an

prior record

additional primary offense score to the

recommendation. Compliance for this

existing drug guidelines. In FY2000, there

offense in FY2000 was only 44o/o,with

were

11

In the first year,
recommended for a term of in-

1 cases observed.

30o/o were

carceration that includes prison, and the

a

violent

receive a significantly longer

most of the departures below the recommended senrence range (44.4o/o). However, these compliance results must be in-

terpreted with caution, as there were only

nine

98

cases

in FY2000.
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Sentencing Guidelines Recommendations

This is an effect that has not yet been

and Deterrence

demonstrated empirically. However, the

Department of Corrections (DOC) is cur\Øhether sentencing guidelines recommen-

rently using an "Offender Notification

dations are adequate to deter recidivism

Cards" program designed to inform inmates,

is

a complex question that cannot be fully
answered

with available data. Virginia's

about to be released from prison, ofsentence recommendation enhancements based

sentencing guidelines only recommend a

on the offendert own prior record. The

criminal justice sanction. The likelihood

National Center of State Courts is con-

of recidivism for

released drug offenders

in-

ducting an evaluation study of this program.

volves the interplay of personal (e.g., addic-

This study will be looking for

tion, amenability to treatment, fear of detec-

deterrent effect stemming from the OÊ

don, return to criminal activity) and crimi-

fender Notification Card program. Any

nal justice system (e.g., resources available

deterrent effect associated with the sentenc-

for detection, detection of criminal activiry)

ing guidelines recommendation should be

variables, as well as how long an offender is

more pronounced when coupled with the

tracked in the search for recidivism.

Offender Notiûcation Card program.

Deterrence is usually thought of as a re-

Nonetheless, the Commission can report

sponse to the likelihood of punishment.

on some baseline drug offender recidivism

There are rwo forms of deterrence, general

rates. Although these cannot be used to

and specific. General deterrence is the extent

answer the question raised by the SABRE

to which knowledge of criminal justice

enactment clause, it can provide the foun-

sanctions prevents members of the general

dation for a future analysis that

population (not just those convicted of

establish a trend in recidivism. The data

crimes) from engaging in criminal behav-

came from the Commission's study on non-

ior. Specific deterrence, by contrast, is the

violent risk assessment, and served

extent to which the threat or application

basis for the risk assessment instrument

of punishment prevents a person previously

nonviolent offenders described above. The

convicted of a crime from engaging in fur-

full study collected information on offend-

ther criminal behavior. Some believe that

ers convicted

the enhanced sentence recommendations
for offenders who have

a

violent prior record

a specific

seeks

as

to

the

for

ofburglar¡ drug, fraud, and
larceny crimes, who were released into the
community (sentenced to no incarcerâtion,

have a deterrent effect, but that assumes

or sentenced and released from either prison

that the person considering an illegal act
knows that their prior record will trigger

or jail) between July 1, 1991 and December 31, 1992. These offenders were tracked

an enhanced sentence recommendation.

for three years following

release

community. Recidivism

was measured as

into the

9S
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of

Figure 6 presents the observed three-year

the sampling methodology and data collec-

recidivism rates by original offense. OÊ

a

new conviction for any felony. Details

tion can

be found

fenders who were convicted for a subse-

in the Commissiont

quent sale of a Schedule I or

1997 Annual Report.

II drug were

far more likely to be re-convicted within
Recidivism rates broken down by original

three years than any other drug offender;

disposition type are found in Figure 62.

at 4lo/o, these offenders were more than

The overall recidivism rate was l9o/o, and

twice

varied by type of sanction originally im-

to be re-convicted. As noted above, these

posed. \{/hen the offender had been sen-

offenders were targeted for longer sentence

tenced to no incarcerâtion or probation,

recommendations beginning in July 1999.
Offenders originally convicted of selling

the rate was only 74o/o. However,

Tgo/o

of

those sentenced to jail were reconvicted

within

of those

three years, as were 27o/o

as

likely

the average drug offender

as

an imitation Schedule

I or II drug were the

next most likely to be reconvicted within

originally sentenced to prison. Although

the follow-up period, at 33o/o. An offender

these differences may reflect the experience

with an original offense of

and ability of judges to ascertain which

to five pounds of marijuana was the least

offenders are more likely to re-offend, hence

Iikely to recidivate (9olo of these offenders

merit the more severe criminal justice sanc-

were reconvicted, about half the rate as the

tion, there may be a number of other fac-

average). Most of the remaining offenders,

tors (both related and unrelated to

with original

a

judge's

sale

offènses reported

decision) reflected in the disposition typel

(possession, sale,

recidivism association. For example, oÊ

tion ofa

of r/, ounce

in Figure 63

or sale for accommoda-

Schedule

I/II

drug), were reported

fenders with longer prior records âre more

likely to receive

a

prison term, but research

has shown repeat offenders are also more

likely to recidivate once

Figure 63

Recidivism Rotes by Selected Offenses
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with recidivism rates of 17 to 27o/o; these

Although the deterrent effèct of sentencing

rates are close to the average reported for

guidelines is difficult to measure, it is clear

this sample.

that Virginia's truth-in-sentencing system
and the truth-in-sentencing guidelines are

Nonetheless, it is important to remember

having an incapacitation effect. Virginia's

that there are a number of reasons why

truth-in-sentencing laws mandate sentenc-

there can be no definitive answer about the

ing guidelines recommendations for violent

relationship beween sentencing guidelines

offenders (those with current or prior con-

and deterrence. To begin, deterrence is hard

victions for violent crimes) that are signifi-

to measure. General deterrence is virtually

cantly longer than the terms violent felons

impossible to detect from the overall popu-

typically served under the parole system,

lation. Measuring general deterrence re-

and the laws require felony offenders, once

quires researchers to determine whether the

convicted, to serve at least 85%o oftheir

in a person

is

incarceration sentences. Since 1995, the

due to deterrence, or some other predispo-

Commission has carefully monitored the

absence of criminal behavior

sition not to commit

a

crime, or, if in com-

impact of these dramatic changes on the

bination, the proportion ofthe absence

state's criminal justice system. Overall,

attributable to deterrence. In an artificial

judges have responded to the sentencing

setting, it is possible to determine whether

guidelines by complying with recommenda-

a general deterrence effect may occur,

but

tions in drree out of every four cases. More-

the effect cannot be generalized to the

over, there is considerable evidence that the

overall population. Specific deterrence can

truth-in-sentencing guidelines are achieving

be measured, but the scope of the experi-

the goal of longer prison terms for violent

ment needs to remain small and focused.

offenders. In the vast majority of

A good example is the "Offender Notifica-

sentences imposed for violent offenders

tion Cards" program. The start date of the

under truth-in-sentencing provisions are

progrâm was well defined, so pre and post-

resulting in substantially longer lengths

test gror¡ps could be identified. The "ex-

stay than those seen prior to sentencing

perimental" condition was well defined,
either the inmate was provided the infor-

reform. In fact, a large number of violent
offenders are serving two, three or four

mation on the card before release, or not.

times longer under truth-in-sentencing than

And the other study variables (i.e., offender

criminals who committed similar offenses

cases,

of

demographics, offense characteristics, prior
record, length offollow up after release)
can be well controlled, so that any non-

random effects can be accounted for with
a measured degree

of certainty.
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did under the parole system
p øc t

(see the

Sentencing Guidelines Recommendations

lrn-

and the Opportunity for Treatment

of Ti'uth - in- S entencing chapter of this

report for additional detail). Thus, the
ff uth-in-sentencing guidelines have resulted

in the incapacitation of violent offenders
for longer periods of time. Yet, the relaand any deterrent effect can be difficult to
examine through scientific measurement.

the potential deterrent effects ofsentencing
guidelines and criminal sanctions is unclear.

Criminal sanctions alone may not be enough
to deter some addicted offenders from repeat criminal behavior. For some offend-

it

is important to have an under-

standing of what treâtment seryices are
available, both through the Department

government agencies responsible for oversight and coordination ofsubstance abuse
services. Figore64 presents substance abuse
service and program information drawn

from DOCt "Substance Abuse Services
Glossary'' card and the Department

ers, the addiction drives the crime, either

by the act ofpossessing the drug, or the
need to generate cash through theft or drug

in order to purchase more drugs for

of

the SABRE legislation is aimed at this type
of offender with the objective of reducing
recidivism by treating the addicdon.

ment,

of Corrections (DOC) and the Community
Services Boards (CSB). CSBs are the local

Finally, the impact of drug addiction on

personal use. The treatment component

recommendations are adequate to ensure
the opporruniry for substance abuse treat-

tionship between this incapacitation effect

sales

To address whether sentencing guidelines

of

Mental Health, Mental Retardation, and
Substance Abuse Services' "Communiry
Service Board Substance Abuse Services
Reference Guide."

The time required to complete a substance
abuse treatment program varies from pro-

gram to program. Frequently, an offendert
treatment program will consist of multiple
services or progrâms. The substance abuse

treatment program for most offenders ranges

from 18 to 24 months for those undergoing treatment in aTherapeutic Communiry, and six to 12 months for those undergoing other forms of treatment. The decision of how to treat an offènder for substance abuse is based on a combination

of

the severity of the offender's addiction and
the duration of the offender's criminal justice sanction (incarceration and/or proba-

tion). The simple answer, then,
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because the offendert treatment program
is tailored to

fit within the criminal justice

sanction, an offender will always have the

ond the SenTencing Guidelines

imposed sentence, or order the offender to

complete a post-release supervision for a
term of at least six months, but no more

opportunity to be treated for substance

than three years. The sentencingjudge has

abuse. According to DOC, all offenders in

jurisdiction over the suspended time, while

the institutions identified as needing sub-

the Parole Board has jurisdiction over post-

stance abuse treatment receive at least sub-

release, and either can order continuation

stance abuse educational and/or selÊhelp

of substance abuse treatment for an of-

group services. \Øithin the institutions, the

fender under their control.

limiting factor

is length of stay. To partici-

pate in aTherapeutic Community, not only

The sentencing guidelines do not provide

does the offender need to qualify on the

any specific recommendation for the length

basis

of addiction severiry but must also be

sentenced to a

minimum of two

years so

of a probationary term or treatment pro-

gramming. A judge has wide discretion in

that the offender has enough time to be

making a sentencing decision. The judge

placed in the program and to complete the

can order the offender to participate in

treatment phases. DOC has also developed

treatment, and completion of probation

a process to allow for a more.seamless tran-

can be made contingent on meeting certain

sition from treatment in the institutions to

conditions, any of which can be imposed

treatment in the community. This process

without the sentencing guidelines making

includes improved communication among

specific recommendation. Nonetheless, the

treatment and supervision staff (e.g., the

more information

revised Therapeutic Community Status

ticular offender and the choice of treatment

Change Form).

Similarl¡ for offenders

a

a

judge has about a par-

programs, the better able that judge is to

not sentenced to prison, the factor limiting

ensure that the offender has the opportu-

üeatment is primarily the length of stay in
jail (if any) combined with the duration of

nity to complete recommended and/or

supervised probation.

of the communiry must be weighed with

ordered treatment. The public safery needs

the treatment needs of the offender in order
The opportunity to complete treatment

to provide the best balance of criminal jus-

may be enhanced for offenders sentenced

tice sanctions and substance abuse treatment.

for crimes committed on or after July

1,

2000. \Mhen an ofFender is sentenced to a
term ofactive incarceration, under the revised S19.2-295.2, judges are required to
either suspend at least six months of an
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Figure 64

Subslonce Abuse Services ond Progroms in Virginio

Proqfom Dsscripl¡on

Serv¡ce

Doc*

csB*f

Crisis Slobilizolion

Services, ovoiloble 24 hours per doy ond seven doys per week, lhot provides crisis intervenlion, stobilizotion

Drug/Alcohol Tesling

Unonnounced, rondom s0mpling lhroughout treotmenl ond supervision period

tc

CS

Relopse Prevsnlion

Open enrollment group of leost I 2 weeks of offenders who hove completed o substonce obuse
lreolment progrom. lncludes educolion in identifying high-risk drug use siluolions 0nd opporlunilies lo

tc

CS

ES

plon o strotegy lo cope with ond monoge lhese high-risk situolions.
Self Help

porticiponts orgonize, form ond conducl groups lo ossisf ond support eoch olher to moinloin sobriely
ond sustoin recovery,

CS

Medicol Deloxificolion

24-hour sloff monitored medic0l selting detoxif¡colion, supervised by heollh c0re professionols ond

IS

medicol bockup. Referrol to conlinuing core ond Cose Monogement included
Sociol Deloxificolion

24-hour stoff mon¡lored sociol selling deloxificolion. Referrol lo conlìnuing core ond Cose Monogement
services included.

Holfwoy House

24-hour supervision. Group ond individuol counseling, self help, vocolionol, occupotionol, educolionol
ond subslonce obuse educotion services. Dischorge plonning, follow-up core plon, cose monogemenl

RS

RS

RS

ond drug/olcohol
Melhodone Doloxif icolion

Oulpolient treotmenl combined wilh the odminislering of methodone.

0s

Melhodone Moinlsnonce

oulpotienl lreotment combined with the odminislering of melhodone os o subslilute norcotic drug.

OS

Cose Monogemenl

Services include: idenìifying ond reoching outto polenliol consumers; ossessing needs ond plonning
services; linking the individuol to services ond supports; ossisling lhe person direclly to locote, dsvelop

OS

or obtoin needed services ond resources; coordinoTing services wilh olher providers; enhoncing
communily inlegrotion;
Educol¡on

Usuolly consists of Didoclic groups which moy oddress the following : Addictive Process, Physiologicql
ond psychologicol effects of Addicl¡on ond Substonce Abuse, Effects of Substonce Abuse on Others,
Addiclion ond Criminolily, Behovior Chonge, Deniol ond Defense Mechonisms, Twelve SlepiSupport
Progroms, Recovery, HIV/AIDS Prevenlion, Relopse Prevonlion ond Ìhe treotmenl process.

Doy Treolmenl/
Porliol Hospilolizol¡on

Provides structured progroms of mentol heolth, menlol relordotion, or substonce obuse lreotmonl
octivily, or lroining services, generolly in cluslers of lwo or more conlinuous hours per doy, mulliple
doys per week to groups or individuols in o non-residontiol setling.

0s

DS

Provided to consumers on on hourly schedule, on on individuol, or fomily bosis, ond usuolly in o clinic
or similor focilily or in onother locolion.

0ulpolienl

OS

A course of motivolionol treotment moy involve o single session, bui more lypicolly four or eighl
sessions; ond it moy be repeoted, if necessory os long os repetilion is clinicolly indicoled.

Molivolionol Treolmenl

OS
OS

lnlsnsive Subslonce Abuse
0utpollenl Services

lnlensive outpolient services include mulliple group lheropy sessions during lhe week os Wsll 0s
individuol ond fomily theropy, consumer moniloring, ond cose monogement

0ulpolienl Group

The service should be bosed on lhe individuol lreotment plon ond occeptoble behovior.

OS

The service providgs nine hours per week to include process groups, psych-educolionol groups ond
one-on-one counseling if necessory for o minimum of six weeks.

OS

Counseling
lnlensive 0ulpollenl
Counseling
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Doc*

Servico

Pro0rom Doscriplion

Peer Suppon Group

The service is led by former theropeul¡c communily porliciponts following on esloblished formot, ond
focjlitoled by troined probotion officers. The service includes personol shor¡ng, problem solving, group
plonning, conlinued behovior chonge, sociol supporl, ond helping self by helping olhers.

lnlensive ln-home
(odolescenls)

Thess services provide crisis lreolmenl individu0l ond fomily counseling; life, porenling, ond

Holfwqy House

24-hour supervis¡on. Group ond individuol counseling, self help, vocolionol, occupotionol, educolionol
ond substonce obuse educot¡on services, Dischorge plonning, follow-up core plon, cose monogemenl
ond drug/olcohol

Supervised Subslqnce
Abuse Services

Less intensive residenliol services thot moy include: supervised oporlments ond domiciliory core,

Diversion Cenler

The progrom involves o four 1o six month minimum-securily focilily des¡gned for those who do not
require long{erm incorcerotion, but who mony nol do well in o communily setting wilhout intervenlion.

RS

csB**

OS

OS

communicolion skills; cose m0nogemsnt oclivities ond coordinolion with olher required services; ond
24 hour per doy emergency response.

RS

RS

RS

The progrom provides remediol educolion (GED), substonce obuse educotion, life skills (e.9., job
reodiness), porenling, ond olher speciol topic groups, Employment in lhe privole seclor ond communily
service ore integrol ports ofthe progrom. lntensive supervision is provided upon rele0se.

Bool Comp

The progrom involves

l2o-doy mililory-style regimen. The progrom provides bosic educolion (GED),
substonce obuse educolion, ond lifo-skills development. Public service while ot comp is on integr0l
port of lhe progrom. lnlensive supervision is provided upon releose,

RS

Delenl¡on Cenler

The progrom involves o four to six monlh minimum-securily locility for thoss who do nol perform well
in the communily, ond do not require longJerm incorcerolion. The progrom provides structure ond

RS

discìpline, remediol educolion (GED), life-skills developmenl ond subslonce obuse educotion. Work on
public projects is on integrol porl of lhe progrom. lntensive supervision is provided upon releose.
Therqpeulic Communlly

The service is o highly slructured residentiol progrom designed lo hobililote drug users through
development of individuol occounlobility, The progrom hos severol phoseg ond lenglh of sfoy is bosed
on progress. Phose I is orienloTion, Phose ll is re-sociol¡zolion. Phose lll is molurotion role modeling.
phose lV is re-enlry skill development with community bosed octiv¡ties, The finol phose occurs in o

RS

seporole progrom, tronsilionol lheropeulic communily.
Tronsil¡onol Theropeulic

The service is Phose V of the lheropeutic communily progrom ond involves residenliol fonsilion, The
service provides 0 groduol releose process bosed on responsìble behovior, ond includes employmenf,
os well os the developmenl of peer support group skills.

*Deportmgnl of Correcl¡ons **Community Services Boords

Legend ES
CS
OS

lS
RS
I
lC

Emergency Services

Communily Supervision Services
outpotienl Services
lnpol¡ent Services
ResidentiolServices
lnstilulionolServices
Both lnsl¡lulionol ond Communily Supervision Services
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Integration of Screening and ksessment,

Different screening and assessment instru-

Criminal Justice Sanctions and Treatment

ments are used for the adult and juvenile

Services

populations. The General Assembly
authorized a six-month pilot period (fuly-

During the 1998

session of the General

Assembl¡ legislation was passed that required many offenders, both adult and
juvenile, to undergo screening and

assess-

December 1999) to test implementation

of the provisions. The screening and
assessment progrâm began on a statewide

basisJanuary 1,2000.

ment for substance abuse problems related
to drugs or alcohol. A goal ofthis legislation was to provide judges with information
relating to the substance abuse problems
and treatment needs of an offender before
the court, so that the balance between

and Assessment Committee was formed to
oversee the

implementation and subsequent

administration of this program. The expressed goals of this committee include:

public safety and treatment needs could
be addressed more

An Interagency Drug Offender Screening

fully at sentencing.

(l) to enhance sharing ofpertinent information across stages in the criminal justice

The new law targets all adult felons con-

system while adhering to confidentiality

victed in circuit court and adults convicted

requirements; (2) assist in the development

in general district court of any drug crime

and enhancement of Memorandums

classified as a Class 1 misdemeanor (S18.2-

of

Agreement and Memorandums of Under-

251.01 and 519.2-299.2). Juvenile offenders adjudicated for a felony or any Class I

standing between agencies; (3) assist in the

or 2 misdemeanor also fall under the screen-

with private treatment providers; and (4)

ing and assessment provisions (516.1-273).

development and enhancement of contracts

reduce duplication of activities and services.

Under the new law, these offenders must
undergo a substance abuse screening.

If

the screening reveals key characteristics
or behaviors likely related to drug use or
alcohol abuse, a full assessment must be

administered. Assessment is a thorough
evaluation. Results of comprehensive assessment can be used for developing treat-

ment plans and assessing needs for services.

Although S18.2-251.01 requires that all
felons undergo screening and, if indicated,
an assessment for substance abuse problems, current Code does not speci$r at

what point in the criminal justice process
screening and assessment must be adminis-

tered. Section 19.2-299 only specifies that
a

screening must be performed as part

of

any pre-sentence report ordered by the

court. In FYI997, pre-sentence reports
were completed in two-thirds of new felony
cases sentenced
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The rate at which judges order pre-sentence

institution, the program participation, and

reports varies considerably from court to

recommendations for follow-up services.

court. Thus, many judges continue to
sentence felony offenders without the
benefit of information regarding the

Although an IPR is an annually updated

offender's substance abuse problems and

releasing an inmate. For example, the IPR

treatment needs.

for inmates released from a Therapeutic
Communiry (TC) will be updated to in-

After discussions with staffmembers from

clude current information on their "phase"

the Departments of Corrections (DOC),

progress

Criminal Justice Services (DCJS), and
Mental Health, Mental Retardation, and
Substance Abuse Services (DMHMRSAS),

program, any special parole or probation

it is clear that there

report, recendy there has been an emphasis
on having the IPR updated shortly before

in the Therapeutic Community

conditions (including entry into the residential transition phase ofTC), and any

is some degree of inte-

specific aftercare needs. For offenders sentenced to jail or probation, integration de-

gration among the three components
(screening/assessment, criminal justice

pends on communication between judges,

sanctions, and treatment services). For

jail officials, probation officers, and local

some offènders, the first layer of integration

treatment staff.

occurs at sentencing. In the pre-sentence
phase, screening (Simple Screening Instru-

\While the framework for integration exists,

ment) and assessment (Addiction Severiry

the actual degree ofintegration could be

Index) are administered, with the results

improved. From the Commission's per-

provided to the judge

as

spective, the greatest barriers to integration

pârt ofthe pre-

sentence investigation report. The judge

seem to be lack of communication and

also has access to the sentencing guidelines

misperceptions about state and federal con-

recommendation and information about

fidentiality laws. For the integration of

the various substance abuse treatment oP-

substance abuse treatment and criminal

tions available locally (rypically through the

justice sanctions to be effective, informa-

Community Services Board) and DOC.

tion must flow between the treatment pro-

The second layer ofintegration occurs dur-

gram and the criminal justice system. Every

ing the transition from treatment while in

decision maker in the criminal justice sys-

a

DOC institution to local treatment. For

tem needs detailed information to make the

inmates released into the community, pro-

best decision, not only for offender, but

badon and parole officers have electronic

also for the public safety.

access to the Inmate Progress Reports

(IPR), which provides information on the
released inmate's progress while

in

a

DOC
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For example, most drug court progrâms

cation among substance abuse treatment

rely on detailed treatment information

program staff). Disclosures to an autho-

flowing regularly to the judge, prosecutor,

rized criminal justice ageng' are permissible

and defense attorney. This information,

once a defendant has signed a criminal jus-

which includes the offender's attendance

tice system consent form (52.35).

record and the results from drug testing,
enables the drug court judge to "work

The problem is that many do not fully un-

with" the defendant. A good performance

derstand the confidentiality regulations.

should earn praise, while a poor perfor-

For example, access to the assessment re-

mance rates a minimum reaction of criti-

sults has not been consistently available to

cism, yet may also result in punishment.

CSB treatment service providers. Even

The treatment program must be able to

when DOC has a signed "Consent to Re-

disclose information about offender to the

lease

criminal justice system.

703-A), both Probation Offìcers and CSB

Medical Informatiori' form (DOC

service providers have expressed a concern

Any program that specializes, in whole or

that communicating more than the sum-

in part, in providing treatment, counseling,

mary assessment results may compromise

and/or assessment and referral services for

an offendert confidentiality. Consequently,

patients with alcohol or drug problems

Probation Offìcers and CSB service provid-

must comply with the Federal confìdential-

ers each assess the offender, and when a

ity regulations (42 U.S.C. SS290dd-3 and
ee-3 and 42 Code of Federal Regulations,

judge wants to know more details about the

Part2). Although the Federal regulations

the information to the "Personal History"

apply only to programs that receive Federal

narrative of the pre-sentence report.

assessment results, the

probation officer adds

assistance, this includes organizations that
receive indirect forms of Federal aid such
as

tax-exempt status, or State or local fund-

Kenneth Batten of the Oftìce of Substance
Abuse Services, DMHMRSAS, views the

ing coming, even in part, from the Federal

problem as one of training and communi-

government. Nonetheless, information

cation. Therefore, in November 2000, the

protected by the Federal confidentiality

agency scheduled worlahops on confidenti-

laws and regulations may always be disclosed

ality for those criminal justice programs

after the offender has signed a proper con-

involved in the SABRE initiative, including

sent form. Furthermore, Federal regula-

the screening and assessment of offenders.

tions also permit disclosure without the
offender's consent in several limited situa-

tions (e.g., medical emergencies, under

a

court's special authorizing order, communi-
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However, conclusions regarding the inte-

Northern Virginia Regional Drug Tæk Force

gration of screening and assessment, substance abuse treatment, and criminal justice

In a letter, the Northern Virginia Regional

sanctions may be premature. Substance
abuse screening and assessment for offenders began on a statewide basis on January 1,

2000. Many treatment

services are no\M

being expanded due to the influx of fund-

ing

as a

result of the SABRE legislation that

became law on July 1,

2000. DOC

has

recently made changes to both its intake
and transfer forms to aid in its ability to

communicate information about an inmate
both within institutions, and upon release

from tlre institutions. Offìcials at DOC
feel that there is now a good framework for

üeatment in place,

as

well as a way to iden-

ti$' those most in need of treatment'
is needed to locate and
gaps

Ïme

fill any remaining

in coverage. Furthermore, DCJS'

Criminal Justice Research Center has been
assigned the task to evaluate the screening

and assessment program over the next tn¡o

to three years.

Drug Task Force requested that the Commission consider enhanced sentence recommendations for distributors of metfiampheti-

mine. In particula¡

the Tâsk Force was

requesting enhanced sentencing recommendations for larger arnounts of methampheti-

mine similar to those for cocaine. According to the lette¡ they believe

"...

that

changing the guidelines would greatly
assist

with the prosecution of

these dis-

tributors on the state level." There are a
number of questions unanswered by the

letter. For example, where would the
thresholds be drawn for large amounts

of

methamphetimine? How would adding

a

drug amount factor for methamphetimine
assist

with prosecution? The

answers to

these questions would help shape the

Commissiont response.
Based on the supporting materials provided
(an intelligence bulletin on "Mexican drug

traffìcking organizations in the Mid-Atlantic region," and newspaper articles), the Tæk
Force seems to be concerned

with

seizures

of methamphetimine in the range of 100
grams. According to the intelligence bulle-

tin report, dated October 1999, "(s)lightly
more than one yeil ago, seizures of methamphetimine in the 100-gram range were considered very

significant. ...Since that time,

multi-pound methamphetimine seizures
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have become the standard" (p.

4). The

mendation is advisory, compliance is

bulletin goes on to identify specific Vir-

voluntary on the part ofthe judges, and

ginia counties and independent cities in

the amount of methamphetimine does not

the Shenandoah Valley as being the loca-

change the recommendation. Only if an

tion of

offense at conviction carries a mandatory-

a large

methamphetimine seizure or

the destination of such a seized shipment.

minimum term, will the prosecutor be
certain of incarceration in one of the Vir-

An examination of recent data from the

ginia state courts. It is uncertain how add-

Pre/Post-Sentence Investigation (PSI) data-

ing

base

found only three offenders convicted

a

drug-amount factor to Virginiat sen-

tencing guidelines would ensure certainty

for a drug crime involving 50 grams or

of incarceration, and thus, there would still

more of methamphetimine; no offenders

be no incentive to prosecute these offend-

with 100 or more grams
of methamphetimine in Virginiat circuit
courts. However, the data reported in the

ers

intelligence bulletin indicate that there are

the 2000 General Assembl¡ may provide

arrests for these large amounts of metham-

the Tâsk Force with the sought after tools.

phetimine. As these offenders are not be-

A portion of SABRE targets methampheti-

ing convicted in state courts, their convic-

mine offenses involving 100 or more grams.

tions should be found in the federal court

Three crimes are defined by SABRE that

system. Given that these offenders are

explicitly lists methamphetimine

arrested and convicted for crimes commit-

gering drug two apply when the amount

ted within the Commonwealth by

consists of 100 or more grams, while the

were convicted

a

Tâsk

Force whose law enforcement agents

in-

in

state courts.

However, the SABRE legislation, passed by

as a

trig-

third applies to offenses involving 250 grams

clude state and local officers, then the only

or more. SABRE also provides for manda-

thing preventing their prosecurion in state

tory minimum sentences for these new

courts is a discretionary choice ofvenue.

offenses. In addition, there are tlvo other

At the federal level, the sentencing within

through the SABRE legislation that could

the U.S. Sentencing Commissiont guide-

be used to prosecute methamphetimine

line recommendation is mandator¡ and

traffickers. Therefore, prosecutors have the

the amount of the drug (regardless of drug

desired certainty of incarceration element.

mandatory minimum provisions available

rype) enhances this recommendation.
the state level, the

Vrginia Criminal

At
Sen-

tencing Commission's guidelines recom-

ll0
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First, S18.2-248(H) provides for the distribution, sale, manufacture, or possession

Second, the distribution, sale, manufacture,

with intent to distribute, sell, or manufac-

or manufacture 100 grams to less than 250

ture 100 or more grams of methamphetimine or 200 or more grams of a mixture

grams of methamphetimine or 200 grams

containing methamphetimine to be pun-

includes methamphetimine as part of a

ished as a felony carryinga term of 20 years

continuing criminal enterprise is a felony

to life. A 2}-year sentence is mandatory,
which can be suspended only if the offender

carrying a penalty of20 years to

meets all five of the following conditions:

be suspended for any reason.

or possession with intent to distribute, sell

to less than one kilograms of a mixture that

life. A

2}-year sentence is mandatory and cannot

(1) the offender has no violent prior record;
(2) the current offense did not involve vio-

Third, the distribution,

lence or a firearm; (3) the current offènse

or possession with intent to distribute, sell

did not result in

injury or death;
not a leader in the

a serious

sale, manufacture,

or manufacture25} or more grarns of metha-

mphetimine or one kilogram or more of

a

current offènse, nor a part of a continuing
criminal enterprise; and (5) the offender

mixture that includes methamphetimine

as

cooperates to the fullest abiliry. This stat-

felony carrying a penalty of

ute may be applied even when the offender

sentence is mandatory and can be reduced

has not been observed actively trying to

to 40 years only under the condition of

manufacture, sell, or distribute the meth-

substantial cooperation. No further reduc-

amphetimine. Under Virginia

tion is allowed under the SABRE provisions.

(4) the offender was

case law,

part of a continuing criminal enterprise is a

life.

The life

when the intent to distribute is based upon
circumstantial evidence, Hunter u. Com'
monweabh (2I3Ya.569, also

see

Duþes

u.

Fourth, under S18.2-248(C), the subsequent manufacture, sale, distribution, or

with intent to manufacture,

sell,

Commonweahh, 227 Ya. 1 19) found that

possession

"...

or distribute a Schedule I or II drug (in-

quantity, when greater than the supply

ordinarily

possessed by a

narcotics user for

cluding methamphetimine) is a felony car-

his personal use, is a circumstance which,

ryiog a penalty of five years to life. The

standing alone, may be suffìcient to sup-

SABRE legislation added for the third or

port

a

finding of intent to distribute."

subsequent conviction, a mandatory mini-

Thus, arresting an offender with 100 or

mum of three yeârs, which cannot be sus-

more grams of methamphetimine, an

pended for any reâson.

amount that the General Assembly has

implied under S18.2-248(H) to be significandy greater than a usert ordinary suppl¡
should be sufÍìcient to convict under the
SABRE provisions.

lll
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Fifth, transporting one ounce or more of
Schedule

a

I or II drug into the Common-

wealth is punishable under S18.2-248.01
as a

felony for a term offive to forty years.

Mandatory minimums were added for this
crime by the SABRE legislation. A first

conviction carries a three-year mandatory

minimum term, while

a subsequent

con-

viction carries a lO-year mandatory mini-

mum. In both instances, the mandatory
minimum sentence cannot be suspended
for any reason.

Virginia Regional Drug Task Force are
completely subsumed under the SABRE

legislation. The Virginia Criminal Sentencing Commission already has

a

policy in

place with respect to mandatory minimum
sentences. Under the Commissiont policy,
those who prepare guidelines are instructed

to replace any part ofthe sentencing guidelines recommendation that is less than an

existing mandatory minimum with the
mandatory minimum. Given the enactment of SABRE and the Commissiont
existing policy relating to mandatory mini-

mum sentences, there should be no need
for the Commission to enhance its recommended range of penalties further for
methamphetimine.

The Commission has concluded that no
further action regarding the sentencing
guidelines for drug offenders is needed at
this time. Existing data are inadequate to
examine whether sentencing guidelines

recommendations deter recidivism among
drug offenders. Second, sentencing guidelines recommendations do not interfere

with an offender's opportunity for substance abuse treatment. The judge, in
Virginia, retains discretion to tailor an

In sum, the crimes raised by the Northern

crimes involving large amounts

Conclusion

of

oflènder's sentence, conditions for supervision and treatment requirements. Once
sentenced, each offendert program

of

treatment is tailored by the offendert ad-

diction severity and the imposed criminal
justice sanction. Indeed, treatment needs
canvary considerabl¡ therefore a uniform
sentence recommendation may not be in

the best interests of either the offender or
the criminal justice system. However, the
Commission has always taken the position

that

a

judge should be provided with

much information

as

as

possible, so that the

best sentencing decision can be made.
Every felon should be subjected to a substance abuse screening, and, ifnecessary,
assessment, prior to the sentencing hearing.

However, under current practice, not all
felons are screened and assessed prior to

sentencing. Third, conclusions regarding
the integration ofsubstance abuse screen-

ing and assessment, criminal justice sanctions, and substance abuse treatment are

premature. There are a number of recent
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changes (some brought about by the

offenders who sell small amounts of cocaine

SABRE legislation in July 2000) affecting
integration that are not yet fully imple-

and for drug offenders whose risk to public

mented. Furthermore, DCJS has been

risk assessment instrument, is small, so that

assigned the task to evaluate the screening

these offenders can

and assessment program for the Inter-

without occupying expensive prison beds.

agency Drug Offender Screening and

In

Assessment Committee.

gional DrugTask Force, the Commission

safety, as measured by the Commission's

response to the Northern Virginia Re-

will
The Commission actions indicate that its
ongoing monitoring process is working

well. Not only are problem

areas

obtain needed treatment

also continue to monitor methamphe-

timine offenses. If large quantities of methamphetimines begin to appear in the circuit
courts, the Commission may consider rec-

being

identiûed, but also the solutions appear to

ommending revisions to the sentencing

help bring the guidelines more in tune with

guidelines in the future.

current judicial thinking. Since 1996, the
Commission has instituted enhanced sentence recommendations for sales-related
offènses involving large amounts of co-

caine, for the repeat sale ofSchedule I or

II

drugs, and for the repeat possession

Schedule I or
aged judges

of

II drugs. It also has encour-

to consider alternatives to in-

carceration, by expanding the definition

of

compliance to include diversion sentences
when recommended, for first-time drug

I
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m Larceny andErutd Study

The remainder of the Larceny/Fraud Chap-

Introduction

ter is divided into three main sections. In

In the fall of 1999, concern over the impact
on victims of larceny crimes involving high

vided in a summary of state larceny sen-

valued items prompted the Commission to

tencing policies. The state summary in-

undermke formal analysis of the connection

cludes discussion of felony larceny thresh-

between the value of items involved in lar-

olds, the impact of inflation on thresholds,

ceny/fraud cases and sentencing. The pur-

different types of systems used to address

pose of the larcenylfraudproject is to study

larceny crimes throughout the states, items

the relationship between the value of money

and circumstances commonly excluded

or properry stolen in larceny and fraud

from larceny thresholds, and Virginiat

cases and judges' sentencing

decisions. The

the first, background information is pro-

larceny threshold. Next, the statistical

Commission could elect to add a factor for

analysis is presented. The analysis section

value of items stolen to the sentencing

begins with the methodology, moves on to

guidelines worlsheets that would provide

the larceny results, and concludes with the

additional points in larceny/fraud cases
involving high dollar amounts. This addi-

fraud results. Finall¡ the Commissiont

tion would result in
recommendation.

plan of action is briefly highlighted.

a harsher sentencing

fu

the result of a 1997

study of embezzlement cases, the Commission added a factor to the larceny sentencing guidelines to increase the sentencing
recommendation for offenders who embezzlelarge sums of money.

I
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Summary of State Larceny Policies

Felony thresholds are the minimum dollar

will
result in an offender being charged with a

value of a stolen good or service that

The purpose of this summary is to provide
background information on larceny sentencing policies throughout the states. The

definition of states for the purposes of this
summary have been expanded to include
'Sl'ashington,

DC, in addition to the 50

states, for a total number of 51 "stâtes" sur-

veyed. Some states' larceny sentencing

felony. Statutes may require, or allow, application of different thresholds or penalties
for specific items or situations that would
supersede the general felony threshold (discussed

below). Otherwise, the dollar value

ofa stolen good or service delineates

a

felony larceny from a misdemeanor larceny

practices are defined by statute, others are

charge in most states.

defined through sentencing guidelines, and
some states combine statutes and sentencing

guidelines to determine felony larceny sen-

tencing policy. \X/hile this information has
provided perspective to the larceny/fraud
study,

it

also reveals a nearþ unanimous

precedent for connecting the value of items

involved in a larceny case with the penalty

for the crime.

\X/ith a median value of $500, the felony
larceny thresholds range from $0 to $2,000
(Figure 65). The most common felony

threshold, in use in 32o/o of states, is $500.

This is followed by

is

the dollar value that determines whether
a

larceny offense is a misdemeanor or a

felony, was derived primarily from statutes
and sentencing guidelines in the individual
states and was confirmed by experts

within

the states whenever possible. Economists

from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau
of Labor Statistics and the College

of'!lill-

iam and Mary, Public Policy Department
were consulted regarding the methodology

for adjustments to inflation.

I

r6

of states with a

felony larceny threshold of

$

1,000, and

with a felony larceny threshold of $250. At the time of this surve¡
160ó of states

10%o

Information on felony thresholds, that

24o/o

old

ofstates had a felony larceny thresh-

of $300.

Howeve! in October 2000,

Maryland was scheduled to raise its thresh-

old from $300 to $500. Only

4%o

of states

have a felony larceny threshold of$200,

including Virginia. The $0 felony threshold is in Indiana, where the threshold is
defined by the intent to deprive another
person ofthe propertyt value rather than
a

dollar value.

Lorceny ond Froud Study

Figure 65
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In order to put the dollar value of felony

For example, the price of a loaf of bread

larceny thresholds in perspective, the

may increase faster or slower than the price

thresholds were inflated using the national

of a computer. Since felony thresholds

^yerage
changes

Consumer Price Index to reflect

apply to all items not specifically ex-

in the value ofthe felony larceny
thresholds over time. The Consumer Price

cluded by statute, regardless oftheir rate

Index (CPI), produced by the U.S. Depart-

for all items was applied.

of inflation, the Consumer Price Index

ment of Labo¡ Bureau of Labor Statistics,
is an indexation
services over

ofthe prices ofgoods and

time. It tracks

changes in

The adjusted value represents the amount
of money that it would take to buy a com-

in 1999 that

prices ofgoods and services that enable one

parable bundle of items

to determine the purchasing power of the

could buy with the felony threshold dollar

dollar at a particular point of time relative

amount in the year the threshold was en-

to another point of time. The advantages

acted, or in states where the policy was

of using the CPI a¡e that it is directly linked

not immediately applicable, the date the

to the rypes of items involved in larceny
cases and it can be applied over all states.

policy went into effect. For example, in

One disadvantage of using the national

old of $250. To buy comparable items
rhar cost $Z5O ln 1987, it would have cost

average CPI is that there are regional differences

that can result in a slight overestima-

one

1987, Massachusetts enacted a felony thresh-

$367

in 1999.

tion or underestimation of the adjusted
value. However, prices can differ even within

Three states have policies that make direct

region or state where a single felony lar-

comparison difficult: Indiana because of

ceny threshold applies. For instance, within

its definitional threshold based on intent,

a

â state, a

^Íea

highly concentrated metropolitan

m^y experience different price patterns

Pennsylvania because

ment of Class

I

ofits unique treat-

misdemeanors, and Rhode

than a sparsely populated rural area; yet,

Island because of its extremely early date

the same threshold would apply within that

of enactment. Prior to adjustment for in-

state. Therefore, a slight variation in the

flation, the remaining states felony larceny

valuation of items involved in larceny oÊ

thresholds range from $50 to $2,000, with
a median (middle value) of $500. After

fenses is

inevitable. Another concern about

the use of the CPI is that prices for difÏàr-

adjusting for inflation, the range of felony

ent products inflate at varying rates.

Iarceny thresholds in the remaining states
becomes $46 to $2,186, with a median,

or middle value, of $766.56 (Figure 65).
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In general, felony threshold dollar amounts

ishable by up to five years in prison (Pennsyl-

enacted have increased over time, consis-

vania Sentencing Commission, May 2000).

tent with concerns about the shrinking

Therefore, due to the severity of punishment

value of the dollar in reaction to inflation-

for

ary pressures. In the past thirty yearc,98o/o

son to other states is difficult.

a Class 1

misdemeano!

a

direct compari-

of states have increased their felony thresh-

old. In the past decade,43%o ofstates have

Although all but one stâte, Indiana, has

increased their felony threshold. Figure 66

felony dollar threshold for larcen¡ the indi-

tracks the means of newly enacted felony

vidual approaches are unique and display

thresholds from 1975 to 1999 (excluding

complex characteristics (see Appendix 5).

Indiana). All but two states, Rhode Island

States vary in the way they classify felony

(19 1

5) and Pennsylva nia (197 4) have en-

a

larceny offènses, the dollar levels associated

acted new felony thresholds during that

with

period. Each state is only included once,

associated

for the year of their most recent change to

misdemeanor ðlasses of related offenses.

the felony threshold. Therefore, some

Still, two general groups can be formed:

variation in the trend line occurs from year

states

each classification, the penalty range

with

each classification, and

to year since states have enacted varying

with only a single value threshold
and states with multiple value thresholds.

threshold values. During the 1970s, the

These groups can be based on statutory

mean thresholds enacted were always below

definitions, which is the most common,

$¡50. In the 1980s, the mean of newly

or through sentencing guidelines structure.

enacted felony thresholds ranged from

$250 to $500, and in the 1990s, they

Figure 66

ranged from $500 to $1,200, showing a

Trend of Me0ns of Newly Enocted Felony Thresholds by Yeor

steady rise

in the felony threshold value in
S500 Ìo S1,200

the revised sentencing policies.
$

The felony threshold has remained stag-

t,2oo

Seoo

nant in only two states. In Rhode Island,
the felony threshold of$500 has been

Less lhon $250 10 S500

S6oo

traced back to 1915 (Rhode Island State

Librarian, May 2000). The other unusual
case is Pennsylvania, where

s300

the $2,000

threshold was enacted in 1974. However, in
Pennsylvania, a Class 1 Misdemeanor is pun-

0
r

975

r

982

r

989

r995

Eoch slote hos been lrocked with the exception of Rhode lslond (enocted I

.l974)

rSS9
9l 5),

Pennsylvonio (enocled
ond lndiono (enocled 1977), ln 1976, 1985, ond
I 997 no folony threshold enoclments were reporled.
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Of the 50

states plus \Tashington,

DC,

16 have a single dollar threshold, meaning

that there is

a single

dollar value that defines

thresholds, and nearly 12olo of states have

four thresholds. Six percent ofthe

states

have five or more thresholds.

the severity level oflarceny (Figure 67).

The majority of single larceny thresholds

Not all larcenies

(all but one) separate misdemeanor larceny

lar thresholds. There are items and circum-

from felony larceny. In Indiana, felony

stances that statutorily require or allow

larceny is determined through intent, and

application of different thresholds or pun-

then the offense is broken into two felony

ishment. These exceptions include consid-

classes

depending on whether the offènse

involved amounrs of $100,000 or more.

are considered under dol-

erations related to the victim, the offender,
business, and others (Figure 69).

Since the felony class is divided rather than
a single separation between misdemeanor

Many states offer special protection to cer-

and felony larcen¡ Indiana resembles the

tain rypes of victims in larceny offenses.

multiple threshold

Most commo nIy, in 5lo/o of the states in-

states.

cluding Virginia (S18.2-95(i)), a larceny

from the general

Two-thirds of states have multiple larceny

from

thresholds, that is, there is more than one

larceny threshold. In22o/o ofthe states,

dollar threshold to distinguish between

vulnerable persons, who can include the

larceny class or penalty range (Figure 68).

elderl¡ young, or impaired depending on

More than 25o/o of states have two thresh-

the state, are excluded from the larceny

olds, more than 23o/o of states have three

threshold. Similarl¡ some states give vic-

a person is excluded

Figure 67

Figure 68

Multiple/Single Threshold Stoles

Number of Lorceny Thresholds in Slotes

'1
ii
I

-_-]

D
D

MullipleThresholds
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tims in certain circumstances or places
special

protection. In

places where a natu-

involving a credit card or other financial
access information. Other items that are

ral or man-made disaster has occurred,

excluded from general larceny thresholds

where the dead are buried or memorialized

include survival or safery equipment, legal

(or the dead

as

victims), and places of reli-

gious significance, larceny offènses are ex-

documents, controlled substances, and

public records (Virginia

S1

8.2-1 07).

cluded from the threshold in some states.
Figure 69

Cha¡acteristics of the offender may also cause
exclusion from the larceny threshold. In
630/o of states including Virginia, presence
of a prior record can result in a harsher
larceny penalty. For instance, in Virginia

(S18.2-104), a third or subsequent petit
larceny is considered a felony, although other
states may use different criteria' Also, if the

offender is a dealer ofstolen goods or had a

fiduciary relationship, or a relationship
a

confidant,

a harsher

as

penalty could apply.

Other exclusions stem from business or

production. Among these,47o/o of states
including Virginia ($ 1 8.2-97) apply differ'
ent standards to larceny of animals andZ4o/o

ofstates apply different standards to larceny oftrade or industry secrets. Exclusions also exist to protect the production
and sales ofgas and oil, aquacultural products, and, as in

llems ond Circumstonces Excluded from the Generol Felony Lorceny Threshold
Colegory

I

Percent0go 0f Stoles

Number 0f SïOles

Exclusion Reloied lo Viclim

/ 26
VulneroblePerson / ll
Disosler / I
Memoriol-Deceosed I 7
Religious Ploce / 2
From Person

52o/o

Zzzv"
f

16o/o

a
|

t+ot
+o/.

Exclusion ReloTed to the offender

/ 32
Confidont-Fiduciory / ì3
Dooler SÌolen Goods / 5

64o/"

Prior Record

Zz6ot
I loo/o

Exclusion Reloted lo Business

/ 24
I 12
Secrels
Trode-lndustry
Crops / 6
Aquoculturol Producl / 5
Gos-Oil / 5

48o/o

Animols-Livestock

Zzqvo
Jlzot
I lov"
I
too/o

Vrginia (518.2-100), croPs.
Miscelloneous Exclusions

Fifiy-nine percent ofthe states exclude
larceny of a gun from the dollar threshold,
as does

Virginia (S18.2-95(iii)). Almost

half of the states, 47o/o, have separate
offenses for larceny of a motor vehicle.

Along with Virginia (S18.2-98),

41olo

ofstates have separate offenses for larceny

/ 30
MolorVehicle / 24
CreditCqrd-Access / 2l
Public Record / l1
Controlled Subslonce / 6
Legol Documents / 6
Survivol-Sofely Equip. / 2

60o/o

Fireorms

48o/o
42o/o

Z2zo/.
tzv.
f
J tzvo
| +v.

For excluslons llsted here, stotule requlres or ollows considerolion Under diffêrenl volue lhr€sholds
or punishmenl schemes thon offenses considered under lhe generol lorceny lhreshold
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Virginia Larceny Policy

Research Methodology

Since 1980, the threshold defining felony

The Commission proposed to study the

larcenyhas been $200. From 1966rc

value of money or properfy stolen in lar-

1980, the felony larceny dollar threshold

ceny cases to determine if there is a rela-

was $100.

tionship between value involved in these

Using the national average CPI, the value

was decided to conduct a similar analysis

in

for fraud

cases and sentencing

1999 ofthe felony larceny threshold

in real dollars (adjusted for inflation)
$404.37 (Figure

outcomes. Later

cases since many

fraud offenses

are deemed larceny by the Code of

is

70). Accounting for re-

or are punishable

as

it

Virginia

larcenies. The Com-

gional diflèrences in inflation râtes across

mission was also aware that factors such

the nation, the value of the felony larceny

type ofitem stolen, location and duration

threshold in real dollars is $395.60.

of the offenses, number and type of vic-

as

tims, the offendert relationship to the vic-

The $200 felony larceny threshold estab-

tim, and restitution may

lished in 1980 is equivalent to approximately

sentencing. Once a random sample

$400 today. Of all the felony larceny

cases wâs

in the sample daa,

cases

have an impact on

of

selected, the Commission ob-

$200

tained supplemental information describ-

and $400, and ofthe larceny cases subject

ing the total dollar value involved and the

to the $200 threshold, 3|o/o fall within the

other factors ofinterest for these cases. All

$200to $400 range. Similarþ 4.5o/o of alI

of the factors were analTzed simultaneously

fraud

cases

22o/o are between

in the sample involve values of

$200 to $400. Of felony fraud

with

to model judicial sentencing practices and
a

to determine whether the inclusion of ad-

threshold of at least $200 or more, 167o are

ditional factors significantly improved the

within the $200 to $400

accvragt of the model.

cases

range.

Figure 70

Virginio Felony Lorceny Threshold in Reol Dollors
Reol Dollors

s45o

s300

$l 50

Reol Dollors reflecl ¡nflot¡on for eoch yeor shown.
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The Commission drew a random sample

Embezzlement was excluded because the

offelony larceny and fraud cases sentenced
in calendaryears (CYl 1998 and1999

Commission studied embezzlement of-

from the Commissiont sentencing guide-

on the theft of items of monetary benefit

Iines database. The Commission also has

or personal property. Third or subsequent

to the Pre/Post-Sentence Investiga-

convictions for petit larceny or shoplifting

access

fenses

in 1997. The

focus of the study was

tion (PSI) database compiled and main-

with

tained by the Department of Corrections.

because it was felt that offenses typically

The PSI database contains detailed infor-

involving

mation for most felony

cases

sentenced in

a

value under $200 were excluded

lesser

amounts of moneywould

distort the study findings. Cases involving
grand larceny auto or

Virginia's circuit courts. The PSI data,

automobiles, such

however, were potentially biased for this

unauthorized use, were also omitted. Au-

study because there are felony offenders for

tomobiles are relatively high-dollar items

which no PSI report is ever prepared. The
sentencing guidelines database contained

that are nearþ always insured. Judges,
therefore, may consider non-monetary

20o/o more larceny cases than the PSI.

factors to be more important, such as the

as

impact on the victim of losing onet sole
Aware that some types of larceny and fraud
offenses occur

with relatively low frequency

means of transportation. The Commission

felt that judges could weigh factors differ-

(for example, conversion of military prop-

ently in cases involving automobiles, so

erty and utilities fraud), the Commission

these cases were removed from the sample.

determined that a large sample was neces-

Forging a public record (drivert license,

sary so that all categories would be ad-

traffic ticket, summons, fingerprint card)
was excluded because it does not involve a

equately represented. The Commission
also realized that

it would

be

difficult to

loss of properry.

obtain detailed supplemental information
on all of the cases in the sample. This is
particularly a problem when the offender
received neither a prison sentence nor supervised probation. In other instances, the

information could be omitted or unavailable. The Commission felt that the nonresponse rate could be as high as 25o/o

in

the cases selected. Therefore, the sample
size was increased

from 600 to 800

cases.
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Figure

7l

The remaining primary offenses eligible for

Lorceny/Froud STudy Offenses

selection are listed in Figure 71.

Lorceny Offenses

.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.
.

Gr0nd lorceny, 5200 or more nolfrom person

A random sample of 200 grand larceny
and 600 other larceny and fraud

Grond lorceny, $5 or more from person

cases

Roc€ive stolen goods, $200 or more

was drarvn for the study. This ensured ad-

Conceol, possess merchondise, shopl¡ft, or 0ller price logs, $200 or more
Foil lo relurn leosed personol propefi, $200 or more
Receive slolen fireorm

Bonk noles, checks, or ony book of occounts, 5200 or more

equate rePresentation ofoffenses other than

grand larceny in the sample. Overall, the

Fireorm, regordless of volue, not from person

study sample contained 342larceny

Boilee, foil lo return onimol, etc,, 5200 or more

and 458 fraud

.

Conversion by fr0ud, of property titled lo onother, 5200 or more

.

Animols (dog, horse, pony, mule, cow sleer, bull, colD

.

Ìúililory property, conversion volue 5200 or more

o Alter, defoce, r€move, possess ser¡01 number, volue 5200 or more

.

Goods on opprovol, foil lo poy or relurn goods, 5200 or more

.

Animols ond poullry worlh less lhon S200

Froud 0ffenses

cases

cases

cases.

Once the study sample

\Mâs

drawn, it was

necessary to collect supplemental data de-

scribing the total value ofstolen property
and other factors ofinterest not contained

in the automated data maintained by the

.

Forgery

.

Theft of credit cord

Commission. These data were obtained

.

obloin money by folse pretenses, 5200 or more

from several different sources. Narratives

.
.
.
.
.

Uttering

Bod checks, 5200 or more
Froudulenlly obto¡n welfore ossislonce, $200 or more
Bod checks, lwo or more wilhin 90 doys, S200 or more
Credil cord froud, 5200 or more over o six-monlh period

. Forgery of credil cord
. Forging coins or bonk noies
. Unouthor¡zed use of food stomps, 5200 or more
. Folse stotement to obt0in property or credil, 5200 or more
. tolse slotement lo obloin holel/molel service etc,, 5200 or more
. Receive goods from cred¡l c0rd fr0ud, $200 or more

from automated PSI reports keyed by probation officers provided information for

April 1999. Department of Corrections (DOC) central offìce
cases

sentenced after

files were used for prison cases sentenced

.

obtoin signolure to writing by folse pretenses

prior to April 1999. DOC probation district files supplied data for cases sentenced
to probation or jail prior to April 1999.

.
.

F0lse slolemenl lo obloin utililies, TV. 5200 or more

Lastly, circuit court records were examined

Possess forged bonk noles or coins, I 0 or more

for cases in which a Pre/Post-Sentence report has not been done (usually due to the
fact that the offender did not receive a
prison sentence or supervised probation)
or had not yet been completed. These
data were obtained "from the field" via

telephone/fax or visits to the circuit court
by Commission staff.
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cases and

440

Factors recorded as part of the supplemen-

The remaining 309 larceny

tal data collection included total dolla¡ value

fraud

of stolen property, types of items stolen,

termine whether total dollar value or any

location and duration of offenses, number

other factors not currently accounted for

and types of victims, physical injury to any

by the guidelines were significantly related

victim, and the offender's relationship to

to sentencing decisions. Using actual sen-

the victims. Money or items recovered,

tencing data, three separate sentencing

damage to items, insurance coverage and

models were developed to examine three

deductibles for stolen items, the amount

of

cases

were analyzed separately to de-

distinct sentencing decisions: the decision

restitution ordered (ifany) at sentencing,

whether or not to sentence the offender to

and the status ofrestitution at sentencing

more than six months of incarceration, the

were also recorded when available'

decision to sentence an offender to proba-

tion or
Analysis of the supplemental data revealed

that certain

cases \Mere

inappropriate for

a

jail term up to six months, and

the sentence length decision for cases given
an incarceration term in excess of six months'

inclusion in the study. Fifty-one cases (33

Each of these decisions was modeled and

larcenies, 18 frauds) of the original sample

analyzed separately.

were subsequently dropped from the study.

Thirty-four

cases

were dropped because the

facts of the case did not

fit the criteria for

inclusion in the study. For example, some
grand larceny cases actually involved auto

theft. Another 11 cases were assigned the
wrong Virginia Crime Code (VCC). For

Figure 72

Distribution of Siudy Coses by Judiciol Region

Reoion
I SoutheosternVirginio
ll Northern Virginio
lll l-95 Corridor

Number

example, some cases involving forgery of a

lV

public record were erroneously coded

V South Centrol Virginio
Vl Shenondooh/Chorlottesville

as

simple forgeries. Supplemental data were
not available for six

Unknown

cases.

The study sample contained
areas

206

27.51o

168

22.4

141

18.9

54

Southweslern Virginio

lil
68
1

Tolol 749
cases

Percenl

7.2
14.8
9.1
0.1

100 0%

from all

of the Commonwealth ofVirginia.

FigureT2 presents the distribution of study
cases

by judicial region. The geographical

distribution ofcases reflects the typical
pattern seen for

cases

in the sentencing

guidelines database.
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Larceny Sample Characteristics

Information about the location and dura-

The value of items stolen is concentrated at
the low end, with approximately 670/obe-

low $2,500 and nearly 39% below $500
(Figure 73). Values range from $5 to

value, with half of the values above and half

of the values below) of approximately $553.
cases, the exact

most frequent location for
fense,

dollar

value was unknown. Often this occurs

when the offender is apprehended immediately and the item is returned to the victim
at the scene ofthe offense. In this situa-

tion, the value may not be recorded.
Items stolen include all items involved in
the larceny offenses. Since a single offense

could involve more than one type of item,
the total number is more than the number
cases

(370 types of items from 309 cases).

Of the items stolen, the most frequent,
nearly 28o/o was cash or some other monetary benefit. Next, at nearly 2lo/o,was
electronics, which could include car stereos,
VCRS, and similar items. Clothing was

nearly 18% of the items, jewelry approximately

8%o

of the items, and gunswere 4.60/o

of the items. Nearly

9o/o

of

types of items

were unknown. This typically occurs when
the offender is caught immediately and the

item is returned to the victim at the scene
of the offense. Animals and services were
less

than one percent of the items each and

motorcycles/ATVs, bikes, furniture, sporting equipment, computers, and food were
one to slightly more than two percent

the items each.
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in more than half of the offenses,

a business,

of

was

followed by a house at approxia

vehicle

was nearly l0olo of the locations, in or from

private property (other than

a

house or

business) was nearly 7o/o of the locations,

and in a street or park was 6.50/o of the

locations. Government ofÍìces, other,
schools, and unknown locations are less
than2.5o/o each. AII locations of offenses,

including multiple locations for
case, were

of

a

mately l9o/o. Larceny in or from

$75,000, with a median value (middle

In almost l8olo of

tion of the offènse was also collected. The

a single

recorded. Most larceny offènses,

nearly 75o/o, were single day events. Nearly
1

1% ofthe offenses took place benveen one

day and one month and nearly 7o/obetween
one month and six months.

ln

only L2o/o

of the cases, the offense went on for more
than six months.
Several factors relating to victims were ex-

amined including the number of victims,

victim injury the rype of victim, and the
victimt relationship to the offender. In
nearly 88%o of the cases, there was only one

victim. In 8%o of the cases, there were two
victims. Only 3o/o of the cases involved
three or more victims . In 2o/o the number
of victims was unknown. Victim injury

Lorceny ond Froud Study

Figure 73

Lorceny Somple Chorocteristics

Number

ËseloI

Peræntoge

Below $200

l5

$200-500
s50r -r,000

104

s2,50r -5,000
s5,001 - r 0,000
sl 0,001 -50,000
s50,00,l -l 00,000

40
48
24
10

I
2

57

[Jnknown

4.9o/o

33.7
r

Eleclronics

Clolhing
Jewelry

Percenloqe

Business
lndiv¡duol

173

56.0o/o

132

42.6

I r0
45
35
119

35,6o/o

3,1

15.6
7.6
3.2
2.6
0,8
r 8.6

Money/llems Recovered
All
Some
None

Unknown

14.7

r,3
38.5

Reslilulion 0rdered

Types of llems Slolen

Cosh/Monelory

Number

Type of Viclim

Dollor Volue of llems

$r,00r-2,500

ldcfor

86
64
55
25
14

Gun
Olher

64

Unknown

27

27.8o/o

22.6
17.8
8.1

4.6
20.6
8.9

Yes

No

134
175

43.3Io
56.7

Sfolus of Reslilulion ol Time of Senloncing

Full
Some
None
Unknown

6
I
184
108

1.8%
3.6
59.5

I

35.1

Locolions ol offenses
54.8o/o

offender Relolionship lo Viclim

Ão

19.2

Vehicle

30

Privole Property
Street, Pork, etc

21

9.6
6.8
6.5

Customer
Stronger
Acquoinlonce
Employee
Fomily Member
other
Unknown

r69

Business
House

20

Durol¡on of offenses

1 Doy

I

Doy to

I

Month

I lo 6 Monlhs
Unknown

231
33
20

t9

74.8Io
r

0.6
6.6
6.2

Number of Viclims

0ne
Two
Three

271

24
o

87,6o/o

7.6
2.8

Viclim lnjury
No lnjury

lnjury
Unknown

I30

42.2o/o

43
42
36

13.9

II
6

3,6

I3.7
l

l,8

1.9
13.7

42

oftender Age ol Senlencing
Below 25
25-30
3r -40
4l-50
Over 50

3t.t%

96
82

8l

26.5
26.2

41

I3.3

I

2.9

Senlences

283
o
17

2.9
5.4

Medion

Ronge

91 .71o

All Coses
Probolion/lncorcerolion
up lo 6 mos.
lncorcerotion > 6 mos.

0-

0I

l0

< 2 mos.

yrs.

0 mos.

6mos.

mos, -

l0

yrs.

I yr. I 0 mos.
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was reported in nearly 3o/o of the cases, no

victim injury

was reported

in nearly 92o/o of

the cases, and in a little more than

5o/o

the cases, it was unknown whether

a

was

injured. Since it

of

victim

was possible to have

more than one victim in an offense, the
types of victim number 322

Just fewer than 4o/o of relationships were

family members and authority figures or
co-\Morkers were less than 1olo of the rela-

tionships each. Fifteen percent ofthe
relationships between victim and offender
were unknown.

ftom309lar-

ceny cases. The most common victim was

Return of items stolen, either through re-

a non-bank business, at 560/o, followed by

covery of the actual item, through insur-

individuals, at nearly 43o/o. Governmenr

ance, or through financial restitution from

agencies and banls were approximately 2o/o

the offender was also studied. Recovery

of the victims, only

1olo

of the victim types

were unknown, and less than

1%o

of victims

of

an item means that the item(s) stolen have
been found and returned to the o\Mner.

were a school or church. Most frequentl¡

The money or item stolen was completely

in more than

recovered in nearly 360/o of cases, some was

42o/o

of cases, the offender

was a customer. Approximately l4o/o of the

recovered in nearly 1570 ofcases and none

relationships were of an acquaintance or a

was recovered

stranger and nearly l2o/o were employees.

cases. In one case (.2o/o) the item was re-

in approximately

117o of the

ported as completely destroyed and in
slighdy more than 4o/o of

cases,

damage to

items was reported. In more than 42o/o
cases,

of

no damage was reported. However,

in the majority of

cases, 53o/o,

it

was

not

known whether damage occurred or not.

Although the Commission attempted to
Henry Tazewell sat on the bench during a
time of transition for the Virginia Supreme

;

in over

Court. He wæ appointed in 1777 to the

;rj
lrti

Supreme Court consisting of five iudges.

ç

Tazewell became a member of this court

1793.

One year later he resigned to

.t

become a United States Senator.
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95o/o

of the cases it was not known

whether items stolen were insured.

General Court which later became the

t

collect information on insurance coverage,

in

Lorceny ond Froud Sludy

In nearly

57o/o

of larceny

cases

sampled,

Nearly one-third (31%) of offenders were

restitution'vvas not ordered, while in ap-

under age 25 at the time of conviction. As

proximately 43o/o of

age increases, there are fewer offenders,

cases

the judge or-

dered the offender to pay restitution. Al-

though the number of

tution ordered

seems

cases

without resti-

high, restitution

would not be expected in

cases

cases

over the age of50.

3o/o

where the

where no recovery was made,

restitution was ordered in nearly 660/o
cases (Figure

260/o from ages 25 to

40, approximately l3o/o from ages 41 to
50, and only

items were recovered unless there was dam-

age. In

with approximately

of

74). Similarl¡ no restitution

Sentences ranged

with

from 0 months to 10 years,

a median effective sentence (imposed

sentence less any suspended time) of just

under two months. In cases that received

or compensation to the victim had been

non-prison sanctions involving incarcera-

paid at the time of sentencing in nearly
600lo of cases. Looking at just cases where

tion of six months or less, approximately
58%o received no jail time. Of cases that

restitution is ordered, this percentage drops

received more than six months incarcera-

to approximately 39o/o (Figure 75).

tion, sentences ranged from eight months

to

10 years,

with

a median sentence of ap-

proximately one year, 10 months.

Figure 74

Reslitulion ordered Wifh Recovery of ltems Sfolen
Figure 75

Restitution Stotus With Recovery of ltems Stolen
53o/o

Some Recovery

No Recovery

I

-IilIIËoov"

No Reslitiulion

47o/o

59.5%

No Resl¡liution

bySenlencing

III

gS,Sy"

341o

ordered lE

Restilulion ordered

bySenlencing

|
*

I

t¡

Some Restitution

5.5olo
14.1o/o

-

All

Coses

Cos€s with Reslitution ordered
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Larceny Analysis

In / Out Decision:
The decision to incarcerate an offender for
more than six months is referred to as the

in/out decision. Using actual sentencing
data, the Commission found that the cur-

rent guidelines score models judges' in/out
decisions with 93.92o/o accrrracy, Factors
gathered through supplemental data were
added to try to improve on the predictive

abiliry of the guidelines model. Although
many variations of the factors dis-cussed
were tried, none of the models with factors

that were statistically significant could
predict

as

accurately as the model with

only the current guidelines score.
Probation / Incarceration Up to Six

Months Decision:
The current sentencing guidelines for pro-

improve on predictive ability (Figure 76).

The first alternative model adds a factor for
value of item(s) stolen of $2,500 or more
and predicts with 81.760/o accuracy.

'With

this model, offenders who steal items valued
ar $2,500 or more are more likely to receive

incarceration time than offenders who steal
items of lesser value, given current guidelines scores. The second alternative model
adds a factor for "at least some restitution
made at time of sentencing" in addition

to the factor for value of $2,500 or more.
The second alternative model predicts with
82.4o/o accuracy.

In the second model, oÊ

fenders who steal items valued at $2,500

or more and/or offenders who paid no
restitution by time of sentencing are more
likely to receive incarceration time than
offenders who steal items of lesser values

or provide some compensation to the

victim prior to sentencing.

bation/incarceration up to six months decisions are79.59o/o accurate. Two alterna-

tive models have been found that slightly

Figure 76

Probolion/lncorcerolion Up to Six Monlhs Decision
Models

-

Lorceny Coses

Model

Foctors

Guidelines Model ...

....... Current Guidel¡nes Score

Allernotive Model I

.,.....Adds S2,500 or more
.......4dds S2,500 or more

Allernotive Model 2

Adds "ot leosl some restilution
mode by time of senlencing"
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Sentence Length Decision:

this range reveal sentences consistent with

In modeling the sentence length decision

the expected pattern. Thus, it is feasible to

for offenders receiving more than six

combine that range with the lower value

months incarceration, the Commission

range, to form the range of$2,501 to

found one model that slighdy improves
upon the model using only the current

$10,000. The first factor indicates that
offenders who steal higher valued items

guidelines score. The alternative model

are more likely to receive longer prison

increased explanatory power by six percent-

sentences than offenders who steal items

age

points. In the alternative model, two

oflesser value, given current guidelines

factors are added. The first is a grouped

scores. The second factor is "item re-

value factor developed from statistical

covered or restitution made at time of

analysis of the value data (Figure

77). One

sentencing." This factor considers whether

concern about this factor is that the values

fecovery or some compensation to the vic-

of $5,001 to $10,000 are not included in

tim was made by time of sentencing.

the grouping because ofa lack ofdata

recovery \Mas not made and/or the offender

available for this range. However, close

made no restitution by time of sentencing,

examination of the few

cases

available for

If

the offender is more likely to receive
a longer sentence than offenders who

made restitution or had the items they

Figure 77
Sentence Length Decision Models

stole recovered,

Foctors

Model

Guidelines Model

- Lorceny Coses

.

Allernotive Model I

...,..,,.. Currenl Guidelines Score
.. ...

..... Adds Volue Group:
Less lhon $ 1,000

Sl,00l lo 2.500
$2,501 to 10,000
More thon S10,000
Adds "¡Îem recovered or restitution
mode ot lime of senlencing"
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just over one day to one montht duration.

Fraud Sample Charæteristics

Only
The distribution of total dollar values involved in the fraud cases covered

a

of

$8 to a maximum of $70,000. The me-

of

dian value was $681. The proportion

values below $200 was 13olo, somewhat

500ó of the cases

had a dollar value at or below $1,000.

Relatively few of these values were above
$5,000 and the total dollar value was un-

known in l5o/o of the fraud

tions exceeding six months.

Victim information, including the number
of victims, injury to victims, type of victims, and relationship of victims to offenders were

higher than that observed in the larceny

78). Over

of these crimes involved dura-

wide

range. Values ranged from a minimum

data (Figure

4o/o

cases.

fraud

considered. Like the larcenies, the

cases

were predominantly single vic-

tim offenses (7gVo). Multiple victims,
howeve¡ were more frequent in fraud cases
llo/o for larceny). Victim
extremely rare in fraud cases,

(200lo versus

injury was

occurring in only two cases (0.5%). The

primary offenses in these two
Nearly 95o/o of the fraud

cases

involved cash

or monetary benefit, with only scattered
responses observed for other types of items.

Multiple

responses were possible (although

infrequent) for this factor, so the percentages

in the graph do not sum to

l00o/0.

cases

were

credit card fraud ($200 or more) and bad
checks ($ZOO or more). In both of these
cases, the

offender physically assaulted the

victim but was not convicted of any additional charges. fu with larcenies, individuals and businesses were most often targeted.

Non-bank businesses were victims in 4lo/o
Location and duration information was
also collected for fraud cases. Offenses

committed against

a

non-bank business

were obseryed in approximately 70o/o

of

these cases. Offenses committed inside a

house occurred in nearly 137o ofthe cases.

Nearly l2o/o of the fraud

cases

listed an

of
the offense \Mas more diffìcult to identif'
unknown location

in the fraud

the exact location

cases. These crimes rarely

ofthe fraud

cases, versus a

corresponding

rate of 560/o

in the larceny

cases. However,

banla and government agencies were more
frequently the victims of frauds than larce-

nies. In over

50o/o

ofthe fraud

cases,

oÊ

fenders were customers of a bank or other

business. Employee, stranger, and acquaintance relationships occurred with low frequency, while family member and co-worker

relationships were relatively rare. Multiple

occurred on private property other than a

relationships were possible for a case.

house, on public, government, or school

property, or in other locations. Nearly
57o/o

of the fraud

a single day's

cases

involved crimes

of

duration. Approximately

one-fourth of the fraud offenses were from

132

The status of items stolen, whether recovered, damaged, insured, or restitudon

\Mas

ordered, was examined as part of the fraud

study. In nearly

45o/o

of these

cases,

it

was

Lorceny ond Froud Study

Figure 78

Froud Somple Chorocteristics
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ì
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unknown whether the item was recovered.
Some money or items were recovered in

In i Out Decision:

about 60/o of the cases and all money or
items were recovered

in

13o/o

of the

cases.

Damage to money could only be verified in

two fraud

cases

(0.5%). Of the remaining

fraud cases, nearly 63Vo had no damage,
and 37

o/o

was specified

in the

sen-

Victim Impact Statement
was available. Restitution was ordered in
approximately 58olo of the fraud cases. In
tencing order or

a

contrast, restitution was ordered in nearly
43o/o

of

the larceny cases. Over 90% of the

time, the status of restitution ât the time of
sentencing in the fraud cases was no restitu-

tion made or unknown. This was similar
to the pattern observed in the larceny

cases.

cases

model using only the worksheet score predicts outcom e with 84.3o/o accuracy. Two

in predicting the in/out decision: whether
the offender's relationship to a victim is

as

a family member and whether a bank is

a

victim (Figure 79). An offenderwhose
relationship is

as a

likely to receive

a

family member is

less

term in excess ofsix

months, while an offender defrauding a

bank would be more likely to receive such a
sentence. An alternative model with these

two additional factors increases predictive
accuracy

to

86.60/o

in the sample data.

Figure 79

Approximately half of the offenders in
fraud

more than six months or not, the guidelines

mental data were found to be significant

generally unknown unless restitu-

tion to the insurer

\{/hen the decision is to incarcerate for

other factors from the Commission's supple-

were unknown. Information

concerning insurance coverage in fraud
cases was

FraudAnaþis

were age 30 or below. Nearly

ln/Oul Decision Models

-

Fr0ud C0ses

one-third of the oflènders were between 31
160/o were between

Very few offenders

4I

and 50 years of age.

\Mere

Foctors

Model

and 40 years of age, and approximately

Guidelines M0de1 .,...,,.,...... Cunenl Guidelines Score
Alternotive Model

over age 50.

I

. ,

.., .....

, .

Adds Relotionship lo Victim
is Fomily Member
Adds Type of Viclim is Bonk

Sentences ranged from 0 months
years,

with

a

to 10.5

median effective sentence (im-

posed sentence less any suspended time)
one

month. In fraud

cases

of

receiving proba-

tion or up to six months in jail, approximately 75o/o received no jail time. In fraud
cases

resulting in incarceration terms longer

than six months, the sentences ranged from

to 10.5 years, with a median
effective sentence ofone year in prison.
seven months
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2 .....,,.....Adds Relolionship

1o Victim

is Fomily Member
Adds S1,000 or more
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A second alternative model includes the

receive an incarceration sentence. The

family relationship factor and a factor de-

acquaintance relationship factor was more

termining whether the dollar value of the

strongly related to outcome than the dollar

crime is $1,OOO or more. An offender

value $500 or more factor. An alternative

whose crime exceeds the $1,000 level

model adding the acquaintance relation-

would be more likely to receive

ship factor predicts with 7 4.8o/o accuracy

a

prison

term. However, this alternative model
achieves only 85.9o/o accuracy. Both

in the sample data. A second alternative

of these alternative models offer only
a small increase in predicdve power. In

factor

addition, it may be diffìcult to define and

accr$ãcy, but this is a gain of less than one-

integrate the family relationship factor

half of one percent over the model adding

into the worksheet.

only the acquaintance relationship.

Probation / Incarceration Up to Six

Fifty-two percent (12 out of 23) of the

Months Decision:

offenders acquainted with a victim received

Using only the current guidelines score,

an incarceration term, versus a correspond-

the sentencing guidelines model predicts

ing rate of22o/o (55 out of251) for non-

ourcome with7l.9o/o accvÍacy. The Com-

acquainted offenders. The rather high rate

mission found that rwo other factors were

ofincarceration sentences in offenders ac-

related to this decision: whether the oÊ

quainted with

fender is acquainted with

small sample size in that subgroup. Having

a

victim and

model adding the dollar value $500 or more
as

well

as

the acquaintance relation-

ship factor predicts ourcome with75.2o/o

a

victim may be due to the

whether the dollar value of the crime is

the same trend with a larger number

$500 or more (Figure 80). Both factors

cases

make

of

would constitute stronger evidence.

it more likely for the offender to
Like the family relationship facto¡ ac-

Figure 80

quaintance may be difficult to define and

Probotion/lncorcerotion Up to Six Months Decision
Models - Frqud Coses

implement on the worksheet. It would

Foctors

Model

Guidelines Model

.

Allernolive l\4odel I

2 ....

same church or club, co-workers, employ-

customers, These rela-

.., Cunent Guidelines Score

ees, strangers, and

.,, Adds Relotionship lo

tionships have been separately recorded in

Viclim is Acquointonce
Allernotive Model

exclude family members, members of the

.,. Adds Relolionship lo

Viclim is Acquointonce
Adds $500 or more

the Commissiont supplemental data col-

lection. They were tested and found not
significantly related to outcome. Acquaintances may include neighbors or other

individuals slightly known by the victim.
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Commission Action

Sentence Length Decision:

The Commission first modeled effective
sentence length for offenders sentenced to

more than six months incarceration using

only the current guidelines recommenda-

tion. Analysis produced an alternative
model adding two factors: an acquaintance relationship and total dollar value

from $2,501 to $5,000 (Figure 81).
Among these cases, the acquaintance relationship is associated with

a

more lenient

sentence, the opposite of the result in the
analysis for probation/incarceration up to

six months. On the other hand, offenders

with crimes in the $2,501 to $5,000 range
would receive harsher sentences. These
offenders tended to receive longer sentences

in the sample

data

-

however, there

were only 14 cases in this range. This al-

ternative model offers a four percentage

point improvement in explanatory power
over the current guidelines model.

Figure

8l

Sentence Lenglh Decision Models

-

Froud Coses

Foctors

Model

Guidelines Model ............... Cunent Guidelines Score
Alternolive Model

I

.......,,,,,Adds Relolionship lo Viclim
is Acquointonce

Adds $2,501 to $5,000
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The Commission has taken the results of
the larceny/fraud study under consider-

ation. Further evaluation of

these results

and any recommendations based on them

will

be important items on the Commis-

sion's agenda for 2001.

ffi Impact of Truth-in-Sentencing

the impact of these dramatic changes on

Introduction

the state's criminal justice system. Overall,

In the more than five years since the inception of Virginiat truth-in-sentencing system, the Commission has continually ex-

guidelines by complying with recommen-

dations in three out of every four

amined the impact of uuth-in-sentencing

cases,

inmates are serving a larger proportion

laws on the criminal justice system in the

of

their sentences than they did under the

Commonwealth. Legislation passed by the

in 1994 radically altered
the way felons are sentenced and serve incarceration time in Virginia. The practice
General fusembly

of discretionary parole release from prison
was abolished, and the existing system

judges have responded to the sentencing

of

awarding inmates sentence credits for good
behavior was eliminated.

parole system, violent offenders are serving

longer terms than before the abolition
of parole, the inmate population is not
growing at the record rate of the earþ
1990s, and the numbers and rypes of alternative sanction programs have been expanded to provide judges with numerous
sentencing options. Nearly six years after
the enactment of truth-in-sentencing laws

Virginiat truth-in-sentencing laws mandate
sentencing guidelines recommendations for
violent offenders (those with current or

in Virginia, there is substantial evidence
that the system is achieving what its
designers intended.

prior convictions for violent crimes) that
are significantly longer than the terms violent felons typically served under the parole
system, and the laws require felony offenders, once convicted, to serve at least 85o/o

of

their incarceration sentences. Since 1995,
the Commission has carefully monitored
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Impact on Percentage of Sentence

The Department of Corrections (DOC)

Served for Felonies

policy for the application ofearned sentence credits specifies four different rates

The reform legislation that became effective January

at which inmates can earn credits: 4t lz days

l, 1995, was designed to ac-

for every 30 served (Level 1), three days
for every 30 served (Level 2), ltlz days for

complish several goals. One of the goals
of the reform was to reduce drastically the

every 30 served (Level 3) and zero days

gap between the sentence pronounced in

(Level

the courtroom and the time actually served

an annual review is performed to determine

1995, extensive good conduct credits com-

ifthe level ofearning should be adjusted

bined with the granting of parole resulted
as

little

based on the inmate's conduct and program

as one-

fourth of the sentence imposed by

a

participation in the preceding 12 months.

judge

or a jury. Toda¡ under the truth-in-sen-

Analysis of earned sentenced credits being

tencing system, parole release has been

accrued by inmates sentenced under truth-

eliminated and each inmate is required to

in-sentencing provisions and confined in

serye at least 857o of his sentence. The

Virginiat prisons on December 31, 1999,

system ofearned sentence credits in place

reveals that almost

since 1995 limits the amount of time a

(Figure

82). Only

Figure 82

Levels of Eorned Sentence Credits omong Prison lnmoles (December 3l

Percenl

Doys Eorned

Level I

4.5 doys per 30 served

31.5%

Level 2

3,0 doys per 30 served

48.5

Level 3

L5 doys per 30

Level 4

r38

0 doys

served

hilf

(48.5Vo) are earning

at Level 2, or three days for every 30 served

felon can earn offhis sentence to l5o/o.

Level

placed

in Level 2 upon admission into DOC, and

by a convicted felon in prison. Prior to

in many inmates serving

4). Inmates are automatically

8.7

I 1.3

, I 999)

37.5o/o

of inmates are

I

earning at the highest level, Level 1, gain-

ing4llz

days for every 30 served.

A much

smaller proportion of inmates are earning
at Levels 3 and

4. About

9olo are

earning

mpoct of Truth-ln-Senlencing

effective sentence (imposed sentence less
any suspended time). Under the truth-insentencing system, first-degree murderers

typically are serving

93o/o

of their

sentences

ltlz days for every 30 served (Level 3), while
llo/o are earning no sentence credits at all
(Level 4). Based on this one-day "snap-

in prison (Figure 83). Robbers, who on

shot" of the prison population, inmates

under the parole system, are no\M serving

sentenced under the truth-in-sentencing

nearly 92o/o of the sentences pronounced

average spent less than one-third

oftheir

in prison before being

released

sentences

system are, on average, servingjust under
9Io/o of the sentences imposed in Vrginia's

Figure 83

courtrooms. The rates of earned sentence

Averoge Percent of Senlence Served

-

Porole Syslem v. Truth-in-Sentencing

credits do not vary significantly across ma-

jor offense groupings. For instance, larceny and fraud offenders, on average, are

earning credits such that they are serving
almost 91olo of their sentences, while inmates convicted of robbery are serving about
92o/o

85%
I st Degree Murder

2nd Degree Murder
Voluntory Monsloughter
Forcible Rope/Sodomy

of their sentences. Inmates incarcer-

ated for drug crimes are serving 90o/o.The
rates at which inmates were earning sen-

Molicious Wounding
Robbery

tence credits at the end of 1999 closely

reflect those recorded at the end of 1998.

Burglory
Sole Schedule l/ll Drug

Under truth-in-sentencing, with no parole
and limited sentence credits, inmates in

Virginias prisons are serving
proportion oftheir

sentences

a

much larger

Sole Morijuono

Lorceny

in incarcera-

tion than they did under the parole system.
For instance, offenders convicted offirst-

Oqo

25o/o

f:

System

P0role

50o/o

¡

75o/o

Trulh-in-Sentencing

degree murder under the parole system, on
averâge, served less than one-third

ofthe

Porole system do10 represenls FYI 993 prison releoses; fulh-in-sentencing
doto is derived from rote of sentence credits eorned omong prison lnm016s

osofDecember3l, 1999.
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in Virginiat courtrooms. Property and

Impact 0n Incarceration Periods Served by

drug offenders are also serving a larger

Violent Offenders

share of their prison sentences. Although

the average length ofstay in prison under

the parole system was less than 30% of the
sentence, larceny offenders convicted under

truth-in-sentencing provisions are serving
almost 9l% of their sentences. For selling
a Schedule

I/II

drug like cocaine, offenders

rypically served only about one-fifth

of

their sentences when parole was in effect.
Under truth-in-sentencing, offenders convicted ofselling a Schedule
average, are serving 90olo

I/II

ofthe

drug, on
sentences

handed down by judges and juries in the

Commonwealth. The impact of truth-insentencing on the percentage ofsentence
served by prison inmates has been to re-

duce dramatically the gap between the
sentence ordered by the court and the time

actually served by a convicted felon in prison.

Eliminating the practice of discretionary
parole release and restructuring the system

of sentence credits created

a system

of truth-

in-sentencing in the Commonwealth and

diminished the gap between sentence length
and time served, but this

\Mas

not the only

goal of sentencing reform. Târgeting violent
felons for longer prison terms than they had
served in the past was also a prioriry of the
designers of the truth-in-sentencing system.

The truth-in-sentencing guidelines were
carefully crafted with a system of scoring
enhancements designed to yield longer sentence recommendations for offenders with

current or prior convictions for violent
crimes, without increasing the proportion

of

convicted offenders sentenced to the statet
prison system. \Vhen the truth-in-sentencing system was implemented in 1995,
prison sentence was defined
over six months.

as

a

any sentence

\flith scoring enhance-

ments, whenever the truth-in-sentencing
guidelines call for an incarceration term
exceeding six months, the sentences recom-

mended for violent felons are significantly

longer than the time they typically served in
prison under the parole system. Oflènders
convicted of nonviolent crimes with no his-

tory ofviolence are not subject to any scoring enhancements and the initial guidelines
recommendations reflect the average incar-

140
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ceration time served by offenders convicted

of similar crimes during

a

offenders recommended by the guidelines

to more than six months of incarceration in

period governed

traditional correctional setting have been

by parole laws, prior to the implementation

a

of truth-in-sentencing.

placed in state and local alternative sanction
programs instead. See Impøct on Abernøtiue

The truth-in-sentencing guidelines were

Punishrnent Options in this chapter for in-

designed to recommend longer sentences

formation regarding alternative sanction

for violent offenders without increasing the

programs under truth-in-sentencing.

proportion offelons sentenced to prison,
and judges have responded to the guide-

Overall, there is considerable evidence that

lines by complying with recommendations

the truth-in-sentencing system is achieving

at very high rates, particularly

in terms of

the goal of longer prison terms for violent

the type of disposition recommended by

offenders. In the vast majority of

the guidelines. Overall, since the introduc-

sentences imposed for violent offenders

tion of truth-in-sentencing, offenders have

under truth-in-sentencing provisions are

been sentenced to incarceration

in

excess

of

cases,

resulting in substantially longer lengths of

six months slighdy less often than recom-

stay than those seen prior to sentencing

mended by the guidelines. For fiscal years

reform. In fact, a large number of violent

(FÐ1998 through 2000, the guidelines

offenders are serving two, three or four

recommende d that

7 8o/o

of offènders con-

times longer under truth-in-sentencing

victed of crimes against the person serve

than criminals who committed similar

more than six months, whileT4o/o received

offenses did under the parole system.

such a sanction (Figure 34). The difference
between recommended and actual rates

of

incarceration over six months has narrowed
among person, properry and drug crimes

from last year. Over the last three fiscal
years (FY1998-FY2000), the guidelines

Figure 84

Recommended ond Acluol lncorcerolion Rotes for Terms
Exceeding 6 Monihs by Offense Type, FYì 998-FY2000

Type of

offense

Recommended

Received

Person

77.5o/o

73 8lo

recommende d 38o/o of properry offenders

Property

37.5

34.2

for terms over six months and 34o/o of them

Drug

31.5

28,3

were sentenced accordingly. For drug

0lher

70.5

68.5

crimes, offenders were recommended for
and sentenced to terms exceeding six

months in 32o/o and 28o/o of the

cases,

respectively. Many properry and drug
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The crime of first-degree murder illustrates

stantially longer than those without

the impact of truth-in-sentencing on

lent prior record, and the size of the in-

prison terms served by violent offenders.

creased penalry recommendation is linked

Under the parole system (1988-1992),

to the seriousness of the prior crimes, mea-

offenders convicted of first-degree murder

sured by statutory maximum penalry. The

who had no prior convictions for violent

truth-in-sentencing guidelines specify two

crimes were released typically after serving

degrees of violent criminal records. A pre-

twelve and a half years in prison, based on

vious conviction for

the time served median (the middle value,

maximum penalry of less than 40 years is a

where half of the time served values are

Category II prior record, while

higher and half are lower). Under the

viction for

truth-in-sentencing system (FYl 998-

mum penalry of 40 years or more is a Cat-

FY2000), however,

egory

fi

rst-degree murderers

a

a

a

vio-

violent felony with
a

a

past con-

violent felony carrying

a

maxi-

I record. The crime of first-degree

having no prior convictions for violent

murder can be used to demonstrate the

crimes have been receiving sentences with

impact of these prior record enhancements.

a median time to serve of 35 years (Figure

First degree murderers with

85). In

violent record (Category II), who served

these cases, time served

in prison

a less serious
a

median of 14 years when parole was in

has tripled under truth-in-sentencing.

effect

(1

988- 1992), have been receiving

Virginia's truth-in-sentencing system has

terms under truth-in-sentencing (FY1 998-

had an even larger impact on prison terms

2000) with a median time to serve of nearly

for violent offenders who have previous

61 years. Offenders convicted of first-de-

convictions for violent crimes. Offenders

gree murder who had a previous conviction

with prior convictions for violent felonies

for

a serious

violent felony (Category I

receive guidelines recommendations sub-

Prison Time Served: Porole Syslem v. Trulh-in-Senlencing (in yeors)
This

dßcussion reporß aaluæ of actual incarcerú-

tizn time se,'ued under parole laus (1!88-1992)
and

ehþected

Figure 85

First Degree

Murder

ì02.3

time t0 be serued under lrutb-in-

sentencing þouisiorx for cases sentenced

Fyl998-W2000.

in

Time sened ualua are repre-

60.s

smted by the median (the middle ualue, ahøu
balf of the time serued ualuæ are bigher and

half
eEa

are lower). Truth-in-sentencing dnla includes

onþ casa recommendedfor, ønd sentmced
to, more than

sLx

rnonths ofincarceralion.

12.4

æ

I

No Cotegory Ull
Prior Record

14.7

¡4.I

ffi
ll
Record

colegory
Pdor

Cofegory I
Prior Record

Figuro 85 is notto scolo wilh lhg tollowing disploys.
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record) currently are serving terms with a

dian sentence of 18 years for second-degree

median of I02 years under truth-in-sen-

murders with a Category I prior record

tencing, compared to the 15 years typically

looks out of synch. However, it is impor-

served during the parole era.

tant to note that there are so few offenders

The crime of second-degree murder also

in this group that a few cases can skew the
data. In fact in FY2000, there was one
oflènder with a Category I prior record

provides an example of the impact

of

Virginiat truth-in-sentencing system on

convicted of second-degree murder.

lengthening prison stays for violent offend-

The impact of truth-in-sentencing is also

ers. Second-degree murderers historically

evident in cases of voluntary manslaughter.

served five to seven years under the parole
'SØith

For voluntary manslaughter, offenders sen-

implementation of truth-in-sentencing

three years under the parole system (1988-

system (1988-1992) (Figure 86).

the

(FYl 99S-FY2000), offenders convicted

of

tenced to prison typically served two to

1992), rcgardless of the nature of their

second-degree murder who have no record

prior record (Figure 87). Persons with no

ofviolence have received sentences produc-

violent prior record convicted ofvoluntary

ing

a

median time to be served of over 16

manslaughter under truth-in-sentencing

years. For second-degree murderers with

(FYl998-FY2000) are serving more than

prior convictions for Category II violent

twice

crimes the impact of truth-in-sentencing is

torically. For those who do have previous

even more pronounced. Under

truth-in-

as

long as these offenders served his-

convictions for violent crimes, median

sentencing, these ofFenders are serving a

expected lengths ofstay have risen to seven

median almost 25 yearc, or nearþ four

and nine years under truth-in-sentencing,

times the historical time served. The me-

depending on the seriousness ofthe

Figure 86

Figure 87

Second Degree Murder

Voluntory Monsloughler

Cøtegory II ß defined as any
prior conuiction or juaenile
adjudi.cationfor ø uiolent time
uith a statutory nxûlcimun
penølly less tban 40 years.

24.6

Category I ß def,ned as any
prior conuiction or juuenile
adjudicøtionfor a uiolenl uime
aiÍh a støtutory) m.Mimum

18.2

*lill

No Colegory l/l
Prior Rocold

cologory ll

Pr¡or Rscofd

7.2

7

4.5
2

Cot€gory I
Prìor R€cord

No Colsgory Uìl
Prior R€cord

2.8

Col€gory ll
Prior Ræord

3.1

I

penalty of 40 years or more.
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Prior Ræo¡d
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of

offendert prior record. Offenders convicted

are being given terms to serve

ofvoluntary manslaughter today

compared to the seven years they served

are serving

18 years

prison terms tlvo to three times longer than

prior to sentencing reform. For tlose with

those served when parole was in effect.

more serious violent prior record (Category

a

I), such as a prior rape, the sentences imposed

The impact of sentencing reform on time

under truth-in-sentencing are equivalent to

served for rape and other sex crimes has

time to be served of 27 years, which is more

of

than four times longer than the prison term

been profound. Offenders convicted

rape under the parole system were released

served by these offenders historically.

after serving, rypicall¡ five and a halfto
six and a halfyears in prison (1988-1992).

Having

a

prior record of violence in-

The impact of truth-in-sentencing on
forcible sodomy

cases

exhibits a pattern

creased the rapistt median time served by

very similar to rape cases. Historicall¡

only one year (Figure 88). Under sentencing reform (FYl998-FY2000), rapists with

under the parole system, ofFenders convicted of forcible sodomy served a median

no previous record ofviolence are being

of four and a half to five and a half years

sentenced to terms with a median neady

in prison, even ifthey had a prior convic-

rwice the historical time served. In con-

tion for

trast to the parole system, offenders with a

Recommendations of the truth-in-sentenc-

violent prior record will serve substantially

ing guidelines have led to

longer terms than those without violent

crease

priors.

crime. Once convicted of forcible sodom¡

Based on the median, rapists

a less serious

with

a serious

violent felony (Figure 89).

a

significant in-

in the median time to

serve for this

violent record (Category II)

Prison Time Served: Porole System v. Truth-in-Sentencing (in yeors)
Ihß dßcus$on reporß ualues of actual
incarcerutiln tinte serued undtr parole
Laws

Figure 88

Figure 89

Forcible Rope

Forcible Sodomy

(1988-1992) and eilpected time

38.9

lo be serued under trulh-in-smtmcing

prouisiolßflr

ca.ses

27

sentenced in FY(998-

FY2000. Tane serued ualuæ are r@ve-

18.r

sented fui the median (tbe middle uølue,

whae balf of the tirne smted ualues are
higber and half are lurer)

.

Truth-in-

sentsncing data includes onþ cases

reconmendedfu, and senienc¿d

to,

morc than six montlts of incarceration,

't

I
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offenders can expect to serve terms rypically ranging from 1 I years, ifthey have

The tougher penalties specified by the
truth-in-sentencing guidelines for offend-

in-

no violent prior convictions, up to a me-

ers convicted of aggravated malicious

dian of 39 years if they have a Category I

jur¡

violent prior record.

or impairment of the victim, have yielded

which results in the permanent injury

substantially longer prison terms for this

result of sentencing reform. Aggravated

crime. Offenders convicted of aggravated
malicious injury with no prior violent convictions, seryed, typicall¡ less than four

sexual battery convictions under the parole

years

system (1988-1992) yielded typical prison

(1988-1992), but sentencing reform

Lengths of stay for the crime of aggravated
sexual battery have also increased as the

stays

ofone to tlvo years (Figure 90). In con-

in prison under the parole system

(FYl998-FY2000) has resulted in a me-

trast, sentences handed down under truth-

dian term ofnine years for these offenders

in-sentencing (FYl 998-FY2000) are produc-

(Figure 91). Likewise, the median length

ing a median time to serve ranging from just

of stay for a conviction of aggravated mali-

under three years for offenders never before

cious injury when an offender has a violent

convicted of

a

violent crime, to over six

prior record has increased from four and

years for batterers who have committed vio-

half years to 18 years for offenders with

lent felonies in the past. In aggravated sexual

Category

battery cases, time served has more than

a

a

II record and to 27 years when
Category I record is present.

a

doubled under truth-in-sentencing.

Figure 90

Figure 91

Aggrovoted Sexuol Boltery

Aggrovoted Molicious lnjury
27.3

Category

18.3

o

6.3

,"2'7
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Sentencing in malicious injury cases dem-

arm are receiving prison terms that will

onstrates a similar pattern (Figure 92).

result in a median time to serve of over six

Sentencing reform has more than doubled

years, even

time served for those convicted of mali-

has no prior violent convictions. This is

cious injury who have no prior violent

more than double the rypical time served
by these offenders under the parole system

record or a less serious violent record (Cat-

in

cases

in which the offender

II), and almost tripled time served
for those with the most serious violent

For robbers with the more serious violent

record (Category I).

conviction for robbery the expected time

egory

prior record (Category I), such
served

in prison

as a

prior

is now 17 years, or four

An examination of prison terms for oÊ

times the historical time served for offend-

fenders convicted ofrobbery reveals con-

ers

fitting this profile.

siderably longer lengths ofstay after sen-

tencing reform. Robbers who committed

The truth-in-sentencing guidelines were

their crimes with firearms, but who had no

formulated to target violent offenders for

previous record ofviolence, typically spent

incarceration terms longer than those

less

than three years in prison under the

served under the parole system. The de-

parole system (Figure

93). Even robbers
with the most serious type of violent prior
record (Category I) only served a little
more than four years in prison, based on

signers ofsentencing reform defined a vio-

lent offender not just in terms of the current offense but in terms of the oflènder's
entire criminal history. Any offender with

the median, prior to the sentencing reform

a current or prior conviction for a violent

and the introduction of the truth-in-sen-

felony is subject to enhanced recommenda-

tencing guidelines. Today, however, oÊ

tions under the truth-in-sentencing guide-

fenders who commit robbery with a fire-

lines. Only offenders who have never been

Prison Time Served: Porole Syslem v. Trulh-in-Seniencing (in yeors)
Iltk dßcussion reporß

aalues ofactual incarceru-

tion time se¡ved under parole kus (1988-1992)

and uþected time t0

be

Figure 92

Molicious lnjury

søved under trutb-in-

sentelrcing Øouisions.þr casæ sentenced

in

Fy1998-W2000. Time saved ualues are represmted

b.y

tbe median (the middle ualue, where

hølf of the time serued ualues are higha ønd half
are

loaø). Trutb-ín+mtencíng

data includa

only cases recommendedfor, and sentenced
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convicted of

criminal histories typically served only

violent crime are recom-

a

a

mended for terms equivalent to the average

year and a half under the parole system, the

time served historically by similar offenders

truth-in-sentencing guidelines recommend

prior to the abolition of parole.

sentences which are producing prison stays

of three to four and a half years (at the
Sentencing reform and the Íuth-in-sen-

median), depending on the seriousness of

tencing guidelines have been successful in

prior record. Offenders convicted of sell-

increasing terms for violent felons, includ-

ing

ing offenders whose current offènse is non-

of violence are serving two to three times

violent but who have a prior record of
criminal violence. For example, for the

longer under truth-in-sentencing than they

ofa Schedule I/II drug such

as

sale

an incarceration term of one year (the mid-

point of the recommended range) in the
of a violent record, the same

as

what

offenders convicted of this offense served on
average

drug who have a history

did under the parole system.

cocaine, the

truth-in-sentencing guidelines recommend

absence

I/II

a Schedule

prior to sentencing reform (1988-

In most cases of the sale of marijuana
t/,

or'r.r". and less than five

(more than

pounds), the sentencing guidelines do not
recommend incarceration over six months,
particularly if the offender has a minimal

prior record, and judges typically utlhze

1992). lnthe truth-in-sentencing period

sentencing options other than prison when

(FYl99S-FY2000), these drug offenders, in

sancdoning these offenders, reserving

fact, ire serving a median of just over one

prison for those believed to be least ame-

year (Figure 94). The sentencing recom-

nable to alternative punishment programs.

mendations increase dramaticall¡ however,

Under truth-in-sentencing, offenders con-

if the offender

has a violent criminal back-

ground. Although drug sellers with violent

victed of selling marijuana who receive sentences

in

excess

of six months (dre definition

Category II ß defi,ned as any

Figure 94

Figure 93
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of a prison sentence when the guidelines
were implemented
a

in 1995),

despite having

nonviolent criminal record, have been

term ofjust over one year (Figure 96).
Offenders whose current offense is grand
Iarceny but who have a prior record with a

violent crime (Category II) are

given terms which, at the median, more

less serious

than double historical time served during

serving twice as long after sentencing re-

the parole era (Figure

who sold marijuana and have a prior vio-

form, with terms increasing from just under ayear to just under rwo years. Their

Ient record, the truth-in-sentencing guide-

counterparts with the more serious violent

lines have served to increase the time to be

prior records (Category I) are now serving

served. \Øhen sellers of marijuana have the

terms of more than two years instead of the

most serious violent criminal history (Cat-

one yeâr they had in the past.

95). For offenders

egory I), judges have responded by hand-

ing down sentences which will yield a me-

The impact of Virginids truth-in-sentencing

dian prison term of over two years.

system on the incarceration periods ofviolent

offenders has been significant. The truth-in-

Similarly, in grand larceny cases, the sen-

sentencing data presented in this section pro-

tencing guidelines do not recommend a

vide evidence that the sentences imposed on

sanction of incarceration over six months

violent offenders after sentencing reform

unless the offender has a fairly lengthy

are producing lengths of stay dramatically

criminal history. 'Vhen the guidelines

longer than those seen historically. More-

recommend such a term and the judge

over, in contrast to the parole system, oÊ

chooses to impose such a sanction, grand

fenders with the most violent criminal re-

larceny offenders with no violent prior

cords

record are being sentenced to a median

those with less serious criminal histories.

will

be incarcerated much longer than

Prison Time Seryed: Porole Syslem v. Trulh-in-Senlencing (in yeors)
Figure 95

Figure 96
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Impact on Projected Prison Bed Space Needs

Tiuth-in-sentencing is expected to have an
impact on the composition ofVirginia's

During the development of sentencing

prison (i.e., state responsible) inmate popu-

reform legislation, much consideration was

lation.

given as to how to balance the goals

of

Because violent offenders are sery-

ing signifìcantly longer terms under truth-

truth-in-sentencing and longer incarcera-

in-sentencing provisions than under the

tion terms for violent offenders with de-

parole system and time served by nonvio-

mand for expensive correctional resources.

lent offenders has been held relatively con-

Under the truth-in-sentencing system, the

stant, the proportion ofthe prison popula-

sentencing guidelines recommend prison

tion composed of violent offenders relative

terms for violent offenders that are up to

to nonviolent ofFenders should increase

six times longer than those served prior to
sentencing reform, while recommendations

for nonviolent offenders are roughly

will remain in
of
sta¡ while nonviolent offenders will conover time. Violent offenders

the statet prisons due to longer lengths

equivalent to the time actually served by

tinue to be released after serving approxi-

nonviolent offenders under the parole

mately the same terms of incarceration

sys-

as

tem. Moreover, the truth-in-sentencing

they did in the past. Over the next decade,

guidelines were formulated to preserve the

the percentage ofVirginia's prison popula-

proportions and types ofoffènders sentenced to prison. At the same time, reform

tion defined as violent, that is, the proportion of offenders with â current or previous

Iegislation established a network of local

conviction for

and state-run community corrections pro-

tinue to grow.

a

violent felony, should con-

grams for nonviolent offenders. In other

words, reform m€asures were carefully

In addition to affecting the composition of

crafted with consideration of Virginiat

the prison population, truth-in-sentencing

current and planned prison capacity and

may have some impact on the size of the

with an

eye towards using that capacity to

house the state's most violent felons.

prison population since violent offenders
are serving longer terms than they did

prior

to truth-in-sentencing reforms. Because
sentencing reforms target violent offenders,

who were already serving longer than aver-

full impact of longer
lengths of stay for these offenders are not
likely to have a noticeable impact until
âge sentences, the

2001 and after. To date, however, sentencing reform has not had the dramatic impact on the prison population that some
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critics had once feared when the reforms

FY2001 (Figure 97). Unanticipated drops

were first enacted. Despite double-digit

late 1980s and early 1990s, the number of

in the number of admissions to prison in
FYI994 and FYl995 fueled progressively
lower forecasts starting in the mid-l990s.

state prisoners has grown much more

Some critics of sentencing reform had been

slowly in recent years. As such, Virginias

concerned that significantly longer prison

official state responsible (i.e., prison) fore-

terms for violent offenders, a major compo-

cast for the year 2002 has been revised

nent of sentencing reform, might result in

downward for the sixth consecutive year.
tü/here the state once expected nearly

tremendous increases in the state's inmate

increases

in the inmate population in the

population. Although violent offenders

45,000 inmates in June 2002, the current
projection for that date is 32,589, with a

serving much longer terms as the result

small increas e to 33,900 by June of 2005.
The forecast for state prisoners developed

population has not experienced sizeable

truth-in-sentencing reform, the prison
growth since 1996.

in 2000 projects aveÍage annual growth of
only I.460/o over the next five years, with
the largest single-year growth projected for

Figure 97

Historicol ond Projected Stote Responsible (Prison) Populotion

Hisloricol

Dole*

lnmoles

I

993

I

994

20,760
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I
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13.9%
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28,743

15.7

5.0
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998

29,442

2.4

1

999

31, I 8t

5.9

2000

3ì,528

LI

2001

32,071

1.7

2002

32,589

1.6

2003

33,037

1.4

2004

33,538

1.5

2005

33,900

1.1

*June figures ore used for eoch yoor
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Impæton Alternative Punishment 0ptions

These centers involve highly structured,

short-term incarceration for felons deemed
\Øhen the truth-in-sentencing system was
created, the General Assembly established
a rwo level community-based corrections

system. Reform legislation created a net-

work of local and state-run community
corrections programs for nonviolent oÊ
fenders. This system was implemented
to provide judges with additional sentenc-

ing options

as alternatives

to traditional

incarceration for nonviolent offènders,
enabling them to reserve cosdy correc-

tional institution beds for the state's violent offenders. Although the Commonwealth abeady operated some community
corrections programs at the time truthin-sentencing laws were enacted, a more
comprehensive system was enabled

through this legislation.

suitable by the courts and the Department
of Corrections

(DOC). Offenders

ac-

cepted in these programs are considered

probationers while participating in the
program and the sentencing judge retains

authority over the offender should he fail
the conditions ofthe program or subsequent community supervision require-

ments. The detention center program
features military-style management and
supervision, physical labor in organized pubIic worla projects and such services as reme-

dial education and substance abuse services.
The diversion center program emphasizes
assistance

to the offender in securing and

maintaining employment while also providing education and substance abuse services.

In the more than five

years since the new

sentencing system became effèctive, the
As part of the state community-based

corrections network, two new cornerstone
programs, the diversion center incarcera-

tion program and the detention center

DOC

has gradually established detention

and diversion centers around the state as

part of the community-based corrections
system for state-responsible offenders.

incarceration program, were authorized.

The new progrâms, while they involve
confinement, differ from traditional incarceration in jail or prison since they include
more structured services designed to address problems associated

with recidivism.
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As of June 2000,

DOC is operating five

the detention and diversion center pro'S7ith

for 100 young men, the

detention centers and six diversion centers

grams.

throughout the Commonwealth (Figure

boot camp program can graduate 300 fel-

98). Given current bed space, detention

ons annually. The few women referred and

centers collectively can handle 1,354

accepted to the program are sent to a

felony offenders annuall¡ while diversion

woment boot camp facility in Michigan.

programs can serye 1,296 felons over the

According to management at DOC, gener-

course ofayear,

all¡ the detention

space

center is the preferred

alternative due to cost and logistics.
These two alternative punishment incar-

On June 30, 2000, 1071 probationers were
in tJre detention center, diversion center, and

ceration programs supplement the boot
camp program which has been in operâtion
since

l99l . This program for young adult

boot camp programs, compared to around

in 1999 and

offenders is a military-style program focus-

824 offenders on dre same date

ing on drill and ceremony, physical labor,

500 offenders in June of 1998. The diversion
center programs have been operating at full

remedial education, and a drug education

capacity while the detention center pro-

program. Young male offenders are received into the program once

a

grams are functioning at near full capacity.

month in

platoons averaging about 30 each. Begin-

In September of this year, 126 offenders

ningJanuary I,1998, the program was

had been accepted into one ofthese pro-

lengthened from three to four months

grams and were on waiting lists until open-

making it more comparable in length to

ings could be made available.

Figure 98

Opening Dote for Currently Operoting Detention Centers ond Diversion Centers 1995-2000

Southomplon
Delenl¡on
C€nter

Stofford
Det€ntion
Center

oct. I 995

July 1 997

Idewoter Dêlsnlion
Center for Women

Junê

I

998

Wh¡le Post
Dotenl¡on

Cenier
Sept.l 999

Appolochion
D€lenlion Center

July I 998

Richmond
Women's
D¡version

I OOÃ
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I 996

I

Chestelield
Men's
Diversion

Center

Center

Dec.

July I 997

997

'1996

Horr¡sonburg l\4en's
D¡version Center

July I 998
Diversion Csnler
for Women ol
Soulhomplon
August I 998

I 998

I

999

Chothom
Diversion Center
Augusl I 999
While Posl
D¡version Cenler
Dec. l

2000

999

I

In addition to the alternative incarceration
programs described above, the DOC operates a host
âs

of non-incarceration programs

part of its communiry-based corrections

system. Programs such

as

regular and in-

mpoct of Trulh-ln-SenTencing

In addition to day reporting centers DOC
also operates 10 residential centers around

the state for inmates transitioning back to

the community, which together can serve
800 offenders

a year.

tensive probation supervision, home elec-

tronic monitoring, day reporting centers,

Day reporting centers in Richmond,

and adult residential centers are an integral

part of the system. Regular probation ser-

Newport News/Hampton, Norfolk, and
Roanoke, along with districts in Char-

vices have been available since the 1940's;

lottesville and Fredericksburg are providing

intensive supervision, characterized by

interactive services with their respective

of

circuit courts to support "Drug Court"
programs. Of the seven Drug Court pro-

1980t. Intensive supervision is now an
alternative in most of the statet 42 proba-

grams operating in circuit courts, Norfolk

tion districts. Home electronic monitor-

adjudication model. In exchange for par-

smaller caseloads and closer monitoring
offenders, was pilot tested in the mid

ing, piloted

in 1990-1992,

is now available

is the only program that is strictly post-

ticipating in and completing the drug

in all probation districts, and is used in

court program (treatment, drug screens,

conjunction with intensive and conven-

employment or school, etc.), a convicted

tional supervision. In addition, the De-

offender can receive a reduced sentence.

partment currently opefates ten day report-

The other programs are a combination

ing centers, with an eleventh in the plan-

post-adjudication, pre-adjudication and

ning stage. !7ith current capacity, day re-

first time offender models. In these six

porting programs can supervise up to

Drug Court programs (Richmond, New-

I ,730 felons over

the course of

a year.

of

port News, Roanoke, Charlottesville,

These centers feature daily offender contâct

Chesterfield and Colonial Heights, and the

and monitoring as well as structured ser-

Rappahannock region), an offender may

vices, such as educational and life skills

have a conviction reduced, or have no con-

training programs. Offenders report each

viction entered into record and the charge

day to the center and are directed to âny

dismissed/reduced upon successful comple-

combination of education or treatment

tion of the program, or treated

programs, to a community center work

offender. Ât the end of 2000, there are

project, or a job. Day reporting

seven additional Drug Court programs

centers

are considered a more viable option in

in the planning

as a

first

stage.

urban rather than rural areas since offenders

must have transportation to the center.
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In addition to expanding the network of

Impact on Incarceration of

state-run communiry corrections pro-

Nonviolent Offenders

grams, the General fusembly also established a more intricate network of local

community corrections programming

as

an integral part ofreform legislation. In

1994, the General fusembly created the
Comprehensive Community Corrections

Act for Local-Responsible Offenders
(CCCA) and the Pre-Tiial Services Act
(PSA). These two acts gave localities au-

thority to provide supervision and services
for defendants awaiting trial and for oÊ
fenders convicted of lowJevel felonies
(Class 5 and Class 6) or misdemeanors

that carry jail time. In order to participâte,
localities were required, by legislative mandate, to create Communiry Criminal Jus-

tice Boards (CCJBÐ comprised of representatives ofthe courts (circuit court, general district court and juvenile and domes-

tic relations court), the Commonwealth's

Attorneyt office, the police department,
the sheriff's and magistrate's offices, the
education system, the Department

of

Mental Health, Mental Retardation and
Substance Abuse Services, and other orga-

nizations. The CCJBs oversee the local
CCCA and PSA programs, facilitate exchange among criminal justice agencies

and serve as an important local policy
board for criminal justice matters. The

Virginia Department of Criminal Justice
Services provides technical assistance, coor-

dinating services and, often, grant funding
for local CCCA and PSA programs.
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Vith

the 1994 reform legislation, the Gen-

eral Assembly expanded the system of local

and state community corrections programs

in

Vrginia. At the same time, the General

Assembly charged the Commission to study

the feasibility of placing 25o/o of property
and drug offenders in alternative (nonprison) sanctions by using an empiricallybased risk assessment

instrument. Such

an

instrument is used to identify those offenders

who are likely to present the lowest risk

to public safety. After analyzingthe characteristics and historical patterns of recidi-

vism oflarcen¡ fraud and drug offenders,
the Commission developed a risk

assess-

ment tool for integration into the existing
sentencing guidelines system which identifies those offenders recommended for a

term of incarceration who have the lowest

probability of being reconvicted of

a

felony

crime within three years. These offenders
are then recommended for sanctions other

than traditional incarceration in prison.

lmpoct of Truth-ln-Seniencing

Risk assessment can be viewed as an important component to help maximize the utilization of alternative punishments for non-

violent offenders while, at the same time,
minimizing threat to public safety and
reserving the most expensive correctional
space for the statet violent offenders.

The risk assessment component of the
guidelines system is currently being pilot
tested in six circuits around the Com-

monwealth and is not yet operational
statewide. The National Center for
State Courts' preliminary evaluation

of this instrument is included in the
Nonaio lent Offender Ris h Assessntent

chapter ofthis report

Summary

In the sixth year ofVirginia's comprehensive felony sentencing reform legislation,

the overhaul ofthe felony sanctioning system continues to be a success. Offenders
are serving approximately 90o/o of incar-

ceration time imposed with violent felons
serving significantly longer periods of in-

carcerâtion than those historically served.

At the same time, Virginia's prison population growth has continued to stabilized
with a projected gro\fth rate in the prison
population of just I.460/o over the next five
years. Part ofthe reduction in prison
growth is due to the funding of intermediate punishment/treatment programs at a

level to handle a capacity of approximately
8,400 felons annually. Thus nearly six years
after the enactment of the sentencing reform

legislation in Virginia, there is substantial
evidence that the system is continuing to
achieve what its designers intended.

Spencer Roane served on the Virginia
Supreme Court from 1794 until his death

in 1822, At 33,

he was the youngest judge

elected to the court. He wæ referred to

æ one of the most colorful figures in the
history of Virginia iurisprudence. Roane
also played an important role in the early

history of the University of Virginia.
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Recommendations of the Commission

and feedback from criminal justice profes-

Introduction

The Commission closely monitors the sentencing guidelines system and, each year,
deliberates upon possible modifications to
enhance the usefulness of the guidelines
a

as

tool for judges in making their sentencing

decisions. Under S17.1-306 of the Code

of

Virginia, any modifications adopted by the
Commission must be presented in its Annual Reoort, due to the General Assembly
each December

1. Unless otherwise pro-

vided by law, the changes recommended by
the Commission become effective on the

followingJuly

1.

of information to guide its discussions
about modifications to the guidelines sys-

tem. Commission staffmeet with circuit
court judges and Commonwealtht Attorneys at various times throughout the year,

and these meetings provide an important

forum for input from these two groups. In
addition, the Commission operates a "hot
line" phone system staffed Monday through
assist users

over, the Commission conducts many

training sessions over the course ofa year
and, often, these sessions provide informa-

tion useful to the Commission. Finall¡
the Commission closely examines compliance

with the guidelines and departure pat-

terns in order to pinpoint specific areas

where the guidelines may be out of sync

with judicial thinking. The opinions of the
judiciar¡ as expressed in the reasons they
write for departing from guidelines, are very

important in directing the Commission to
those areas of most concern to judges.

The Commission draws on several sources

Frida¡ to

sionals around the Commonwealth. More-

with any questions or

concerns regarding the preparation ofthe

guidelines. \ü/hile the hot line has proven

In

1999, utilizing the wealth of informa-

tion available from

a variety of sources, the

Commission adopted six recommendations,
all of which involved modifications to the
guidelines worksheets.

All

six worksheet

amendments became effective July 1, 2000,

and are included in the Commission's 2000
manual edition. This year, the Commission
has adopted 12 recommendations

for modi-

fications to the sentencing guidelines sys-

tem. Each of

these is described

in detail on

the pages that follow.

to be an important resource for guidelines
users,

it

has also been a

rich source ofinput
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RECOMMENDATION

1

Amend the sentencing guidelines for rape and other sexual assault offenses by increasing the upper end of the guidelines range by 300o/o for offenders scoring 44 points or more on the sex oÊ

fender risk assessment instrument developed by the Commission

Issue

examined. In this

Although guidelines account for prior

developed by the Commission is indicative

criminal history and factors related to the

of offender risk of re-offense. The Com-

ofFense before

the court, existing guidelines

\May,

the instrument

mission found that every offender in the

do not explicitly account for risk of future

sample scoring 44 points or more on the

dangerousness. The sex offender risk assess-

risk assessment instrument recidivated within

ment instrument developed by the Com-

the study period. These offenders, pre-

mission can be used as a tool to identi$'

dicted to be at the very highest risk level

those offenders who, as a group, represent

according to the Commissiont instrument,

the greatest risk for committing a new oÊ

failed after an average ofless than two years

fense once released back

into the community.

in the community.

See the Sex Ofender

Risþ Assessment chapter of this report or the
Anaiysis

Commissiont report entitled fusessing fusk

In

Amons

1999, the Virginia General Assembly

requested the Commission to develop a sex

Sex

Offenders in Virsinia for addi-

tional detail.

offender risk assessment instrument, based
on the risk of re-offense, for utilization with

Currently, for each offender recommended

the state's sentencing guidelines for sex oÊ

for a term ofincarceration that includes

fenses. In accordance with SJR 333 (1999

prison, the guidelines are presented to the

General fusembly), the Commission em-

judge in the form of a midpoint recom-

barked on an empirical study of sex offend-

mendation and an accompanying range (a

ers convicted

in the Commonwealth. Thus,

low recommendation and a high recom-

the instrument constnrcted by the Com-

mendation). A judge sentencing an oÊ

mission reflects the characteristics and re-

fender identified by the risk assessment

cidivism patterns of the population of felony

instrument to be relatively high risk may

sex offènders

convicted and sentenced in

Virginia. Although no risk

assessment

decide that a longer sentence is needed in

order to incapacitate the offender for a

model can ever predict a given outcome

longer period. However, if the judge gives

with perfect accurâcy, the Commission's

a sentence that exceeds the guidelines rec-

instrument, overall, produces higher

ommendation, he or she is considered out

scores

for the groups of offenders who exhibited

of compliance with the guidelines. Increas-

higher recidivism rates during the period

ing the upper end of the range would pro-

r58

Recommendotions

vide judges the flexibility to sentence higher

range, ajudge is required only to provide a

risk sex offenders to terms above the current

written explânation of the

guidelines range and still be in compliance

parture. Integrating

with the guidelines. This approach allows

ment into Virginia's discretionary guidelines

the judge to incorporate sex offender risk

system can provide judges with an additional

assessment

for the de-

sex offender risk assess-

tool to assist them in formulating sentencing

into the sentencing decision

decisions in sex offense cases.

while providing the flexibility to evaluate
the circumstances of each

reason

case.

The Commissiont proposal calls for increasing the upper end of the guidelines range for

Virginias sentencing guidelines are discretionary; judges are not required to comply

with the recommended sentence.

Judges

both Rape and Other Sexual Assault guidelines by 300o/o for offenders scoring44

in

the Commonwealth are free to depart from

points or more on the risk assessment in-

the guidelines when they feel circumstances

strument. Under the proposal, the low end
of the guidelines range and the midpoint

warrant

a sentence above

or below tåe guide-

lines recommendation. Under

S1

recommendation would remain unchanged.

9.2-298.01,

Figure 99 demonstrates the effect of this

when sentencing outside the guidelines
Figure 99

Proposed Modificotions to the Rope Seclion C Recommendotion Toble
Cunenl High

Rocommondolion

I

Risk Assessmenl Score

44 or more

senlence R0nge
Low

Score

144

t45
146
147
148

r49

ì50

t5i
152
153
154
156
157
158
159

ì60

t6l
162
'163

164

ì65
tbb
167
168

yt.
yt.
yr.
yt.
12 yr.
12 yr.
12 yt.
12 yt.
12 yt.
12 yr.

12
12
12
12

0

ì

2

3
4
5
6

7

I
I
12 yr. l0
12yt. ìl
l3 yr. 0'ì
13 yr.
13 yr. 2
13 yr. 3
13 yr, 4
13 yr, 5
13 yr. 6
13 yr. 7
13 yr. I
l3 yr. 9
l3 yr. l0
ì3 yr. II

ì4 yr. 0.0

mo,
mo,
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo,
mo,
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo,
mo,
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.

6 yr. I mo.
6 yr. I mo.
6 yr. 9 mo.
6 yr. l0 mo,
6 yr. l0 mo.
6 yr. II mo.
7 yt. 0 mo.
7 yt. 0 mo.
7 yt. ì mo.
7 yt. I mo.
1 yr. 2 mo.
7 yr. 2 mo.
7 yt. 3 mo,
7 yt. 3 mo.
7 yt. 4 mo.
7 yt. 5 mo.
7 yt. 5 mo.
7 yt. 6 mo.
7 yt. 6 mo.
7 yr. 7 mo,
1 yr. 7 mo,
7 yt. I mo,
7 yt. 8 mo.
7 yt. I mo.
7 yr. l0 mo.

l4 yr.
l4 yr.
l4 yr,
14

5
7

yr. I

14 yr.

ì4 yr.

l0

ll

yr. 0
l5 yr. ì
l5 yr, 2
15 yr, 4
15 yr, 5
l5 yr. 6
l5 yr. 7
l5 yr. 8
15

l5 yr. l0
ì5 yr.

mo,

6 mo,

ll

yr. 0
yr. ì
yr, 2
yr, 4
ì6 yr. 5
16 yr. 6
16 yr. 7
16 yr. 8
16
16
16
16

ì6 yr. l0

mo,
mo.
m0.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo,
mo,
mo,
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
m0.
mo,
mo,
mo,
mo.
mo.

57
58
58
58
59
59
60
60
60

6l
6l

yt.
yr.

yr

I

m0.

0 m0.
4 mo.
mo,

yr.

8

yr,

4 m0,

yr,

I

yr.

0 m0.

yr.

4

yr.

8 mo.

yr.

4

yr.

ð mo.
0 mo.

62
62
62

yr.
yr.

yt.

I

63
63
64
64

yr
yr

4

yr.

0

yr.

4

&1

yr.

I

65
65
66
66
66
67

yr.

4

4

I

yr.

I

yr.

0

yr.

4

yr.

8
4

yr.

m0,
m0.
mo.

mo.
m0.
m0.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
m0.
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proposal on guidelines recommendations.

because the median midpoint recommen-

The tables displayed in Figure 99 present

dation under the Rape guidelines is

portions of the Section C Recommendation

years. Similarly, the scores of seven to

Tâbles for both the Rape guidelines and the

were selected for presentation in the Other

13

3l

Other Sexual Assault guidelines. Guide-

Sexual Assault Section C Recommendation

lines preparers use these tables to look up

Table in Figure 99 because a large share

the total score an offender receives on the

cases covered

prison sentence length worftsheet (Section

guidelines receive recommendations with

C) in order to find the guidelines midpoint

midpoints between seven months and two

recommendation and the accompanying

yeârs, seven

recommended range. Although scores from

of the tables demonstrates the impact of the

seven to 600 are contained in the Rape Sec-

Commission's proposals for typical cases.

of

by the Other Sexual Assault

months. Selecting

these

portions

tion C Recommendation Tâble in the sentencing guidelines manual, only scores

As shown in Figure 99, for an offender

from 744 through 168 are presented in

scoring 44 or mote on risk assessment, the

Figure 99. This range of scores was selected

upper end of the guidelines range would be
higher than for an offênder scoring below
that level, even ifboth offenders had the

Figure 99 conlinued

same score on the current sentencing

Proposed Modificotions io the Olher Sexuol Assoult Section C Recommendotion Tqble

guidelines. \Øith the additional infor-

mation pro-vided by risk assessment,
Cur€nt H¡oh

Recommondolion

I

RiskAssessmenlScore
44 or

SEnlenco Ronge

7

yt

12

0
0
0
0
0
I

t3

l yr

14
15

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

8
o

r0

ll

l6
17

l8
l9
20
21

22
23
24
25

lo
27
28
29

30

3t

yr
yr
yr

yr
yr
yr
yr

yr
yr
yr

yr
yr
yr
yr

yr
yr
yr
yr
yr
yr

yf
Yt

yf

7 mo.
mo,
mo,
0 mo,
I mo,
0 m0.
I m0.
2 mo,
J mo,
4 mo,
5 mo,
o mo.
7 m0.
mo.
mo.
0 mo.
I mo.
0 m0.
I m0.
2 mo.
a mo.
4 mo.
5 mo.
b mo.
7 m0.

0 yr.
yr.

I

I
I

yr'.

0 yr.
U

yr.

0 yt.
0 yt.
yr.

0 yr.
0 yr.
yr.

0
0
0
0
0
0

yf.

ì
I
I
I
I
I
I
ì

yr.

r60

Yt.
yf.
yr.
yr.
yf.
yr.
yr.
yr.

7
7
7
7
7
7
1
7
7
7
7

I

a

I
0
0
I
0
I
I
2

yr.

J

yr.

4

yr.

Ã

yr.

6

moro

!!ic!

Low

Scors

mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
m0.
m0.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
m0.
m0.
m0.
mo.
mo.
mo.
m0.
m0.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
m0.
m0.

2 mo.
3 mo.
4 m0.
4 mo.
5 mo.
6 mo.
I mo.
yr. l0 mo.
2 yr. 0 mo.
2 yr. 2 mo.
2 yt. 4 mo.
2 yr. 6 mo.
2 yr. I mo.
2 yr. 9 mo.
2 yr. l0 mo.
2yr. lì mo.
3 yr. 0 mo.
3 yr. 2 mo.
3 yr. 3 mo.
3 yr. 5 mo.
3 yr. 6 mo.
3 yr, 8 mo.
3 yr, I mo,
3yr, ll mo.
4 yt. I mo.
I
I
ì
I
I
I
I
I

yr.
yr.
yr.
yr.
yr.
yr.
yr.

4 yf.

8 mo.

yf.

0 mo.

yf.

4

yr.

4

mo.
m0.

8

m0_

5
5
5
5

W

6 yf.
6 yr.

0 m0.

7

4

8

I
I

Yt.
yf.

8 m0.

0

yf.

I

Yr.

4

0
0

yf.

0

yf.

'I

I

yf.

0

I
I
2
2

yf.

4

yf.

8
0

yf.
W.

3 yr.
3

yf.

4 yf.
4 yf.
yr.

I
0
I
0
I

yf.

0
8

6 yf.

4

5
5

mo.
m0.
m0.
mo.
mo.
m0,
m0.
m0.
m0.
m0.
m0,
m0,
m0.
m0.
m0.
m0.
mo.
mo.

the judge could then use his or her
1
ì

i

discretion to sentence

a sex

offender

considered a high risk for re-offense to
a longer term ofincarceration than the

lower risk offender while remaining in
compliance with the guidelines. The
Commission estimâtes that a relatively
small portion of sex offenders (4o/o)

would qualify for the 300o/o increase in
the upper end ofthe guidelines range.

Recommendotions

RECOMMENDATION 2

Amend the sentencing guidelines for rape and other sexual assault offenses by increasing the upper
end ofthe guidelines range by 100% for offenders scoring 34 ø 43 points on the sex offender risk
âssessment instrument developed by the Commission

Issue

offenders scoring 44 poïnts or more recidi-

Although guidelines account for prior
criminal history and factors related to the

vated during the study period, the Com-

offense before the court, existing guidelines

scoring 34 rc 43 points on the instrument

do not explicitly account for risk of future

recidivate at a r te substantially higher than

dangerousness. Recommendation

I

pro-

mission's analysis also revealed that offenders

the overall average. Nearly three out

of

poses increasing the upper end of the guide-

fosr (7lo/o) of offenders scoring 39 through

lines range for rape and other sexual of-

43 points on the risk assessment instru-

fenders who score 44 points or more on

ment recidivated. This rate is nearly twice

the Commissiont sex offender risk

the overall average recidivism rate of37o/o

assess-

ment instrument. A Commission stud¡

found during the Commissiont study.

however, revealed that offenders scoring

34 rc 43 points on the instrument recidivate at a rate substantially higher than

As discussed in Recommendation 1, the

the overall average.

end of the range would provide judges the

Commission believes increasing the upper

flexibility to

sentence higher risk sex of-

Analysis

fenders to terms above the current guide-

In accordance with SJR 333 (1999 General

lines range and still be in compliance with

Assembly), the Commission developed

the guidelines. This approach allows the

a

risk assessment instrument for sex offend-

judge to incorporate sex offênder risk as-

ers, based on the risk of re-offense. The

sessment

instrument constructed by the Commis-

providing the flexibility to evaluate the

sion, based on empirical stud¡ reflects the

circumstances of each case. The Commis-

characteristics and recidivism patterns

of

into the sentencing decision while

sion proposes increasing the upper end of

the population offelony sex offenders con-

the guidelines range for both Rape and

victed and sentenced in Virginia. \Mhile all

Other Sexual Assault guidelines by 100%
for offenders scoring 34 through 43 points
on the risk assessment instrument. The
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low end ofthe guidelines rânge and the

translate the total score received on the

midpoint recommendation would not be

prison sentence length worksheet (Section

altered. Figure 100 shows the impact of

C) into the guidelines midpoint and ac-

Recommendation 2 together with Recom-

companying recommended range. The

mendation 1 on guidelines recommenda-

selected portions demonstrate the impact

tions for offenders who score within the

the Commission's proposals for rypical

specified ranges on the risk assessment in-

cases. Based on Commission data, slightly

strument. The tables shown in Figure 100

more than one in five sex offenders (21%o)

present portions of the Section C Recom-

would be subject to the 100% increase in

mendation Tâbles, which preparers use to

the upper end ofthe guidelines range.

Figure 100

Proposed Modificotions io the Rope Section C Recommendotion Toble
Curenl Hlgh

R€commendollon 2

Recommondot¡on

I

Risk Assessmenl Score
Score

144
145

t46
147

r48
r49
150

l5t
152
153
154

r55
r56

Senlence Ronge
Midpoinl

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

yr,

0 mo.

o yr.
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'\Øith

As shown in Figure 100, for an offender

higher (see Recommendation 1).

scoring 34 through 43 points on risk as-

additional information provided by risk

sessment, the upper end of the guidelines

assessment, the judge could then use his or

range would be higher than for an offènder

her discretion to sentence a sex offènder

scoring below that level, even

the

considered a high risk for re-offênse to a

ifboth oÊ

fenders had the sâme score on the current

longer term of incarceration than the lower

sentencing guidelines. For those scoring

risk offender while remaining in compli-

44 points or more, the upper end of the

ance

with the guidelines.

guidelines range would be considerably
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RECOMMENDATION 3

Amend the sentencing guidelines for rape and other sexual assault offenses by increasing the upper
end ofthe guidelines range by 50o/o for offenders scoring 28 to 33 points on the sex offender risk
âssessment instrument developed by the Commission

Although guidelines account for prior

Anaþis
In accordance with

Issue

SJR 333 (1999 General

criminal history and factors related to the

fusembly), the Commission developed

current offense, existing guidelines do not

risk assessment instrument for sex offend-

explicitly account for risk of future danger-

ers, based on the risk of re-offense. The

ousness. Recommendations

I

pose increasing the upper end

a

and2 pro-

instrument constructed by the Commis-

ofthe guide-

sion, based on empirical study, reflects the

of

lines range for rape and other sexual oÊ

characteristics and recidivism patterns

fenders who score at least 34 points on the

the population offelony sex offenders con-

Commissiont

victed and sentenced in Virginia. The

sex

offender risk assessment

instrument. In its study of

sex

offender

Commissiont data reveal that offenders

recidivism, however, the Commission

scoring 28 to 33 points on the risk assess-

found that offenders scoring 28 to 33

ment instrument recidivated at a rate of

points recidivate at a rate exceeding the

47o/o. This is higher than the overall average

overall average.

recidivism rate for convicted sex offenders,
estimated by the Commission to be37o/o.

As discussed in Recommendations

I

and2,

the Commission believes increasing the
upper end of the range would provide
judges the flexibiliry to sentence higher risk
sex offènders

to terms above the current

guidelines range and still be in compliance

with the guidelines. The Commission proposes increasing the upper end ofthe
guidelines range for both Rape and Other
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Sexual Assault guidelines by 50o/o for oÊ

tion Tâbles, which provide the guidelines

fenders scoring 28 through 33 points on

midpoint and accompanying recommended

the risk assessment instrument. This pro-

range associated with the total score com-

posal would not affect the low end of the

puted on the prison sentence length work-

guidelines range and the midpoint recom-

sheet (Section C), in order to demonstrate

mendation provided under current guide-

the impact of the Commission's proposals

lines. Figure 101 shows the impact of Rec-

for typical cases. The Commission esti-

ommendations 1, 2 and 3 on guidelines

mates that more than one in five sex offend-

recommendations for offenders who score

erc (22o/o) would be affected by the 50%

within the specified ranges on the risk assessment instrument. Figure 101 Presents

increase

in the upper end of the recom-

mended range.

portions of the Section C Recommenda-

Figure 101
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Together, Recommendations 1, 2 and3

range in degrees based on the offendert score.

integrate sex offender risk assessment into

Collectivel¡ the Commissiont recommen-

the sentencing guidelines by providing a

dations for increasing the upper end ofthe

guidelines range that is linked to the

guidelines range for higher-risk sex offend-

offendert score on the risk assessment in-

ers is

strument. These recommendations specify

(48o/o)

increases

Figure

l0l

in the upper end of the guidelines

projected to impact approximateþ half

of the rape and

covered by the sentencing guidelines.
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RECOMMENDATION 4

Amend the sentencing guidelines for sexual assault ofFenses to ensure prison recommendations for
all oflènders scoring 28 or more on the Commission's sex offender risk assessment instrument

Issue

can be adjusted so that all high-risk oÊ

\While offenders convicted for rape, forcible

fenders are recommended for a term

sodom¡ and object sexual penetration

incarceration that includes prison time.

are

of

always recommended for a term of incar-

For offenders scoring 28 or more points

ceration that includes prison time under

on its empirically-based risk assessment

current sentencing guidelines, this is not

instrument, the Commission proposes

the case for offenders convicted ofsex oÊ

adjusting the guidelines to always recom-

fenses

with statutory maximum penalties

ofless than life. Because the current guideIines do not explicitly account for risk

of

mend a term of incarceration that includes

prison. Offenders scoring

less

than 28

points on the risk assessment instrument

future dangerousness, some offenders who

would receive no sentencing guidelines

are at high risk for re-offense are recom-

adjustments. Figure 102 displays the ef-

mended for probation or short-term

fect of this proposal on guidelines r€com-

incarceration in jail.

mendations by offense type.

Analysis

Figure 102

Offenders convicted of aggravated sexual

Offenders Scoring 28 or More on Risk Assessment:
Percent Recommended for Prison

batter¡ indecent liberties with children,
carnal knowledge or other sexual assault
felonies are not always recommended for a

prison term by the guidelines, particularly

if they have a minimal or no prior record.
These offenders could, nonetheless, represent a relatively high risk ofre-offending
once factors found to be important in pre-

dicting recidivism are taken into account

Forcible Rope/Object Penelrolion
Forcìble Sodomy

re
-

-ær.'ll

Aggrovoled Sexuol Bottery
Cornol Knowledge

ryr,Ff.t

lndecent Liberties
Olher

-We
I Cunent

Proposed 100%

-rpÆ

through risk assessment. The guidelines
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In/Out Decision

To implement the Commissiont proposal

lines already include an

and integrate sex offender risk assessment

(Section A) worksheet. The sex offender

into the sentencing guidelines, the Rape

risk assessment instrument would be in-

and Other Sexual Assault worksheets must

serted and labeled Section A

-

Part 1. The

be modified (Figure 103). Because rape,

existing Section A under the Other Sexual

forcible sodomy and object sexual penetra-

fusault guidelines would be labeled Section

tion offenders are automatically recom-

A

mended for incarceration that includes a

-Part2

Part

2. A new factor on the Section A
worksheet, not scored under cur-

rent guidelines, will ensure that offenders

prison term under current guidelines, there
is no

-

In/Out Decision (Section A) work-

who score 28 points or more on risk

assess-

sheet to complete. The sex offender risk

ment (Section A

assessment instrument would simply be-

points to be recommended for a prison

-

Part 1) receive enough

come a Section A worksheet for the Rape

term (forcing the guidelines preparer to

guidelines. For sex offenses covered by the

complete

Other Sexual Assault guidelines, the guide-

incarceration greater than six months).

-

Section C, the worksheet for

Figure 103
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RECOMMENDATION 5

Amend 519.2-299to require pre-sentence investigation reports in all felony

sex ofFense cases

Issue

In FY1998, pre-sentence reports were

LJnder current law, pre-sentence investiga-

pared in approximately 72o/o of the774

tion reports are not required in all

rape, forcible sodomy, object sexual pen-

cases

Pre-

involving rape and sex offenses. Assessment

etration and felony sexual assault convic-

of risk using the Commissiont sex offender

tion

risk assessment instrument depends on

the Department of Corrections' present

complete and accurate identification

of

cases

in the Commonwealth. Under

policy, if a pre-sentence report is not com-

prior arrests for crimes against the person,

pleted in a sex offender case and the oÊ

thorough knowledge of the offender's em-

fender receives either supervised probation

ployment, education and treatment history

or any prison incarceration time,

and detailed information related to the

sentence investigation report must be pre-

offense and the victim.

pared. Post-sentence investigations were

a

post-

completed in all or nearly all of the FY1998

offender cases processed without

Analysis

sex

Presently, 519.2-299 does not require pre-

sentence

pre-

Based on FY1998 experi-

involving rape and sex offenses. However,

if pre-sentence investigations were
required in all sex offender cases, approxi-

assessment of risk using the Commissiont

mately I 96 post-sentence investigations

instrument depends on a complete and

would have to be completed prior to

sentence investigation reports

accurate identification

in all

report.

a

ofprior

cases

arrests for

ence,

sentencing as pre-sentence reports,

crimes against the person (both adult and

juvenile), including out-of-state arrests.

\flhen

a pre-sentence

is prepared,

it

investigation report

is much more likely that a

In addition to providing valuable information for accurate completion of

sex

offender

risk assessment, a pre-sentence report gives
judge a more thorough and comprehen-

thorough and accurate criminal history

a

will be completed. Also, there is
concern that if a pre-sentence investigation

sive picture of the offender and establishes

report is not ordered, some of the other

role of risk assessment. The impact

factors in the risk assessment form may not

shifting to all pre-sentence reports in these

be completed accurately (e.g., employment,

cases

education, prior treatment experience).

single jurisdiction.

check

a context for the proper consideration and

of

likely would be negligible in any
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RECOMMENDATION 6

Amend the sentencing guidelines to score any count of the primary offense not scored under
the primary offènse factor as an additional offènse

In fiscal year (FY) 2000, less than2o/o of

Issue

Currentl¡ in some

not all counts of

cases,

guidelines cases had multiple counts of the

the primary (i.e., most serious) offènse are

primary offense that were not scored on rhe

scored when multiple counts of the offense

current guidelines worksheets.

are combined

into the same sentencing

event. As a result, on some worksheets, an

The Commission's proposal addresses the

offender receives the same guidelines rec-

concern that the guidelines do not always

ommendation for multiple counts

recommend a higher sentence in cases with

as

he or

she receives for one count of the primary

multiple counts of the primary offense. The

ofiFense. The guidelines have received some

proposed modification would require users to

criticism for not making higher sentence

score counts

recommendations in all

the primary offense factor as additional

cases

involving

multiple counts of the primary offènse.

ofiÊenses

ofan offense not scored under

(Figure 104). This would elimi-

nate the circumstance where offènders reAnalysis

ceive no additional points for multiple

Guidelines are designed to provide recom-

counts of the primary offense. Overall

mendations for the typical case. 'ùØhen the
guidelines do not explicitly address mul-

sentence over six months is projected to

tiple counts of the primary offense on

increase fromTSo/o to 98o/o for the small

compliance for those recommended for a

a

worksheet, it is an indication that the typi-

number of cases impacted by this change.

cal case does not involve multiple counts.

Figure 104
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Recommendofions

RECOMMENDATION 7

Amend the murder/homicide sentencing guidelines to increase guidelines recommendations
for completed second degree murder and felony homicide of[enses.

Issue

typically fall above the guidelines recom-

Guidelines do not recommend sufficient

mended range of incarceration, and this

prison time in second degree murder and

also holds true for second degree murder

felony homicide cases. Under current

cases sentenced by

guidelines, all completed second degree

aggravâtion rates in second degree murder

murder and felony homicide cases are rec-

cases are

juries. However, high

evident in non-jury trials

as

well.

ommended for prison terms. However,
judges are departing above the recom-

Under current guidelines, when the pri-

mended guidelines range more often than

mary offense is completed second degree

they are sentencing within the range.

murder or felony homicide, an offender

Analysis

with no prior violent felony convictions
begins with a base midpoint of 133

According to the sentencing guidelines

months, or just over 11 years of incarcera-

database, between

FYl998 and FY2000

tion. The guidelines recommended range

there were 187 completed second degree

for this offender, assuming all other factors

murder and felony homicide cases sen-

on Section C of the murder/homicide

tenced in the Commonwealth. In only

worksheet (i.e., additional offènses, prior

44o/o

of

the cases, judges agreed

with the

convictions, or legal restraint) score zero,

guidelines recommended range of incar-

falls between six years six months and four-

ceration. Thus, more than half the time

teen years five months.

judges disagreed with the guidelines recom-

mendation and sentenced outside of the

An

guidelines range of incarceration. Typi-

felony homicide cases sentenced benveen

cally, judges sentenced above the guidelines

FY1998 and FY2000 reveals that in

recommended range of incarceration

involving non-jury trials in which the

(460/o),

with only a small percentage of

cases being sentenced

below the guidelines

recommended range (107o). Between
FY1998 and FY2000, approximately one-

third of all second
felony homicide

jury trial.

degree murder and

cases

were sentenced by

Sentences imposed by juries

analysis of second degree murder and

cases

judge went above the guidelines recom-

mended range, judges exceeded the upper
end ofthe guidelines range by an average

ofsix years. In

these aggravating cases,

judges most often cite extreme violence

involved in the case, the victimt vulnerabiliry, and the lack of remorse demonstrated

l7l
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by the defendant as general reasons for

offender with no prior violent felony convic-

sentencing above the guidelines recom-

tions by 72 months over current guidelines

mended range. Although instant offènse

recommendations. Under the proposal,

factors, such as weapon type, were exam-

scores

ined during the analysis, no patterns were

prior record classific¿tion would remain un-

evident with respect to departures above

changed. Figure 106 illustrates current com-

the guidelines. However, the analysis did

pliance rates for second degree murder

reveal that offenders who had no prior vio-

as

lent felony convictions accounted for

these compliance rates.

860/o

of all aggravations during the time period.

for defendants with

a

Category I or

as

II

well

how the proposed increase would affect

'!7ith judges
cur-

rendy sentencing offenders in non-jury

cases

to incarceration periods averaging six years
The Commission proposes increasing scores

above the recommended guidelines range, the

for second degree murder and felony homi-

proposed increase is expected to have little

cide under the primary offense factor on

effect on overall compliance in second degree

Section C of the murder/homicide work-

murder cases. Rather, the proposed increase

sheet. Figure 105 displays the proposed

in scoring would

scores

for this factor. The proposed

serve

to reduce the high

aggravation rate in second degree murder

scores

under the primary offense factor would in-

cases by

crease the mid-point recommendation for an

both mitigation and aggravation departures.

providing more balance benveen

Figure 105

Proposed Primory Offense Foclor for Second Degree Murder/Felony Homicide Coses
MurderiHomicide - Section C

Second degree murder or felony homicide
Cotegory
Completed

(ollcounts)

I

354

Cotegory ll

236

Other

205

Figure 106

Cunent ond Projecled Non-Jury Triol Complionce Rotes for Second Degree Murder/telony Homicide

Complionce

Mitigotion

Aggrovotion

Cunent

53o/o

12o/o

35%

Projected

53To

21o/o

26To
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RECOMMENDATION 8

Amend the miscellaneous sentencing guidelines to ensure that offenders will always be recommended for an incarceration period for child abuse and neglect offenses resulting in victim injury.

Issue

Approximately three-quarters of all child

Currentl¡ the majority of offenders con-

abuse cases sentenced between FY1998 and

victed of child abuse and neglect are recom-

FY2000 were recommended for probation

mended for probation/no incarceradon

without an active term of incarceration.
In those cases where the guidelines recom-

under the miscellaneous guidelines. Nearþ
involve some form of physi-

mended no incarceration but the judge

injury half of which are categorized as
serious physical victim injury. Under current guidelines it is virtually impossible for

sentenced the offender to serve a period

an offender who is referred to the proba-

pended time) was nine months. In gen-

tion/jail worksheet (Section B) to be rec-

eral, effective sentences for offenders in

ommended for a period of incarceration.

these aggravation cases ranged from less

Therefore, judges are sentencing above the

than one month to

guidelines recommended sanction in nearly

In addition, for nearly two-thirds of

all of the

cases

cal

40o/o

of child abuse

cases.

of incarceration, the median effective
sentence (imposed sentence less any sus-

as

much

as seven years.
cases

in which the judge went above the guidelines recommendation of probation and

Analysis

sentenced the offender to a term ofincar-

According to the sentencing guidelines

ceration, the victim sustained serious physi-

database, there were 96 cases sentenced

cal injury. Therefore, not surprisingl¡ the

between FY1998 and FY2000 that involved

most prevalent departure reasons provided

a

primary (i.e., most serious) offense of

by judges in aggravation cases include reÊ

felony child abuse and neglect. Felony

erences to the victim's vulnerabiliry the

child abuse offenses during the time period
had an overall compliance rate of 560/o.

involvement of extreme violence or victim

Therefore, judges departed from the guide-

recommendadon was too low.

injury and indications that the guidelines

lines recommendation in nearly half of all

child abuse

cases,

with the majority impos-

ing more stringent sentences than those
recommended by the guidelines'
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The Commission proposes increasing

other offenses listed on the miscellaneous

scores for victim injury on the probation/
jail worlaheet (Section B) of the miscella-

worksheet. Figure 108 illustrates the cur-

neous guidelines to ensure that all offend-

compliance rate under the proposal. Al-

ers convicted of child abuse/neglect who

though compliance is projected to decrease

score victim

injury

rent compliance rate and the projected

slighdy with the proposed changes, more

for

are recommended

incarceration of at least one day to six

balance would be attained between mitiga-

months. Figure 107 displays the proposed
victim injury factor for Section B ofthe

tion and aggravation ofthe guidelines in
child abuse cases, and offenders inflicting

miscellaneous worksheet. Under the pro-

physical injury on their victims would be

posed changes, victim injury for child abuse

assured an incarceration recommendation.

cases

Figure

would be scored separately from

'l07

Proposed Victim lnjury Foclor for Child Abuse ond Neglect Coses Miscelloneous

-

Section B

Viclim lnjury
Primory offense compleled child obuse/neglecl

I

Threotened, emolionol or physicol injury ....
Serious physicol injury ........................... I 0

Primory offense olher lhon child obuse/neglecl
Threotened, emotionol or physicol injury ,.... 2
Serious physicol injury .....,,,.. .......,,.,..,,.., 3

Figure 108

Cunenl & Projected Complionce Rotes for Felony Child Abuse qnd Neglect Coses

Complionce Mitigotion
Cunent
ProjecÌed
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Aggrovolion

56%

4o/o

4Oo/"

50o/o

25o/"

25o/"
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RECOMMENDATION 9

Amend the fraud senrencing guidelines by adding construction fraud as a covered offênse

Issue

The Commission recommends adding

Currentl¡ felony construction fraud oÊ
fenses described in SS18.2-200.1 and 43-

these two felony offenses to the guidelines

1

3 are not covered by the sentencing guide-

for fraud. It appears that judicial compliance would be maximized by allocating a

relatively low number of primary offense

lines.

points to construction fraud when deterAnalysis

mining if the offender will be recom-

Numerous calls to the Commissiont hot-

mended for more than six months of incar-

line have suggested that felony construc-

ceration (Section A ofthe guidelines) and

tion fraud be included

as a

primary offense

when determining whether an offender

covered by the sentencing guidelines. Al-

should receive probation or a jail term up

though limited by a lack of information in

to six months (Section

the past, the Commission now feels a suffi-

offender already recommended for a term

have accumulated to

ofincarceration that includes prison (Sec-

cient number of

cases

B). Conversel¡ an

receive a relatively high

allow for meaningful data analysis and the

tion C) should

making of recommendations.

number of primary ofÊense points for con-

struction fraud, since 45olo ofthese

cases

Analysis of the Pre/Post-Sentence Investiga-

received an efFective prison sentence (im-

tion (PSI) database reveals that the majority of felony construction fraud offenses in
the Commonwealth in recent years have
been for failure to perform construction in

posed sentence less any suspended time)

of 24 monrhs or longer.

Under the Commissiont proposal, the

return for advances of $200 or more

score for construction fraud on the Primary

(S18.2-200.1). There have also been sev-

Offense factor on Section A of the fraud

eral cases ofintent to defraud, funds not

guidelines would be set equivalent to the

used

to pay for hbor or supplies (S43-13).

Violation of these statutes is punishable

with

a sentence

of one to twenty years.

score for welfare or food stamp fraud,

$200 or more (2 points for 1 count; 3
points for 2 or more counts).

'SØith

this
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primary offense score, most offenders con-

mended for incarceration up to six months

victed of this offènse will be scored out on

in jail. Some offenders will score enough

Section B (worksheet for probation and

points on Section A to be recommended

incarceration up to six months). On Sec-

for Section C (worksheet for incarceration

tion B, the proposed

score for construction

greater than six months). On Section C,

fraud as the Primary Offense factor would

the Commission proposes points for the

point. Y/ith this Primary Offense
on Section B, most offenders will be

shown in Figure

be one

Primary Offense factor

score

109. These point values are equivalent to

as

recommended for probation unless they

those assigned for credit card theft and

score enough points for additional offenses

should provide sentencing recommenda-

and prior criminal record to be recom-

tions in line with current judicial thinking.

Figure 109

Proposed Primory Offense Foctor for Consiruction Froud
Froud Guidelines - Seclion C

Cotegory
Conslruction

froud (oll

counts)

Villiam Flerning served on

I

36

the Virginia

Supreme Court longer than any other

iustice. His 42 years began in 1780 until
his death

in 1824. Due to poor health he

didn't attend court sessions his last seven
years. He wæ said to be "imparlial,
t¿lented and wise, without being great."
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RECOMMENDATION 10

Amend the Drug-schedule

ofa Schedule I or Ii drug

I/II

sentencing guidelines by adding third or subsequent sale

as a covered offènse

The Commission recommends that a third

Issue

Currentl¡
Schedule I or II drug

a third or subsequent sale of a
is not covered by

II
drug be added to the Drug-Schedule I/II
or subsequent sale ofa Schedule I or

sentencing guidelines. The new crime

sentencing guidelines.

would be scored in the same manner

as a

second or subsequent sale ofa Schedule

Analysis

II drug. An

I

offender convicted of this

sale of a

or

with the

crime would be recommended for a term

enactment of the Substance Abuse Reduc-

ofincarceration that includes prison, and

tion Effort (SABRE) legislation on July 1,

would receive

2000. As a new crime, sentencing guidelines are not prepared when it is the pri-

of 22 months. As the crime carries a man-

mary or most serious crime,

the Commissiont policy toward mandatory

A new crime, third or subsequent
Schedule

I or II drug, was

created

at sentencing.

a base

Primary Offènse score

datory minimum term of incarceration, per
sentences, any part of the sen-

However, prior to the SA.BRE enactment,

minimum

this drug crime was covered under the

tence recommendation that falls below the

guidelines for

mandatory minimum will be replaced by

a

second or subsequent sale

ofa Schedule I or II drug. Although the

the mandatory minimum on the guide-

new crime has the sâme statutory penalty

lines cover sheet.

range as the crime it replaced, it carries

mandatory minimum three-year term

a

of

incarceration and the prosecutor must allege, subject to proof, that the offender had

previously been convicted for at least two

prior Schedule I or II drug sales. Pre/PostSentence Investigation (PSI) data for

FY1997 and FY1998, indicate a median
sentence for the sale ofa Schedule

I or II

drug ofthree years when the offender has
at least two similar prior sale convictions'
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RECOMMENDATION 11

Amend the Drug-Other sentencing guidelines by adding third or subsequent felony

sale

of marijuana as a covered offense

The Commission recommends that

Issue

Currentl¡

a third or subsequent felony sale

a

third or subsequent felony sale of mari-

of marijuana is not covered by sentencing

juana be added to the Drug-Other sen-

guidelines.

tencing guidelines. The new crime would
be scored in the same manner

as a sale

of

Analysis

five or more pounds of marijuana. An oÊ

A new crime, third or subsequent felony

fender convicted of this crime would be

sale

of marijuana, was created with the en-

recommended for a term of incarceration

actment of the Substance Abuse Reduction

that includes prison, and would receive

Effort (SABRE) legislation on July

base Primary Offense score

1, 2000.

of

19 months.

As a new crime, sentencing guidelines are

As the crime carries a mandatory mini-

not prepared when it is the primary or

mum term of incarceration, per the

most serious crime, at sentencing. How-

Commissiont policy toward mandatory

ever,

prior to the SABRE enactment, this

drug crime was covered by the guidelines

minimum
as

a

sentences, any part of the sen-

tence recommendation that falls below the

any of several felony marijuana sale crimes.

mandatory minimum will be replaced by

Although the new crime has the same statu-

the mandatory minimum on the guide-

tory penalry range as the crimes it replaced,

Iines cover sheet.

it carries a mandatory minimum three-year
term ofincarceration and the prosecutor
must allege, subject to proof, that the oÊ
fender had previously been convicted for at
least two prior felony sales of marijuana.

Pre/Post-Sentence Investigation (PSI) data

for FY1997 and FY1998, indicate a median
sentence for the sale

ofa Schedule I or II

drug of almost four years (45 months)
when the offender has at least two similar

prior sale convictions.
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RECOMMENDATION 12

Amend the Drug-Other sentencing guidelines by adding all crimes under S18.2-258.1
(obtaining drugs by fraud, deceit, or forgery) as covered offenses

Issue

The Commission recommends that the

Currently, several of the crimes defined by

five crimes delineated by S18.2-258.1 not

S18.2-258.1 are not covered by the sen-

covered by the Drug-Other sentencing

tencing guidelines.

guidelines be added as guidelines offenses.
These five prescription fraud crimes would

Anahis

be scored the same as obtaining drugs by

Section 18.2-258.1of the Code ofVirginia

fraud (the offense currently covered). Ac-

with

cording to the FY1998 through FY2000

obtaining drugs by forgery, fraud or deceit.

sentencing guidelines database, only 9o/o

Presentl¡ only one of these crimes, obtain-

obtaining drugs by fraud

ing drugs by fraud, is covered by the guide-

mended for a term of incarceration that

lines. The five other crimes (furnishing

includes prison. Because the majoriry

defines six related crimes having to do

cases are

of

recom-

of

records,

offenders convicted of this crime have little

using a fictitious or revoked distribution

or no prior record, more than three-fourths

license, assuming the title of doctor or

(78o/o) are recommended for probation

pharmacist to obtain drugs, uttering a false

without an active term of incarceration.
For this crime, judges sentence in accor-

false prescription information

in

prescription, and affìxing a forged label to
a

prescription) are not currently covered by

the sentencing guidelines system.

dance with the guidelines recommendation
85olo

of the time. Review of historical sen-

tencing practices for crimes in violation

of

Si8.2-258.1 suggests that the six offenses
defined in this Code section are sentenced

similarly. The Commission projects that
these offenses, ifadded to the guidelines

with the proposed

scores, would yield rates

of compliance comparable to the rate for
the crime under 518.2-258.7 that is already
covered by the guidelines.
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APPENDIX

1

Judicial Reæons for Departure from Sentencing Guidelines: Property, Drugs, and Miscellaneous Offenses

Reasons for MITIGAIION

ßurglary of
Dwelling

No reason given
Minimal properry or monetary loss
Minimal circumstances/facts of the case
Small amount of drugs involved in the case

2o/o

Offender and victims are friends
Little or no injury/offender did not intend to
harm; victim requested lenient sentence
Offender has no prior record
Offender has minimal prior record

Burglary of
Other Struct.

l.4o/o

III

Drugs

Other
Drugs

5.4o/o

73.5o/o

Sch.

Fraud
5o/o

Larceny
6.9o/o

Mlsc

6.60/o

1

1.4

0

0

1.1

1.4

1.3

0

1.4

1.2

1.9

4.2

3.t

10.5

0

0

)<

1.9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.1

0.7

0

0

0

0

n

1.1

0

r.4

nl

0

1.1

0

0

2

0

4.5

t3.5

3.8

1.4

9.2

0

Offendert criminal record overstates his degree
of criminal orientation
Offender cooperated with authorities
Offender is mentally or physically impaired
Offender has emotional or psychiatric problems
Offender has drug or alcohol problems

0

0

0.9

0

1.1

1

1.3

12.7

8.3

10.6

23.1

6.9

7.2

3.9

2.9

4.2

4.2

5.8

3.8

2.1

3.9

I

1.4

1.2

0

3.8

2.1

1.3

0

0

0.5

0

0.4

1

0

Offender has good potential for rehabilitation
t4.7
Offender shows remorse
0
Age of Offender
5.e
Multiple charges are being treated as one c¡iminal event
0
Sentence recommended by Commonwealtht attorney
or probation officer
3.9

11.1

15.7

25

26.7

18.9

18.4

0

0

0

1.5

0.3

t.3

5.6

2.2

0

3.1

3.1

2.6

0

0

0

0.4

0

0

3.9

0

3.3

3.8

3.9

1.4

3.3

r.9
r.9

6.9

'Weak evidence or weak case

)7

5.5

5.3

Plea agreement

8.8

9.7

t6

17.3

10.7

18.9

23.7

2

0

0.3

0

0.8

0.3

0

6.9

8.3

2.8

0

7.3

6.2

3.9

1

0

0

0

0.4

0.3

0

46.1

44.4

33.2

13.5

18.7

19.6

10.5

I

t.4

0.3

0

)7

0.7

1.3

Sentencing consistency with codefendant or with

similar cases in the jurisdiction
Offender already sentenced by another court o¡ in
previous proceeding for other offenses
Offender will likely have his probation revoked
Offender is sentenced to an alternative punishment
to incarceration
Guidelines recommendation is too harsh
Judge rounded guidelines minimum to
nearest whole year

Other mitigating factors

2.9

2.8

1.4

0

1.5

2.4

0

2

t2.5

6.6

1.9

7.8

5.9

5.2

Note: Percentagesindicatethepercentofmitigation(oraggravation)cæainwhich.judgesciteaparticularreæonforthemitigation(oraggravation)departure.
The percentaga will not add to 1000/o since more thæ one departure reæon may be cited in each
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øe.

Burglary of
Dwelling

Reasons for AGGRAVAIION

No reason given
Extreme properry or monetary loss

The offense involved a high degree ofplanning
Aggravating circumstances/flagranry of offense

ßurglary of
Other Struct.

0o/o

5.90/o

0

)q

2.3

Sch.

I/II

Drugs

Other
Drugs

7.3o/o

3.70/o

0

0

0.2

3.7

8.8

Fraud

l,arcery

ltlisc

9.60/o

8.4o/o

6.3

r3

0

3.6

2.t

0

7.lo/o

28.7

8.8

3

9.3

11.6

18.5

20.6

2.3

0

1.5

2.8

0

0.7

4.6

3.4

8.8

4.8

4.6

5.1

0.8

0

0

4.t

8.3

0

0

0

Aggravating circumstances relating to sale ofdrugs

0

0

0.5

0.9

0

0

0

OfiÊender immersed in drug culture

0

0

4

8.3

0

0

0

Victim injury

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.3

Previous punishment ofoffender has been ineffective

0

0

3.)

1.9

2. 7

0

1.5

1.1

5.e

5.t

5.6

0.9

3.4

1.5

t4.9

14.7

c) c)

7.4

r4.3

11

22.1

5.7

tc)

1.9

9.3

11.6

6.2

15.3

0

0

2.8

0

)-7

Offender used

a weapon

in commission of the offense

Offender's true offense behavior was more serious
than offenses at conviction

)7

Extraordinary amount ofdrugs or puriry ofdrugs
involved in the

case

Offender was under some form of legal restraint
at time of offense
Offender's criminal record understates the degree
of his criminal orientation
Offender has previous conviction(s) or other
charges for the same type of offense

1

Offender failed to cooperate with authorities
Offender has drug or alcohol problems
Offender has poor rehabilitation potential

2.1

0.8

1.1

0

2

0.9

)7

t.4

3.1

3.4

17.6

2.6

3.7

5.4

2.1

6.1

Offender shows no remorse

1.1

0

1.2

0.9

0.9

3.4

0.8

Jury sentence
Plea agreement

5.7

0

4

1.9

2.7

1.7

8.4

11.5

17.6

t9.3

13

15.1

6.9

2.3

0

0

(,

0

0

I 1.5

Community sentiment

)4)

1.9

1.8

0.3

0

0.5

0

0

0.3

0

0.3

0.9

0

0.7

0

17.6

7.8

11.1

7.1

-7 ')

6.1

6.9

11.8

5.6

6.5

5.4

8.6

51

0

0

2.6

6.5

0

1

0

7.8

2.9

9

4.6

7'.'

)

11.5

Sentencing consistency with codefendant o¡ with
other similar

cases

in the jurisdiction

Judge wanted to teach offender a lesson
The offender was sentenced to boot camp,

detention center or diversion center
Guidelines recommendation is too low
Mandatory minimum penalty is required in the

Other reason for aggravation

case

a:l

Note: Percentages indiete the percent of mitigation (or aggravation) cæes in which judges cite a particular reæon for the mitigation (or aggravation) departure.
The percentages will not add to 1000/o since mo¡e than one departure reæon may be cited in each cæe.
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APPENDIX 2

Reæons

for

from

Guidelines: Offenses

Reasons for MITIGATION

Assault

No reason given
Minimal circumstances/facts of the case
Offender

\¡r'as

2.9o/o
1

the Person

Homicide Kidnapping
0o/o

20

0o/o

Robbery

Rape

SexualAssault

3.20/o

0o/o

4.7o/o

)s

4.2

4.7

J.O

not the leader or active participant

in offense
Offender and victim are related or friends
Little or no victim injury/offender did not intend to
harm; victim requested lenient sentence
Victim was a willing participant or provoked the offense

1

Offender has no prior record
Ofnender has minimal prior criminal record
Offender's c¡iminal record overstates his degree of
criminal orientation
Offender cooperated with authorities or aided
law enforcement

0

0

0

6.3

0

0

6.9

0

12.5

0

3.6

4.7

1.8

0

12.5

2.t

3.6

4.9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.6

8.8

0

t2.5

8.4

t0.7

0

0

0

0

0

0

)4
0

ql
0

2.9

20

0

14.7

0

9.3

Offender has emotional or psychiatric problems
Offender is mentally or physically impaired
Offender has drug or alcohol problems

4.9

6.7

12.5

4.2

7.1

2.3

6.9

6.7

12.5

0

3.6

4.7

2

0

0

0

0

0

Offender has good potential for rehabilitation
Offender shows remorse

8.8

o,/

t2. 5

b.J

t0.7

9.3

0

6.7

0

0

3.6

)7

Age ofoffender

3.9

0

0

15.8

7.1

7

0

6.7

0

3.2

17.9

2.3

Jury sentence
Sentence was recommended by Commonwealth's

attorney or probation offìcer
'W'eak

6.9

6.7

12.5

1.1

3.6

I 1.8

0

12.5

9.5

28.6

t6.3

2r.6

20

0

12.6

14.3

16.3

0

0

0

2.1

0

0

3.9

0

0

51

3.6

0

1

0

0

2.1

0

0

0

6.7

0

c)<

0

2.3

I

0

0

4)

0

2.3

4.9

b./

0

4.2

0

4.7

4.9

0

')<

0

3.6

2.3

evidence or weak case against the offende¡

Plea agreement

1

1.6

Sentencing consistency with codefendant or with
other similar cases in the jurisdiction
Offender already sentenced by another court or in
previous proceeding for other offenses
Offender will likely have his probation ¡evoked
Offender is sentenced to an alternative punishment
to incarceration
Guidelines recommendation is too

harsh

Judge rounded guidelines minimum to nearest whole
Other reasons for

mitigation

year

Note: Percentages indicate the percent of mitigation (or aggravation) cases in which judges cite a particular reæon for the mitigation (or aggravation) departure.
The percentages will not add to 100%o since more than one departure reæon may be cited in each case.
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Assault

Reasons for AGGRAVATION

No reason given
The offense involved a high degree ofplanning

3.8o/o

0

Homicide

0o/o

2.6

Kidnaoolns

Robbery

Rane

Sexual Assault

1.80/o

0o/o

0o/o

0o/o

0

0

0

0

4

45.5

36.4

)ct

t9

28.2

18.2

weapon in commission of the offense

0

2.6

0

6.9

0

0

Offendert true ofFense behavior was more serious
than offenses at conviction
Offender is related to or is the caretaker of the victim

5.7

7.7

0

5.4

0

12.7

0

0

0

0

0

1.8

Offense was an unprovoked attack

1.9

0

0

0

0

0
14.5

Aggravating circumstances/fl agraîcy of offense

Offender used

a

1

5.1

0

1.7

27.3

0

0

0

3.4

0

3.6

13.3

5.t

0

5.2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

,o

0

9.1

t.7

0

0

6.7

10.3

9.1

12.r

9.1

1.8

3.8

2.6

9.1

1.7

0

1.8

1.9

0

0

1.7

0

0

0

2.6

0

0

0

0

9.5

2.6

27.3

8.6

1

5.5

1

5.t

0

6.9

0

55

))9

J).3

18.2

20.7

27.3

1.8

t3.3
t2.4

2.6

9.1

0

0

14.5

10.3

9.1

13.8

0

12.7

1c)

2.6

0

1.7

0

0

3.9

0

9.1

10.3

18.2

10.8

Offender knew of victim's vulnerability
The vicdm(s) wanted

a

harsh sentence

Extreme violence or severe victim injury
Previous punishment ofoffender has been ineffective

Offender was under some form of legal restraint at
time of offense
OfÊender's record understates the degree

ofhis

criminal orientation
Offender has previous conviction(s) or other charges

for the same offense
Offender failed to cooperate ¡üith authorities
Offender has drug or alcohol problems
Offender has poor rehabilitation potential
Offender shows no remorse
Jury sentence
Plea agreement

Guidelines recommendation is too low
Mandatory minimum penalry is required in the

Other reasons for aggravation

case

q

Note: Percentages indicate the percent of mitigation (or aggravation) cases in which .judges cite a particular reason for the mitigation (or aggravation) departure.
The percentages will not add to l00o/o since more thm one departure reason may be cited in each cæe.
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APPENDIX 3
Sentencing Guidelines Compliance byjudicial

Burglary of Dwelling

Circuit: Property,

aê
Or^

é

:

'r
e
Èú
.!EËSt
"
UOà<

.tEEs'ð
UUà<

I

I

4.7'/.

z

66.0

25.5

3

86,4

0.0

4

73.9

21.7

5

84.6

7.7

6

63,6

9'l

7

64,3

28.6

8

92.9

7.1

9

+5.

/

25.0

l0

69.2

19.2

ll

50.0

t6.7

t2

72.7

27.3

13

72.0

0.0

t4

76.5

11.8

15

60.0

20.0

t6

85.7

0.0

17

bb.

/
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APPENDIX 4
Circuit: Offenses
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ffi APPENDIX 5
Ilpes ofLarceny
Stâte
Alabam¿,

Systems Throughout the States

Felony
Offenses
lst Degree theft
2nd Degree theft

Alaska

Anzona

Calìfornia

FeIony
Penalty Rânge

Ilfisdemeanor
Offenses

Misdemenor
Dollar Level

more than $1,000
more than $250 ro $1,000

2 to 20 yrs

3rd Degree theft

$250 or less

I yr I

day to 10 yrs

lst Degree theft

$25,000 or more

up to l0 yrs

3rd Degree theft

$50 to less than $500

2nd Degree theft

$500 but less than $25,000

up to 5 yrs

3rd Degree theft

less than $50

Clæs 2 felony

$25,ooo or more

5

3.5

Clæs 4 felony

$3,ooo bur less rhan $25,ooo
$2,000 but less rhan $3,ooo

Clæs 5 felony

$1,000 but less $2,000

1.5

Clæs 6 felony

$250 but less than $1,000

lyr

Clæs

Ärkansas

Felony

Dollarlevel

3

felony

yrs

I

misd.

less than $z5o

Class A

misd.

$5oo or less

Class

ps

2.51.rs

ps

Clæs B felony

$2,500 or more

5 to 20 yrs

Clæs C felony

more rhan $500, less than $2,500

3to10ps

Grand theft

more than $400

uptollr

Petty theft misd.

more than $50 ro $4oo
$50 or less

i

$l5,ooo or more

4toSyrs

Clæs 4 felony

$500 bur less rhan $15,000

2 to

lst Degree larc.

more than $10,000
more than $5,000 ro $10,000
more rhan $1,000 to $5,000

I to 20 yrs
I to 10ps
ItoSyrs

4th Degree larc.
6th Degree larc.

more than $500 to $1,000
more than $250 to $500
$250 or less

up to 10 Fs
up to 5 yrs

ClæsAmisd,

less than $1,ooo

Clæs G felony

more than $100,000
more than $50,000, less thari $100,000
$r,000 to $50,000

Grand theft-lst

$loo,ooo or more

up to 30 yrs

Petit theft-lst

$1oo but less rhan $3oo

Grand theft-2nd

$20,000 bur less rhan $100,000

up to 15 yfs

Petit theft-2nd

less than $100

Grand theft -3rd

$3oo ro $2o,ooo

up to 5 yrs

Felony

more than $500

1 to

Misdemeanor

$5oo or less

lst Degree theft

more than $20,000
more than $3OO to $zO,ooO

up to 10 yrs

lrd

more than $100 to $300

2nd Degree theft

up to 5 yrs

4th Degree theft

$100 orless

Idaho

Grand theft

more than $1,000

I

Petit theft

$1,ooo or less

Illinois

Clæs

more than $100,000
more dran $10,000, less than $100,000
more than $3OO to $to,ooo

4 to 15 yrs

Clæs A misd.

$3oo or less

Clæs C felony

$loo,ooo or more

2to8]rs

All theft with "intent to

Not applicable

Clæs D felony

less rhan $loo,oo0

6 months to

Colorado

Connecticut

Clæs

felony

2nd Degree læc.
3rd Degree larc.
Delaware

Clæs C felony
Clæs E felony

Florida

Georgia
Hawaü

I

felony

Clæs 2 felony
Clæs 3 felony

Indiana

Cla.ss

4ys

2 misd.

Clæs 3

nisd.

Jth Degree larc.

$100 but less than $500
less than $1oo

upto2}fs

l0

years

to 20 yrs

3 to

Degree theft

7Fs

2 to 5 years

I

yrs

deprive the other person
of its value" is a felony

Iow¿

Clæs C felony

more than $10,000
more than $1,000 to $10,000

Clæs D felony

I(ansas*

Severity Level 7,

$25,ooo or more

up to 10 Fs
up to 5 yrs

no iail if no other factor

nonperson felony
Severity level

f,

Aggravated misd.

Simple misd.

more than $500 to $1,000
more rhafi $100 ro $500
$1oo or less

ClæsA,

les than $5oo

Serious misd.

nonperson misd.
rnofe than $500 to $25,000

no jail if no other factor

$300 ormore

I

nonperson felony

Kentucþ

Clæs D

felony

* Penalty range defined by Sentencing Guidelines rather than Statute
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to 5 years

Clæs A misd.

less than $300

Stâte

Felony
Offenses

Louisiana

Felony

Felony

Felony

Dollar Level

Penalty Range

Clæs D crime

more rhan $1,000 to $2,000

Clæs E crime

$1,ooo or less

up to 15 yrs

Misdemeanor

less than $300

more than $250

up to 5 yrs

Misdemea¡or

$250 or less

more than $10,000
more rhalì $2,000 ro $10,000

up to

Clæs C crime

up to 5 yrs

Maryland

Felony

$3oo or more

Mæsachusetts

Felony

Clæs B crime

Dollar Level
less than $300

up to 10 )rs
up to 2 yrs

Maine

Misdemenor

Misdemeânor

$5oo or more
$3oo but less than $5oo

Felony

Misdemeanor
offenses

l0

yrs

l0

Felony

$2o,ooo or more

up to

Misdemeanor

$200 bur less than $1,ooo

Felony

$1,000 butless than $2o,ooo

up to 5 yfs

Misdemeanor

less than $200

Felony

more than $35,000
more rhan $2,500 to $35,000

up to 20 yrs

Misdemeanor

more rhan $z5o to $5oo

Felony

Misdemea¡or

$250 or less

Felony

nofe rhan $500 ro $2,500

Mississippi

Grandlarceny

$250 or more

up to 5 yrs

Petit lârcenv

less than $250

Missouri

Clæs C felony

$750 or more

up to 7 yrs

Clæs A misd.

less than $750

Montânâ

Felonv

more than $1,000

up to 10

Misdemeanor

$

Nebr¿ska

Class

more than $1,500
$5oo ro $l,5oo

up to 20 yrs

Michigan

Minnesot¿

III felony

Clæs IV felony

up to

yrs

l0

yrs

upto5Fs

lrs

up to 5

Clæs

I

Clæs

II

misd.

1,ooo or less

more than $200,less than $500
$2oo or less

'rs
Nevada

New Hampshire

NewJersey

New Mexico

New York

North

Caroli¡a*

Category B felony

$2,500 or more

I to 10 yrs

Misdemeanor

$25 but less than $250

Category C felony

$250 but less rhan $2,500

Ito5)rs

Misdemeanor

less than $25

Misdemeanor

$5oo or less

Class A

felonv

more than $1,000

up to 7 yrs

Class B

felonv

more rhan $500 to $1,000

I

2nd Degree crime

$75,ooo or more

5 to 10 yrs

lrd

$500 but less than $75,ooo

3to5yrs

4th Degree crime

more than $200 but less than $500

up to 18 months

2nd Degree felony

rnore than $20,000
mofe rhan $2,500 to $20,000

up to 9 )rs

Misdemeanor

3rd Degree felony

upto3rs

Petty- Misdemeanor

mofe rhân $100 to $250
$1oo or less

4th Degree felony

more than $250 to $2,500

up to 18 months

Grand larceny-lst

more than $1,000,000

less than $1,000

mofe than $50,000 to $1,000,000

up to 25 )rs
up to 15 yrs

Petit larceny

Grand læceny-2nd
Grand larceny-3rd
Grand larceny-4th

more than $3,000 ro $50,000
mofe rhân $1,000 ro $3,000

up to 7 ]rs
up to 4 1ts

Clæs H felony

more tha¡r $1,000

5 to 6 months with no

Degree crime

to

7)rs
Disorderly

Person

$200 or less

l

misd.

$l,ooo or less

up to 10 )rs
up to 5 lrs

Class B

misd.

$250 or less

lst Degree

Class

other factors
North Dakot¿

Ohio

Clæs C felony

more than $10,000
more than $500 ro $10,000

3rd Degree felony

$loo,ooo or greater

1to5)rs

4th Degree felony

$5,ooo bur less rhan $loo,ooo
$500 but less than $5,000

6 to 18 months

more than $500
more rhan $50 to $5OO

up to 5 )rs

Grand larceny

Aggrâvated lst Degree theft

$lo,ooo or more

up to l0 yfs

lst Degree theft

$750 but less than $10,000

up to 5 ]rs

Clæs B felony

5th Degree felony
Oldahoma

Oregon

Grand larceny

misd.

less than $500

6 to 12 months

$50 or less

Petit larceny

uptolyr
2nd Degree

theft

less than $750
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Felony
Penalty Ranse

Misdemeanor
Offenses

more rhan $100,000

12 to 18 months

Misdemeanor

9 to 16 mondrs

Misdemeanor

$2oo to $2,ooo
$50 but less tha¡ $zoo

Felony

more dran $5o,oo0 ro $100,000
more than $25,000 to $50,000

6 to 14 months

Misdemeanor

less tha¡ $50

Felony

more than $2,000 to $25,000

I to

Felony

more rhan $500

up to 10 yrs

Misdemeanor

$5oo or less

Grand larceny

$5,ooo or more
more than $1,000 bur less rhân $5,000

up to l0 yrs

Petit larcenv

$l,ooo or less

Grand larceny

Grandtheft

rnore than $500

up to l0 yrs

State

Felony
Offenses

Pennsylvania*

Felony
Felony

Rhode

Island

South Carolina

SouthDakoø

Clæs B felony

Tennessee

Class C

felony

Clæs D felony
Class E

felony

lst Degree felony

Texas

2nd Degree felony
3rd Degree felony
state jail felony

Utah*

2nd Degree felony

lrd

Degree felony

Vermont

Grand larceny

Virginia

Grand larceny

Washingon+

1st Degree theft

2nd Degree lheft
Washington,

DC

1st Degree

theft

Felony
Level

Dollar

Misdemenor
Dollar Level

12 months

up to 5 yrs

$60,ooo or more
$lo,ooo burless rhan $60,000

8 to 30 yrs

Petty theft

$1oo ro $5oo

Petty theft

less than $1oo

Class A

misd.

$5oo or less

3 to 15 yrs

$t,ooo but less than $to,ooo

2lo l2yrs

more than $500 bur less rhan $1,000

Ito6yts

$2oo,ooo or rnore
$loo,ooo but less than $2oo,ooo

5 to 99 yrs
2 to 20 yrs

Clæs

Clæs B misd.

$5oo but less than $t,5oo
$50 but less than $500

$20,ooo bur less tha¡ $too,ooo
$l,5oo but less than $2o,ooo

2 to 10 yrs

Clæs C misd.

less than $50

$5,ooo ofmore
$ 1,000 but less than $5,000

no iail if no other factor
no iail if no other factor

Clæs

mofe rhan $500

up to l0 yrs

Petit larceny

$5oo or less

I

Simple læceny

less than $2oo

Ä misd.

180 days to 2 1rs

to 20 yrs

A

misd.

$300 but less than

Class B

misd.

less than $3oo

3rd Degree

theft

$250 or less

up to 10 yrs

2nd Degree

theft

less than $z5o

more than $1,500
more than $250 to $1,500

up to 90 dâys

$250 or more

up to 60 days

Westvirginia

Grandlarceny

$1,ooo or more

I to 10 years

Petit larceny

less than $1,000

Wisconsin

Clæs C felony

more than $2,500

up to 15 yrs

ClæsA

$1,000 or less

Clæs E felony

more tlan $1,000 to $2,500

up to 5 yrs

Felony

$5oo or more

up to 10 yfs

Misdemeanor

less than $500

Woming

* Penalty range defined by Sentencing Guidelines rather th¿n St¿tute
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